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Preface

We celebrate babies— their creativity, generosity, and the pleasure they give 
us. We aim to convey the excitement of being in contact with their wonder 
and joy. The prism we develop forefronts groups evolving and working. Like 
us, babies need people. And, lifelong, they will live and learn as group mem-
bers, both at home and in class, at work or at play, in their prayers, and in their 
imaginations, plus in all the places where we link to others in the forging and 
re- forging of our identities and actions, through scholarship, employment, 
entertainment, art, and meditation.

As we develop our ideas about the broad implications of babies’ capacities 
for participation in groups, we find ourselves at odds with the entrenchment 
of conventions, in policy, practice, and thought, which idealize a one- to- one 
‘attachment’ between baby and mother as a universal source of child and adult 
well- being. Exalted claims are made for this vision. And yet our research and 
our practice, both laboratory- based and in early education centres— not to 
mention ordinary observations in playgrounds and living- rooms— daily 
prove babies act in ways which are multiple in nature and which an attach-
ment perspective does not countenance. Hence the need to examine the ‘clan 
infant’ to open up imaginative space for shifting ideas about ourselves and our 
very young. We hope our sketch of this more spacious human world will give 
pleasure to the reader.

Readers wishing to view videos referenced in this book— or who wish to 
read about new findings and discussions arising out of the work discussed in 
this book should visit babiesingroups.com. 

Between the three of us we have decades of inspired input from those 
around us, academic, professional, personal. Intellectually and politically, 
Denise Riley’s work stands as representative of one tradition to which we 
would like to think this book belongs. In 1978, Denise advocated the con-
struction of what she called an adequately socialized biology— a biology which 
was not limited to research on hormones and infant- mother interaction, but 
also encompassed the societal roots of such research and of the experiences 
common to mothers in contemporary Britain.1

We want to express gratitude to those who have helped us in our work. 
In particular, we thank the babies studied, their parents for permitting their 
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children’s participation, and the educators who agreed to help us with our re-
search. We also thank Jennifer Sumsion, who spear- headed the grant which 
first introduced Jane and Ben to Matt. Valerie Sinason and Joan Raphael- Leff 
helped seed the idea of the book by inviting Ben and Jane to present their 
work to the lively Zoom- group of analytic clinicians based at the Academic 
Faculty for Psychoanalytic Research, Anna Freud Centre, London, in October 
2020. Thanks too to James Cook University, Mark Morrison of Charles Sturt 
University, the Australian Research Council, and the British Academy for 
funding. Last but not least, we thank the Tavistock Centre for providing space 
and support for our British Academy- funded research via the agency and par-
ticipation of the much- missed Cathy Urwin.

More personally, Ben and Jane acknowledge their Cape community, the 
Rossato family (four generations, especially Guilio, Marisa, and Anthony), 
John and Karen Rennie (and Brandy the dog) and Mark Comollatti, with par-
ents Joy and Bryan— you have all helped to create this best of work environ-
ments. Thank you.
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Changing Stories

Figure 1.1 Summer on the beach at Barry Island, Wales.
Mark Lewis /  Alamy Stock Photo.

1.1 Setting the Scene

Babies, like their older relatives, are group beings (Figure 1.1). We evolved in 
groups, and, to this day, the world of almost all newborns is a family group 
surrounded by a broader network of friends and relations. At birth we may 
look like tiny helpless organisms, but right from day one, we respond to and 
act on those around us. In this chapter we flesh out the insight that humans 
are ‘political animals’ to set the scene for what it means to say babies are born 
clan- ready and so do best when brought up in groups— the central argument 
of this book.

Thinking about how to understand our very young, scientific ideas typically 
make their starting- point a just- so story about human evolution. A favourite 
just- so story has pictured our pre- human ancestors living on the savannah, 

 

 

 



2 Babies in Groups

under constant threat from big hungry cats. Framed like this— especially if 
Stone Age babies were reared solely by their mothers  it is easy to imagine that 
babies who cried more loudly, clung more firmly, or were otherwise born 
better equipped to stay close to their mothers would have best avoided pro-
viding a meal for the cats. In this story, Stone Age bubs with the most effec-
tive ways of ‘attaching’ themselves to Mam would have been the most likely 
to survive to grow up and breed. Over countless generations, various such 
‘attachment’ behaviours would slowly have been built into our basic biolog-
ical makeup by natural selection. Which suggests that, to this day, we are each 
born pre- equipped by evolution to grow a strong one- to- one or ‘dyadic’ bond 
to our mothers— or to another familiar adult— which, once formed, will ac-
tivate whenever danger threatens. How this relationship is managed then 
becomes the cornerstone and prototype for all our other social relationships.

However, the last thirty years of research on human evolution paints a dif-
ferent picture. At last science is confirming what the grandfather of evolu-
tionary theory Charles Darwin argued: that all of the most human of our human 
qualities go back to the fact that our ancestors lived and evolved in groups, and 
adapted as groups to the dangers and opportunities in their surrounding envi-
ronment.1 Recent findings about group- care in primates, about the structure of 
primate brains, and about the customs and genetics of ancient clan- based tribes, 
all show that the environment to which our long- ago ancestors had first to adapt 
was not made up of grassy savannahs and fierce big cats, but above all, of a stable 
group of familiar human beings. The children of our pre- historic ancestors were 
born into long- lasting, cohesive tribes. It was as tribes that we gathered food, 
hunted game, and fought off predators— mothers did not mother alone. Which 
means, when babies were frightened, or danger threatened, they would have 
survived best if they had snuggled up to any one of a number of different tribe 
members, whoever was nearby and happy to help. In short, the drama of our 
psychological origins has shifted from a two- hander starring the mother to fea-
ture a stable ensemble of familiar characters working together.

Given this change of story, we are challenged to re- imagine the evolution of 
infant experience and what it means for humans to be social or political ani-
mals. What babies must need most in this scenario are skills for group partic-
ipation. None of today’s theories of child development consider the possibility 
that young babies might have evolved to be able to engage in genuine, group- 
level interaction from their earliest months onwards.2 Nor do they provide 
any way to understand how, well before they can crawl, babies can interact 
with more than one other person at once. Such capacities are consistent with 
the ordinariness of how we continually perceive and respond to the myriad 
of events and items around us. For example, when with several others, our 
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peripheral vision constantly picks up others’ movements and actions going 
on simultaneously with our own. The studies which gave rise to this book 
show us that the same is true of babies. Which means human social life has a 
foundation in the multiplicity of ordinary togetherness— something to which 
today’s favoured story about the psychology of our very young gives no clue.

The following chapters elaborate findings that show group capacities and 
memberships are there from the start of life. This works against the grain of 
seeing the newborn as ‘an individual’ who subsequently needs to be ‘socialized’ 
before they can learn how to be in groups. It also works against claims that the 
infant– mother relationship is the template for later social life, including group 
life. Instead, individuation becomes the crux of development, an insight which 
goes back to the Greek philosopher Aristotle (384– 322 BC). It was Aristotle 
who called human beings political animals— which, taken literally, meant not 
merely gregarious animals, but an animal ‘which can individuate itself only in 
the midst of society’.3

This chapter sketches the background and rationale for our research, which 
examines what happens when we put babies together in groups, without 
adults. We will then argue that the findings from such research open up 
new horizons, both for scientific understanding of the very young, and for 
building good policies and practices to advance the care and development of 
our children.

1.2 Introducing the Twentieth Century

The best- known story in today’s science of babies is a heroic romance. Its plot 
draws on a history of childhood which culminated in the liberation move-
ments rising out of the ashes of the Second World War. In the USA, the mes-
sage of Benjamin Spock’s post- war manual The Common Sense Book of Baby 
and Child Care made it a fifty million best- seller.4 Pre- war psychologists had 
warned parents not to spoil babies by ‘rewarding’ them for crying, by picking 
them up and comforting them, or by feeding them: babies should be left to 
‘cry it out’, and should be fed only once every four hours. On the contrary, 
said Spock’s new book: babies don’t need cold- hearted regulation and rigid 
discipline. You won’t spoil your little darlings by hugging them when they cry 
or feeding them when they feel hungry. What they need is love and affection, 
recognition, and understanding. So follow your parental instincts, act on your 
loving feelings, and treat your children as the unique individuals they are.

In Britain, a like revolution was afoot. This rose out of a century of ten-
sion surrounding British society’s inhumanity to the very young during the 
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Industrial Revolution. The urban poverty sustaining Britain’s rise as an indus-
trial power was targeted by a series of Victorian writers who made children 
their focus. Most notable was Charles Dickens (1812– 1870). Dickens’ famous 
second novel, Oliver Twist, featured an orphaned boy who spent his infancy 
and early childhood in a ‘baby farm’ run by the nasty Mrs Mann.5 Baby farms 
were a widespread form of childcare among the Victorian poor. A Mrs Mann 
would be paid a small fee by a mother to take over the responsibility and care 
of her baby— especially if the mother were unmarried. Babies would then join 
a room full of little companions to spend years of neglect in foul conditions. If 
they were lucky. Because, should they not quickly die of disease, it was to the 
advantage of a real- life Mrs Mann to ‘hasten the death of the child’, once she 
had pocketed the fee from the mother.6

Of course, children of wealthy Victorians looked forward to a vastly different 
future. Yet their infancy was also farmed out. As babies, they would be breast- 
fed by ‘wet nurses’, rather than their mothers. And the bulk of their early years 
would be overseen by nannies and nursemaids, not parents. Girls would then be 
educated by governesses, and their brothers too. Until, around the age of seven, 
the sons of the rich would be posted off to often- abusive boarding schools, 
where they spent all but the summer holidays of their next ten to twelve years— 
as depicted in Nicholas Nickleby, Dickens’ follow- up to Oliver Twist.7

British baby farms finally fell foul of government regulation just before the 
First World War; with Rhoda Willis, the last baby farmer executed for infan-
ticide, being hanged on her fortieth birthday, on 14 August 1907 in Cardiff 
prison. Boarding schools have done far better than baby farms, however. To 
this day, they have continued to grow in number, in the numbers of children 
they enrol— now including girls— in influence, in international reach, and 
in wealth. They have largely escaped criticism and government supervision, 
though one old boy from Eton (a major British boarding school), Auberon 
Waugh, commenting on the repeated employment of known pederasts as 
teachers by boarding schools, remarked: ‘Of course, the English are famous 
throughout the entire civilised world for their hatred of children’.8

Waugh’s observation nicely sets the scene for the exploits of British child 
psychiatrist John Bowlby (died 1990). Born in the same year as Rhoda Willis 
was hanged, Bowlby was yet another boy raised in a big house by a nanny 
and nursemaids— excepting a one- hour visit each day to his mother ‘after tea’.9 
At age seven he was dispatched to boarding school. It appears that Bowlby 
did not much like his school. He later complained: ‘I wouldn’t send a dog 
away to boarding school at age seven’.10 Perhaps he did not like the remote-
ness of his mother either. Either way, after the Second World War, when he 
began to make a name for himself on BBC chat shows, at the World Health 
Organization, and in psychological journals, by publicizing his newly devised 
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theory of ‘infant– mother attachment’, his success had a double significance.11 
On the personal side, his theoretical claim that all human babies biologically 
require their mothers’ undivided love and attention looks like a covert attack 
on his own parenting, or, to be precise, his mother (Figure 1.2).12

Figure 1.2 Attachment theory has at its heart an idealized image of a Madonna- like 
‘natural’ mother who is unceasingly devoted— available, sensitive, and appropriately 
responsive— to her adoring infant.
Artist Emma Barnet.
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At the same time, but far more consequentially, Bowlby’s theory was the 
trumpet- blast which launched a post- war cultural protest against British soci-
ety’s cold- hearted ‘hatred of children’. From the 1950s on, his formulation of 
attachment became the foundation- stone for enlightened thinking about the 
needs of babies.

Bowlby dressed up his theory in the apparel of science. Yet it is less science 
than an assumed aura of humane righteousness which today fuels the promo-
tion of attachment theory among psychologists and other professionals who 
deal with young children. Which creates the growing tension that this book 
later documents. Not only has subsequent research quietly refuted the scien-
tific grounds for Bowlby’s theory of infant– mother attachment— despite its 
advocates’ continuing protestations of their scientific credentials.13 Its claims 
to promote a humane vision of early childhood sugar- coat cultural bias and 
misogyny. This double jeopardy presses the need for a book which tells a dif-
ferent story about human beginnings— a story rooted in what today’s observa-
tional studies show babies really are and can do.

1.3  Groupness

Our scientific starting- point is that young babies manifestly possess what we 
call groupness. In the social sciences, groupness refers to the fact that a social 
group has characteristics which go beyond those of its individual members.14 
So, to call a group a group is not just to talk about physical proximity. When 
the anthropologist Sarah Blaffer Hrdy notes that today’s hunter- gatherers ‘live 
in tight- knit groups’, she is raising something beyond the fact they just happen 
to hang out together.15 Somehow, they act— and think and feel— cohesively.

This kind of groupness underpins much of our everyday lives, though in 
unspoken ways— providing a magnet for metaphors (such as ‘tight- knit’). 
Most humans work in teams, dwell with others, sport in groups, relax among 
friends. Each such group soon tacitly develops traditions, rules, or basic 
assumptions about how to behave, such that the members ‘will be singing 
from the same hymn- sheet’. Taken- for- granted mores often only come to light 
when someone ‘steps out of line’— a newcomer perhaps— and ‘drops a clanger’, 
or makes a ‘faux pas’. Suddenly, ‘one could cut the air with a knife’ (Figure 1.3).

Unsurprisingly, a productive life requires a capacity to ‘read the room’, and 
methods of dispelling ‘an awkward atmosphere’. Otherwise a work or sports 
team, a classroom of children, a family, a band, or a committee, may become 
‘dysfunctional’, succumb to ‘groupthink’, ‘split’, or fall foul of ‘infighting’, and so 
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“That’s an excellent suggestion, Miss Triggs. Perhaps one of
the men here would like to make it.”

Figure 1.3 A cartoon outing group assumptions.
Punch Cartoon Library /  TopFoto.

fail to achieve what it set out to achieve. A team or committee which is ‘har-
monious’, ‘humming’, or ‘on song’, on the other hand, will perform well.

Many of the metaphors used to capture groupness do not refer to vision. 
They more often draw from the world of sound, as sound is omnidirectional, 
open to everyone within earshot— sometimes thousands. Sound- based met-
aphors are apt because group dynamics are not just one- to- one (as in ‘seeing 
eye to eye’). They simultaneously embrace all the members in the group. This 
requires a form of interaction that differs from the person- to- person com-
munication found in dyads. Groupness is supra- dyadic. In a tight- knit group, 
each group- member’s behaviour affects and is affected by several people 
at once.

1.4 Extended Families

One of the rarest kinds of family in human history is the kind which lives in 
its own dwelling, with Dad going out to work and Mum staying home- alone 
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to look after the kids.16 These nuclear families are often called ‘traditional’, 
though any such tradition has always been a minority affair. Nuclear families 
which centre on the idea of a single- waged male earner with a stay- at- home 
wife with children, had their heyday among better- off whites in countries 
like those of Western Europe, Australia, and the USA during the years of the 
post- war ‘baby boom’, in the 1950s and 1960s. In Britain, for example, VE- day 
saw women sent home en masse from offices and factories to make way for 
employment of the men being demobilized from the armed forces in their 
hundreds of thousands. Rather than continuing in paid work, His Majesty’s 
government urged wives to stay home and ‘have babies for Britain’.17

War nurseries closed down in 1945 so childcare became harder and harder 
to find. There were hard barriers preventing married women from partici-
pating in the workforce. In the Netherlands (until 1957) and Ireland (until 
1973), for instance, wives were barred by law from working outside the home. 
In France (until 1965) and Spain (until 1975), once they had married, women 
needed their husbands’ consent to work. Meanwhile, for the better- off— in 
place of servants and nursery- maids— TVs and a host of labour- saving do-
mestic appliances became widely available: dishwashers, clothes- washers, 
vacuum cleaners, and food- mixers. In 1951, the first commercial ‘infant for-
mula’ was released, largely replacing breastfeeding in some countries. And 
the buying- power of wages was on the rise, so that a single salary was more 
often sufficient to support a growing family than today, or prior to the Second 
World War.

Outside advertising, and government policy surrounding the post- World 
War II baby boom, nuclear families look like oddities (Figure 1.4). Far more 
commonly, across human history and around the world, several people 
have taken responsibility for looking after a baby. And nowadays, in many 
Westernized nations, around one- half of all infants spend some of their week 
in non- parental childcare— either formal or informal. When we look more 
broadly at other times and places, we find children come to life surrounded by 
extended families, with several kith or kin— including older siblings, fathers, 
‘aunts’, and grandmothers— taking central roles in babies’ daily upbringing. 
Some Aboriginal languages in Australia make no distinction between ‘mother’ 
and ‘aunt’.

Contemporary comparisons between the babies of isolated sole- care moth-
ers and those experiencing other kinds of care, as in extended families, show 
that babies do better with more than one caregiver. For instance, in the USA, 
babies born to inexperienced mothers do far better emotionally and cogni-
tively if they have a live- in grandmother who shares caregiving duties. These 
good effects last into a child’s teenage years. Teenagers even do significantly 
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Figure 1.4 An images of ‘the traditional family’ in an advertisement from the 1950s in 
the USA.
Neil Baylis /  Alamy Stock Photo.
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better socially and at school if, a decade or more previously, their inexperi-
enced mother was visited at home just once a month by a helpful nurse during 
her pregnancy and over her child’s first two years of life. Thus a study led by 
David Olds in Colorado shows that, compared to a ‘control group’ of children 
whose young first- time mothers were not visited by nurses, the children of 
nurse- visited mothers grew up to be more responsive emotionally, less scared 
when toddlers, quicker to learn language, and cognitively more advanced. The 
visited mothers were themselves slower to conceive a second child and more 
likely to be employed as their baby grew up than were unvisited mothers.18

Other cultures show similar results. In urban Sudan, a comparison of chil-
dren brought up in nuclear families with those living in extended families— 
especially those where grandmothers are centrally involved in childcare— has 
shown that the children with several caregivers grow up better adjusted, so-
cially and emotionally, than those with just a single mother- figure.19 As 
Stephanie Coontz puts it: ‘children do best in societies where childrearing is 
considered too important to be left entirely to parents’, so that bringing up 
baby becomes a cooperative project.20

1.5 Cooperative Breeding

It is easy to assume that chimps, gorillas, and orangutans furnish the best 
models for understanding how our first human ancestors looked after their 
young. We assume these great apes are ‘more like us’ than any other primate. 
But not necessarily. Or, at least, not where bringing up babies is concerned. 
Great apes all show continuous ‘care- and- contact’ mothering, where mothers 
do all the childcare and often do not allow anyone else to touch their babies for 
several months after birth.21 We are not like this. Nine in ten human babies are 
first touched by someone other than their mother.22 We also break the cross- 
species rule that animals who have bigger babies relative to their mother’s size 
leave longer intervals between births. This rule comes about because the more 
effort and energy babies take a mother to produce, the more time she will need 
to recover before reproducing again. Great apes average six years between 
births. Human babies are relatively larger, and human children take far longer 
to reach independence from their parents, than those of any other ape. Yet, 
worldwide and over history, human mothers have produced their offspring 
almost twice as fast as orangutans, gorillas, and chimps do. What might this 
mean? It suggests our ancestors’ mothers needed and got significant support 
from other adults (sometimes called ‘alloparents’).
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Continuous care- and- contact mothering is only one model of childcare 
among primates. Nearly half of the two hundred plus primate species are coop-
erative breeders. Amongst these, the primatologist Sarah Blaffer Hrdy argues 
that marmosets and tamarins provide good parallels for human breeding 
(Figure 1.5). Marmoset and tamarin species— the so- called Callitrichidae— 
mostly live in close- knit groups where mothers may suckle other mothers’ 
babies, not just their own— as Islamic ‘milk mothers’ have done for thousands 
of years in Muslim communities. Babies get handed around between group 
members, the mother showing none of the jealous possessiveness that great 
ape mothers do. These cooperative breeders can produce their young ex-
tremely quickly, especially as some species typically produce twins or triplets. 
This means, when food abounds, marmosets and tamarins can swiftly spread 
into new territories and colonize them. Callitrichid mothers also show a more 
calculating attitude to maternity than do care- and- contact primates, killing 
their babies or leaving them to die if they sense they have insufficient social 
support from their group. Marmosets and tamarins prove the most altruistic 
and helpful of primates too, being significantly more likely to assist others of 
their species to get food in experiments that test their willingness to coop-
erate. Their helpfulness is only exceeded by humans.

Hrdy argues that all these features of cooperative breeders from the 
Callitrichidae have parallels in humans: helpfulness to others; swift rate of 

Figure 1.5 Emperor Tamarins raise infants cooperatively.
Tierfotoagentur /  Alamy Stock Photo.
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reproduction; capacity for speedy colonization of new territory; willingness 
of mothers to let others hold their newborns; multiple caregivers for each in-
fant; attitudes to infanticide; and a willingness to feed other mothers’ babies. 
Which suggests that our first human ancestors were cooperative breeders.

1.6 Human Evolution

The make- up of human DNA suggests that, for hundreds of thousands of 
years, our first human ancestors lived in Central Africa, in small, isolated 
groups. During this period, the entire human species totalled little more than 
ten thousand souls. Then, around fifty thousand years ago, there was an ex-
odus from Africa and human population numbers quickly began to grow. 
Some of the original population migrated to sub- Saharan Africa, where their 
descendants still live: San- speaking Ju/ ’hoansi people, also known as the Kung 
or ‘Bushmen’.23 Hence, there is great interest in how these desert- dwelling 
people rear their children.

Like most people who traditionally live by hunting and gathering, the Kung 
live, seek food, and rear their babies cooperatively. Given the fragility of their 
food supplies, Kung people maintain both the close collaborative groups 
within which they live, and strong ties between groups. These wider social 
networks ensure the sharing of valuables— tools, weapons, clothes and, par-
ticularly, of food— by groups living in different areas, making a much wider 
range of food sources available to each individual. It has been calculated that, 
as a result of being networked, the Kung are nine times more likely to survive 
famines than they would be if they had no network.

Like babies in many other hunter- gatherer peoples, Kung babies spend a 
considerable portion of their day being looked after, caressed, held, or sung to 
by group- members other than their mother (Figure 1.6). As Hrdy observes, 
from a position on the mother’s hip, Kung babies have available to them the 
mother’s ‘entire social world’:

When the mother is standing, the infant’s face is just at the eye- level of desper-
ately maternal 11-  to 12- year- old girls who frequently approach and initiate brief, 
intense, face- to- face interactions including smiling and vocalization. When not in 
the sling [babies] are passed from hand to hand around a fire for similar interac-
tions with one adult or child after another. They are kissed on their faces, bellies, 
genitals, sung to, bounced, entertained, encouraged, even addressed at length in 
conversational tones long before they can understand words. Throughout the first 
year there is rarely any dearth of such attention and love.24
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A hunter- gatherer baby is commonly fed by several different people too.
From the evidence collected, Hrdy concludes that it was cooperative 

breeding which made humans the hyper- social species we are, and gave us the 
capacity to spread successfully, from such tiny beginnings, over the planet we 
now so ubiquitously inhabit. In which case, the sociability of little humans will 
need to encompass many more people than does the sociability of baby great 
apes, including ‘others as well as mothers’.25

1.7 Social Brains

Converging with this conclusion is a line of research that comes from studying 
primate brains. The question at issue here is: how come we humans evolved to 
have such large brains relative to our body- size? What were the selection pres-
sures? Note that the main part of the brain which varies between primates, 
relative to their body- size (and the rest of their brains), is the newest part, 
called the neocortex, and largely responsible in humans for ‘higher’ forms 
of agency: imagining, attending, thinking, perceiving, remembering events, 
decision- making, and using language.

Figure 1.6 Baby in a group of the Kung.
agefotostock /  Alamy Stock Photo.
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The ratio of neocortex to body- size in humans (30:1) is twice that in chimps 
(60:1). So the question becomes, how come humans have evolved such large 
neocortices? Many speculations have been put forward as to the distinctive 
pressures which made us brainier than our apish cousins, for example: tool- 
use and tool- making; the large size of the territories humans inhabit in con-
trast to other primates; the complexity of the human diet; our long life- span; 
and our use of language. Only recently have the relevant data for testing 
these hypotheses been collected, sorted, and systematically analysed. It now 
looks more and more as though it is the complexity of the social relationships 
which different monkeys and apes experience that determines the relative size 
of their neocortices. The more complicated a primate’s social life, the more 
brain- power it evolves.

The first test of the relevant data assumes social relationships are more com-
plicated in apes which live in larger groups— not just as one pair of parents 
and their young. The data show a strong linear correlation between group size 
and relative neocortex size (Figure 1.7).

Similar results have been found for other measures of social complexity. The 
sizes of grooming cliques correlate positively and significantly with relative 
neocortex sizes across many primate species. And the frequency of deception 
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Figure 1.7 Data for different primate species (solid dots) and human species (open 
dots): average size of social groups plotted against the ratio of the volume of each 
species’ neocortex to total brain volume. The bigger the social group a species lives in, 
the bigger its neocortex-to-brain ratio.
Used with permission of Dunbar, R.I. from “The Social Brain: Mind, Language, and Society in 
Evolutionary Perspective”. Annual Review of Anthropology, 32, 2003, pp. 163– 181. Permission 
conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
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in different primate species also correlate positively with differences in neo-
cortex ratio. Like results have been shown for social play— the more there is 
in a species, the bigger the neocortex ratio— and for the formation of coali-
tions.26 All of which suggests that the distinctive features of human agency 
resulted from living in large social groups, where complex social relationships 
were maintained. This implies that human babies must be born with a ‘social 
brain’ of which the most distinctive feature must be a capacity for acting as 
members of social groups.

1.8 Recent Research on Babies in Groups

The key question raised by what may seem today to be a new story about the 
group- based, tribal context of human beginnings, is this: what adaptations 
would best have fitted our young to grow up as engaged and effective group 
members? This new story has a long history, however. One hundred and fifty 
years ago Charles Darwin was puzzling over the same question. His answer? 
‘The connection between the related members of the same tribe, exposed to 
all sorts of danger’, he wrote, would be ‘much more important, owing to the 
need of mutual protection and aid, than that between the mother and her 
child’.27 For Darwin, babies should be born with a capacity to integrate them-
selves into ‘the connection between the related members of the same tribe’ 
rather than solely a capacity to form a relationship, connection, or ‘attach-
ment’ to their mothers. Despite Darwin’s own publications on infant behav-
iour, science forgot his group hypothesis for more than a century.28 None of 
the themes discussed in this chapter had been investigated before contempo-
rary research on infants in groups began in the 1990s. Which makes our own 
research- story relevant.

By 1995, two of this book’s authors, Jane and Ben, had been recording and 
studying the social lives of babies for twenty years.29 (Matt came in later; see 
Ch.4.) As with the majority of similar researchers, their primary focus had been 
on infant– adult ‘dyads,’ mostly baby– mother pairs. Then, in 1996, Jane began 
organizing a series of interdisciplinary conferences in Townsville, Australia 
under the banner ‘Freud in North Queensland’ (FINQ— tagline: ‘snorkelling 
in the unconscious’). Speakers included international innovators, practising 
artists, but, in the main, Australian psychoanalysts and psychotherapists: a 
first day of talks being followed up by a second day of workshops. The first 
FINQ conference saw psychoanalytic clinicians Campbell Paul and Frances 
Thomson- Salo give a workshop on their therapeutic practice at the Royal 
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Children’s Hospital, Melbourne: weekly group therapy with four or five moth-
ers, plus their babies.30

Frances’ and Campbell’s videos showed excerpts from a therapeutic group 
that had been meeting for several months. Seven adults were seen sitting on 
chairs in a circle surrounding five babies disporting themselves on the floor. 
Frances and Campbell showed us how, over time, the group’s dynamics were 
not just affected by the therapists’ interventions and those of the mothers, 
but also by baby- led innovations. They asked us to watch a seven- month- old, 
Ian, who had a severely depressed mother. On his first visit to the group, Ian’s 
mother behaved as if every time Ian looked at her, she had to smile. This led 
to rather wooden smiling on her part. Meanwhile, Ian’s body- tone remained 
flaccid, he could not sit up, and he too looked depressed. Yet he could not 
fail to be aware almost immediately of the response of the other infants. As 
soon as eight- month- old Mary saw him, she reacted with pleasure, trying to 
reach him and touch him, but she also seemed to be aware of his lack of re-
sponsiveness and perturbed by it. Ian withdrew from Mary into holding and 
mouthing a toy. By the next week, however, Ian was a transformed child, he 
was sitting upright, and more engaged with the group leaders and Mary; he 
smiled, moved, and vocalized with pleasure, and more clearly communicated 
what he wanted.31 Mary the therapist!

By raising the possibility that Mary’s intervention had helped Ian, Campbell 
and Frances were suggesting that, even before they were old enough to begin 
the process of forming a solid attachment to a parent (at nine months), babies 
could participate in group dynamics. They backed up this assertion with sev-
eral other video examples. Their claims struck us as a brand- new idea. So we 
decided to put it to the test.

This decision coincided with Ben and Jane’s move from the shore of the 
Coral Sea in tropical North Queensland to the hilly vineyards of Charles Sturt 
University in New South Wales. Here we were soon allocated funds to set up a 
laboratory for studying babies. Plus, serendipitously, we were blessed by a visit 
from Kiwi- turned- Scot Colwyn Trevarthen, a major figure in contemporary 
infancy studies, on one of his dives ‘down under’ from Edinburgh. Colwyn 
helped design an appropriate observational regime to test Campbell and 
Frances’ group hypothesis. Our plan was to put three babies of the same age 
together in a group and then, with cameras a- whirr, all adults would vacate the 
filming studio to watch from a nearby room what the babies did (via CCTV). 
Colwyn insisted that our films should include the babies’ feet in our cameras’ 
fields of view, as babies’ feet were very expressive. How right he turned out to 
be! (See Chapter 2.)
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1.9 Old and New

So far as we could find, besides Campbell and Frances— who had done it 
with therapeutic aims— no psychologists had ever put several babies to-
gether in a group and studied what happens. The nearest were two then- recent 
studies where babies had been recorded in trios— which included adults. In 
Switzerland, Elizabeth Fivaz and her colleagues had invented the ‘Lausanne 
Trilogue Play’ procedure. This was a therapeutically inspired project where 
a baby would be recorded in a trio made up of a baby plus his or her parents. 
Around the same time, Jacqueline Nadel’s team was undertaking experiments 
on trios in Paris. These consisted of two babies and an adult ‘stooge’— who had 
been instructed how to behave by the researchers.32

However interesting the results from these two projects, neither provided 
a satisfactory model for our research. That was because neither escaped the 
‘scaffolding’ criticism that had dogged studies on infant sociability since the 
1970s. At issue here was a conflict that stretched back to the beginning of 
the twentieth century in psychology— and far further in philosophy— about 
how much psychological and social competence we can attribute to babies. 
Are babies blank slates who are capable of almost nothing until ‘written on’— 
trained and socialized— by the adults around them? Or do they arrive in the 
world ready- to- go, with lively interests and functional abilities? The early 
1970s saw these two questions fought over in two distinct battles: one about 
infants’ competence as such; the other about their social abilities.

1.10 The Competent Infant

The first battle targeted psychologists who had for decades argued that the 
main motor of early development is learning. New- born babies learn faster 
than at any later period of their lives, we were told, but they have little idea 
about what they need to learn: they were shaped solely by their post- birth 
experiences. Any stimulus associated with pain was avoided in future, and 
stimuli associated with pleasure were the more sought out. Even psycho-
therapists and psychoanalysts, professions with a focus on childhood expe-
riences and thus perhaps more open than others to seeing the complexity of 
how babies viewed the world, subscribed to views like this (see Ch.5 section 
5.5 ‘Seduction by attachment rhetoric’). For example, in 1960, the psychoan-
alyst Anna Freud (1895- 1982), one of the pioneers of child study, wrote that 
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humans were born in ‘an undifferentiated state’ without any semblance of 
‘complex mental life’.33

In the 1960s and 1970s new methods of research produced laboratory 
findings which persuaded many academic psychologists to dismiss such low 
estimates of babies’ abilities. This became known as ‘the competent infant’ 
movement.34 Its main drive focused on perceptual and reasoning powers, 
until then only attributed to older children by the influential Swiss psychol-
ogist, Jean Piaget (1896– 1980). At the leading edge of this new movement 
was Tom Bower (1941– 2014), an inventive experimentalist who sought to re-
veal in tiny babies cognitive achievements of the kind Piaget attributed only 
to walking, talking toddlers. Did Piaget say it took two years for a child to 
acquire the idea that things like feeding- bottles and apples continue to exist 
even when out of sight (a skill he called ‘object permanence’)? Bower devised 
an experiment to show babies could reach accurately for an object made in-
visible to them, before they were five months old.35 Had Piaget concluded 
the capacity for intentional action only emerged at 15 months? Bower got a 
study into the science journal Nature demonstrating intention in new- born 
babies.36 And so on. Yet, despite all the path- breaking claims it made about the 
very young infant’s understanding of the physical world, Bower’s (1974) book 
Development in Infancy said nothing about babies’ social competence.37

This was because most of those pushing the timetable for Piaget’s ‘stages 
of cognitive development’ onto younger and younger babies tested babies in 
isolation, believing that infants were born as asocial beings.38 (This was also 
taken to be Piaget’s view.) The key concept here was, once again, ‘socializa-
tion’: psychologists widely assuming that babies needed socializing before 
they could distinguish people from things. According to the earliest estimates, 
children only learnt this distinction at the end of their first year.

1.11 Born Social?

The main opposition to the idea that young babies were not social came from 
Bowlby’s theory of infant– mother attachment. The starting assumption for 
attachment theorists was that babies are ‘born social’. They pointed out that 
babies reliably orientate toward other people from birth onwards, by smell, 
when touched, or by sound or vision. Underlining this point was an experi-
ment by Robert Fantz which showed that young babies prefer to look at a dia-
gram of schematic face than at any other two- dimensional pattern.39 Bowlby 
and his followers also reminded us that tiny babies are best comforted by 
other people. And pointed out that we are all born with ways which attract 
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other people’s attention (e.g. smiling, sucking, clinging, crying, gazing into 
their eyes).

However, even according to attachment theory, a baby’s first social attach-
ment only begins at nine months of age.40 Regarding the eight months be-
fore that, Bowlby had nothing much to say. Furthermore, the formation of 
infant– adult attachments was only proposed to explain how and why older 
babies seek proximity to others when they are stressed: afraid, or hungry, or 
ill, or tired. What babies do with people for the first three- quarters of their 
first year— when they are too young to have any attachments; or what they 
do when they are not stressed; or when they are already in proximity to other 
people— did not come under the theory’s consideration.

How to explore the various gaps left by attachment theory? Here the new 
availability of relatively cheap ‘consumer’ video- recorders helped— first mar-
keted by Sony in 1971. Soon a number of researchers were setting up ‘infant 
laboratories’ for face- to- face (en face) recording sessions with mothers and 
their babies, from as young as six weeks old (see Figure 1.8). This was where 
Colwyn Trevarthen (b.1931) was a trailblazer. His analyses of infant– mother 
interactions quickly led him to conclude that, long before they might form 

Figure 1.8 The ‘en face’ paradigm for recording infant– mother communication. The 
mother (her right shoulder and the side of her head is visible at left) has her image 
captured via a front- silvered mirror (on the right).
Picture kindly supplied by Colwyn Trevarthen.
From Dunbar, Robin. 2003. ‘The Social Brain: Mind, Language, and Society in Evolutionary 
Perspective’. Annual Review of Anthropology 32: 163– 181.
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attachments, babies have an awareness specifically adapted to receiving, com-
municating, and sharing mental states with their companions. One of his 
early publications, complete with photographic stills from his films by way 
of illustration, featured in the New Scientist in 1974: ‘Conversations with a 
two- month- old’.41 It christened babies’ capacities for interpersonal awareness 
innate intersubjectivity. Trevarthen’s has proven an influential conclusion, 
which he and his colleagues have since elaborated into a theory which helps 
explain children’s early communicative development, their humour, culture, 
and musicality, plus conditions like autism (see Appendix, A.1).

1.12  Scaffolding

Influential as it was, Trevarthen’s work quickly attracted criticism. 
Psychologists who preferred the ‘blank slate’ view of babies said he was 
over- interpreting his data.42 Before long, an alternative account of his re-
search was gaining traction. Fascinating though his films of mother– baby 
‘conversations’ might be, the appearance of infants engaging in symmetrical 
proto- conversations with their mothers, such that young babies actively and 
appropriately took turns in animatedly gesturing, cooing, and mouthing, at 
their attentive mothers and then more passively ‘listening’— watching and 
smiling while the mother talked— was all due to the mother’s scaffolding. Her 
superior skills in pacing and vocalizing allowed her to make it seem like her 
baby was a genuine conversational partner. The mother was like a ventrilo-
quist with a dummy. Her attitude and actions allowed her to guide and mould 
the infant’s behavioural output into the form their culture required.43

Adding to the criticism was the fact the analyses of video and film data 
which Trevarthen and his supporters held to show young babies could ‘share’ 
mental states with their mothers, or had ‘mutual awareness’ of mothers’ ‘com-
plex and expressive communications’, did not say what kinds of thing mothers 
and babies ‘shared’. The few studies that did analyse mothers’ behaviour typ-
ically showed that, during recording sessions, mothers acted in a way which 
mirrored their baby’s actions and expressions. Not just what mothers said but 
how they spoke reflected the infant’s vocalizations— in volume, pitch, and 
phrasing. Infants’ facial expressions were mirrored too, right down to subtle 
movements of lips and eyebrows.44 Which confirms what Donald Winnicott 
had observed: ‘when the mother is looking at the baby . . . what she looks like 
is related to what she sees there’. The mother makes herself a mirror. So when a 
baby looks at a mother’s face, ‘what the baby sees is himself or herself ’.45
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All of which suggests that much of young babies’ attraction to interacting 
with their mothers has mainly to do with their enjoyment of having an audi-
ence, giving them a delicious sense of power from seeing what they are doing 
reflected ‘at twice its natural size’ a kind of narcissism— not with seeking to 
understand what the mother herself is really feeling or thinking.46 Certainly, 
babies typically turn away in dismay if their power over their mothers is ex-
perimentally removed.47

1.13  Symmetry

From all this we concluded that the best way to ensure we were in a position 
to rebut claims that infants’ social competence in groups resulted from adults’ 
‘scaffolding’ was to ban adults from the recording studio. After all, the only 
reason that critics of work like Trevarthen’s could mount their arguments was 
because the en face mother- infant recording paradigm was so asymmetrical. 
Mothers can speak, understand instructions, act out what experimenters tell 
them to do, and interpret instructions in their own unique ways. They are big-
ger, stronger, louder, and cleverer than babies (Figure 1.9). This is what made 

Figure 1.9 Asymmetry: Angela (aged 23 weeks) resisting her mother’s attempt to force 
eye contact in an en face ‘conversation’.
Source: author's picture.
See Bradley, Ben S. 1981. ‘Negativity in Early Infant- Adult Exchanges and its Developmental 
Significance’. European Monographs in Social Psychology 24: 1– 38.
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it so easy for Trevarthen’s critics to maintain that adults were manipulating 
babies or simply fitting their own behaviour around a baby’s patterns of action 
to make them look conversational.48

So, when we came to arrange our own ‘infant laboratory’ for recording 
infants in groups, we set it up symmetrically, as an equilateral triangle, where 
each baby was approximately the same age, had not met before, and was equi-
distant from the other two babies (Figure 1.10).

The next chapter describes our first findings from this triadic set- up. 
Chapter 3 describes the second phase of our research, which focused on babies 
in fours and examines why all- infant quartets present far greater interpretive 
challenges than do trios. Chapters 4 and 5 focus on developing the implica-
tions for policy and practice of the group story of infancy, first in commercial 
childcare settings, and then in psychotherapy. Chapter 6 concludes.

Figure 1.10 Diagram of our set- up for recording the behaviour of ‘babies in groups’ 
(drawn by Colwyn Trevarthen).
Kindly drawn for the authors by Colwyn Trevarthen.
See Selby, Jane and Ben S. Bradley. 2003. ‘Infants in Groups: A Paradigm for the Study of Early Social 
Experience’. Human Development 46: 197– 221.
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2
Babies in Threes

Figure 2.1 Floored: a free- form trio.
Source: authors’ photo.
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Having decided to study babies in all- infant groups, we chose to focus on the 
smallest possible non- dyadic group: babies in threes.1 In 1998, we recruited 
a few trios of babies around eight months old for a pilot study. We began by 
putting three similarly aged tots on a well- padded floor and set our cameras 
rolling. The results were undoubtedly interesting, in a comical Buster Keaton 
kind of way (Figure 2.1). Too often the babies’ lack of postural control, and 
their difficulties in moving around, led them to end up out of sight of each 
other— one face- planting the rug, the second grumbling with her head in a 
corner and unable to reverse, the third tumbling down on top of the first and 
left staring at the ceiling.

Hence our decision to sit the babies in baby- strollers— which had 
their front wheels removed, so they would stay where they were put. Our 
recordings thus became more standardized, with the strollers always ar-
ranged for maximum symmetry in an equilateral triangle. This set- up 
meant the babies were just in touching distance of each other, and could 
easily see what both their companions were doing. Their feet were free too 
(see Figure 2.2).

As soon as we viewed the first recordings from our three- stroller set- 
up, we realized we needed to do more than create a new studio procedure 
for recording babies. We needed to find a way of describing what they did, 
because the babies seemed to be creating meanings as their group process 
went along.

2.1 The Traditional Approach

In nearly all observational studies of tiny tots to date, psychologists de-
sign their study having already adopted a hypothesis to test. They then de-
cide, before looking, which behaviours to code and measure, and what these 
behaviours will mean with respect to the prediction being tested. Typically, 
each study codes very few infant behaviours. For example, the most widely 
used method of assessing a baby’s emotional response to stress— the eight- 
step Strange Situation Procedure2— was devised to code just five behaviours, 
once every fifteen seconds, over 20 minutes. These comprise: one out of the 
hundreds of different facial expressions babies can make (namely, the pres-
ence or absence of ‘smiling’);3 two broad categories of sound- making (‘cries’ 
‘vocalizes’); plus two categories of body movement (‘orients’ and ‘moves’ 
towards or away from).4
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In such studies, the only behaviours recorded are those made relevant by 
the observers’ meaning- making process— in the case of the Strange Situation 
Procedure, via the theoretical context of ‘attachment theory’— not by the 
babies’ meaning- making process. In this way, different theories give different 
meanings to the same behaviours— or encourage researchers to invent a sit-
uation which would elicit different focal behaviours (e.g. game- playing, gaze- 
following, problem- solving).

There are serious flaws in this theory- first approach to observational re-
search, illustrated by a classic review of research on human gaze called Gaze 
and Mutual Gaze. This book reports that over seventy different meanings have 
been given to the act of one person ‘looking at’ another, depending on which 
psychologist is testing what hypothesis.5 Different projects and research-
ers will assume you look at someone or something because: you hate them; 
or out of love; or from lust; or because you fear them; or because you seek 
what is useful; or because you want to hit them; or because they surprise you; 
or because of their comforting familiarity; or because they are interestingly 
novel; or because they are similar to something you know; or because they 
slightly differ from something which bores you; or because they are a puzzling 

Figure 2.2 Our ‘Babies in Groups’ recording setup.
Source: authors’ photo.
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stranger who greets you half- heartedly then sits down and ignores you; or be-
cause you are conflicted and need a displacement activity . . . and so on. But 
if babies create their own meanings for what they and their companions are 
doing— and add new meanings over time— then what a behaviour means 
cannot be decided beforehand by professional observers. Meanings are cre-
ated by babies doing what babies do. In which case, when observers describe 
babies, they need to think about what babies themselves might mean by their 
doings.

2.1.1 Baby meaning- making: an example

Take for example a still from a five- minute group interaction starring one of 
the first trios we recorded (Figure 2.2). Three baby girls— in the middle Paula6 
(eight months old), on the right Esther (seven months old), and at left Ethel (six 
months old)— had been brought into the recording studio by their mothers, 
and then each carefully strapped into three identical strollers. Unlike her com-
panions, who seemed more interested in inspecting their surroundings, Paula 
had looked up and beamed a broad smile at her mother, who was bending over 
Paula to fasten the straps of Paula’s stroller. Again, unlike Esther and Ethel, 
who did not seem concerned when their mothers left the room, Paula’s face fell 
when her mother stood up and turned to depart, watching with dismay as she 
walked out through the studio door. As her mother left, Paula grabbed onto 
her right foot with her right hand. Frequent viewings of this episode and what 
followed suggested that Paula grabbed her foot in order to contain anxieties 
aroused by her mother’s departure. We arrived at this interpretation from not-
ing that Paula first grasped her foot immediately following the transition from 
happiness in her mother’s proximity to downcast dismay as her mother left. 
This prima facie interpretation was supported by our observation that Paula 
engaged more with the other two babies in the trio when holding her foot than 
when not holding it— as we discuss later (see Section 2.2.2: ‘The two steps’).

This is not the end of the story, however. As soon as Paula grabbed her toes, 
Esther turned to watch. She immediately became fascinated by Paula’s foot- 
holding and began to mirror it (left hand to left foot), making a series of ‘ini-
tiations’7— first to Ethel, who continued to look on quite passively, apparently 
happy to watch what the others were doing without joining in— and then, re-
peatedly, back to Paula. A minute and a half into the group process, Esther’s 
fourth initiation attracted Paula, who responded by grabbing her toe again 
and thus imitating Esther’s foot- holding back to Esther (the moment cap-
tured in Figure 2.2). From this point on, Paula’s foot- holding formed part of a 
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playful imitation game with Esther. Over the remaining three and a half min-
utes of the group interaction, Paula made thirteen initiations (behaviour plus 
look) to Esther and none to Ethel. Eight of these initiations involved a look 
plus toe- holding. As a result Paula looked three times as much at Esther as at 
Ethel in the remainder of the group’s interaction. Paula’s foot- holding had thus 
gained a new meaning. It was no longer just Paula’s way of containing anxiety. 
It had become a move in a two-baby game— a new meaning which emerged 
from the communicative process specific to this group.

2.1.2 False assumptions

Theory- driven approaches to observation ground what is called the 
‘hypothetico- deductive method’. For most researchers, defining behaviours 
before you observe them marks the gold- standard for any valid and objective 
science. Which is all well and good for sciences that deal with things that don’t 
make up new meanings as they go along: iron filings, suspension bridges, 
atoms, mitochondria, and potatoes. But humans, whether young or old, cus-
tomarily derail the hypothetico- deductive method.

This problem has long embarrassed behavioural scientists. Most ignore 
it. As a consequence, we now have what psychologists call their ‘replication 
crisis’: the majority of psychological experiments produce results which 
cannot be replicated in repeat- studies. Why? Because, by copying the meth-
ods of the sciences that study microbes and molecules, psychologists who 
conduct experiments on people are forced to assume their recruits will follow 
their instructions to a tee, acting exactly as told. Sadly for such experimenters, 
human beings rarely act like clockwork. They are meaning- makers through- 
and- through, who always act on their own perceptions of what is going on. 
Most typically, recruits try to act in a way which they think will help the exper-
imenter to succeed (the ‘good subject’ effect).8 Sometimes though, if they don’t 
like the experiment or the experimenter, they act in a way they hope will derail 
the experiment. These processes are not confined to humans  even studies of 
rats are affected by the rats’ perceptions of how kindly different experimenters 
handle them.9

2.2 Method Development

Rather than plumping for an experimental method which treats people like 
billiard balls, we have adopted the attitude which produced what was once 
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called ‘natural history’. Observers who embrace natural history, as Charles 
Darwin did, recognize that the natural world has its own stories to tell— 
stories often entirely new and unexpected for the observer.10 Which means 
that, though observation must usually be ‘for or against some view’ or theory, 
said Darwin, it remains ‘a fatal fault’ to allow that theory to influence one 
‘whilst observing, though so necessary beforehand and so useful afterwards’.11 
Should an observer stick too strongly to their own theory whilst observing, 
they become blind to any unexpected events and behaviour which may occur. 
Hence the premium Darwin put on ‘never letting exceptions pass unnoticed’, 
which his son Francis, also a man of science, called: the ‘one quality of mind 
which seemed to be of special and extreme advantage in leading him to make 
discoveries’.

The need to describe the world before trying to explain it gets little airtime 
in many psychologists’ research training— unlike other sciences.12 A whole 
branch of biology is devoted to describing and classifying the creatures which 
fill the world— taxonomy. And taxonomy has a history which goes back thou-
sands of years in pretty much every known human culture, two of its Western 
stars being the ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle and the Swedish zoolo-
gist Carl Linnaeus (1707– 1778). Taxonomy systematizes findings from nat-
ural history: the observation, and description of plants and animals. Likewise, 
geography starts by systematizing descriptions of the spatial organization of 
the terrestrial and human world— just as geology begins by describing the 
rocks and fossils lying under the earth. Equally, the periodic table system-
atizes descriptive knowledge of all known chemical elements. Most pertinent 
here: when minted, the new branch of anthropology called ethnography set 
out in the early 1800s to describe the many different cultural forms of living- 
arrangement then being discovered by Europeans as sea travel opened the 
door to scientific exploration of many different kinds in far- flung regions of a 
then- unknown human world.

2.2.1 Case studies

Ethnography makes a good model for describing infant sociability. Writers 
like Clifford Geertz (1926– 2006), Edwin Ardener (1927– 1987), and Bent 
Flyvbjerg (b.1952) stress that the first step in studying real human lives should 
comprise rich or ‘thick’ description.13 When any observed act or sequence 
of actions may turn out to have several possible meanings— as earlier illus-
trated from research on human gaze— first attempts at describing must con-
tain enough depth so as not prematurely to close off the range of potential 
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meanings the act might have. Whether an ‘at first look’ or prima facie meaning 
remains plausible depends— as in law courts— on a second phase of analysis, 
that is, on the cultural experience of the observers hypothesizing meanings 
for the given act, on the details of that act, its circumstances and contexts, and 
on how the hypothesized meaning/ s fare when linked up with other related 
observations. Hence the best approach to the observation and interpretation 
of infant actions is a forensic form of case analysis which has two steps.

Case analysis is arguably the most powerful type of scientific  
theory-elaboration and hypothesis- testing. For example, in the late 1500s, 
Galileo pointed out that Aristotle’s then- popular theory of gravitation could 
be disproved by a single observation. Aristotle held that the acceleration 
of falling objects due to gravity was faster for heavier than lighter objects. 
Galileo argued that Aristotle’s view could be overthrown by a comparison 
of the time taken for a heavy object and a lighter object to fall the same dis-
tance from the same place. As soon as it had once been shown that the two 
objects fell at the same speed— as proven in 1586— physicists would know 
that all future formulae for a body’s acceleration due to gravity should ex-
clude the weight of the falling body. Galileo’s skill was to identify a critical 
case for observation: so as best to test the merits of two different views of 
gravitation. Since Galileo’s time, single observations and case studies by 
scientists as varied as Marie Curie, Charles Darwin, Rosalind Franklin, 
Thomas Edington, Alexander Fleming and Shirley Strum have overturned 
accepted theories of the natural world.14

In 1998— when we started to study babies in groups— we knew that human 
sociability was held by most behavioural scientists to be generated by a ‘dyadic 
programme’ that imposes monotropy or one- to- one- ness on human social life 
(in parallel to what in adult sexual relationships is called monogamy). Dyadic 
developmental theories assume peer relationships can only form some time 
after the baby’s first dyadic bond to an adult has become well- established, that 
is, some time after the baby reaches two years of age. And, even when they do 
form, toddlers’ peer relationships are also assumed to be one- to- one, because 
they are generated by the same dyadic template which purportedly underlies 
all human sociability.

Our research was planned to test the dyadic formulation of human socia-
bility. This is why we chose to recruit children before the age at which existing 
theory told us they could have started to form a strong attachment to a single 
adult, that is: at an age of nine months or less. Because then, if we could show 
even one all- infant group manifested group- level supra- dyadic (‘polyadic’) in-
teraction, any theory claiming that human sociability is generated by a dy-
adic programme would be disproven.15 Any adequate theory of human social 
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development would henceforth have to be able to explain how even young 
babies could interact in a polyadic, groupy way.

2.2.2 The two steps

To illustrate how we seek to uncover the ways babies make meaning in 
trios— via two- step case analysis of an ethnographic type— we take as our 
exemplar Paula grabbing for her foot as she watches her mother exit the re-
cording studio. As noted, step one in our method is a rich description. Each 
such description must focus on the particularities of infant action. Thus, 
what the observer makes out of Paula’s act will at first depend mostly on what 
they can visually detect, and the amount of detail they consequently gather 
into their description. This, in turn, will depend upon their own interpretive 
resources— their capacity for insight, their theoretical reading, their personal 
experience, their knowledge of other babies, their cultural assumptions. They 
should be able to generate several potential prima facie meanings for the 
act: Is it random? Deliberate? An idiosyncratic habit? A reflex that all babies 
show? A communicative act? A form of attachment behaviour? A symptom 
of arousal?

Each such question and each prima facie meaning forces the observer to 
look further afield for what might subsequently prove relevant to the act— the 
richness of rich description depending on the inclusion of as many potentially 
relevant details as possible in an initial account of a given infant act. Which 
foot does Paula clasp? With which hand? Exactly when does she first move 
her hand towards her foot? How long does she hold it? What makes her let 
go? What else was going on at the same time, and just before, and just after she 
reached for her foot? What were the other babies doing? What did Paula’s face 
express? Did she vocalize? How was her breathing? Where did her eyes go? 
What was her posture? Were there any extraneous noises? From these details, 
we then construct from our various prima facie understandings what we deem 
the best- fit account of Paula’s action, so conveyed as to give a nuanced sense of 
her own and her companions’ experiences within their group’s relational dy-
namics. Geertz likens such constructions to making clinical inferences: hav-
ing considered every facet of Paula’s act that might prove significant, within 
its context, we then attempt to construct for these an intelligible frame.16 In 
Paula’s case, notwithstanding other possible constructions of the details of her 
act, we propose that she grabs her foot to contain her anxieties.17 In the same 
way, an adult who feels a sudden sadness might light up a cigarette, or open 
the fridge door.
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From here we proceed to our second step. Just as in a legal case, the prima 
facie interpretation of an event— Jill killed Jack— must be capable of contin-
uing to yield defensible interpretations ‘as new social phenomena swim into 
view’.18 Did Jill really mourn the death of Jack? How was their relationship 
before he died? Did she act guilty afterwards Did she have a motive? Who hid 
the murder weapon? And so on. Similarly, if there were no obvious changes in 
Paula’s actions when she was holding her toes compared to when she wasn’t, 
or if the changes in what she did while foot- holding did not support our ‘con-
taining anxiety’ interpretation, we would have to jettison it and look again. In 
Paula’s case, our idea that her foot- holding gave her a sense of having a secure 
base19 could subsequently be tested by calculating whether she looked signif-
icantly more at her peers when she was holding onto her toes than when she 
was not foot-holding. Why? Because this would make her toe- holding homol-
ogous to an oft- stated finding that mothers give toddlers a sense of security 
which gives them courage to explore their environment— a central plank of 
attachment theory. So, was Paula’s foot-holding correlated with an increased 
curiosity about her surroundings.20 It was.

2.3 Beyond One- to- One

The classic measure researchers use to chart babies’ sociability, particularly 
babies with peers, assumes all infant social behaviour is directed at a single 
someone else. This directionality is supposedly proven by where a baby is 
looking when she or he smiles or waves or vocalizes or makes some other move.

The assumption that infant behaviour must be ‘directed’ at someone 
else to count as social was first formalized in 1977 by two researchers from 
Boston, USA, studying toddlers in playgroups.21 In fact, they proposed that 
a behaviour only counted as social when it was combined with a look at an-
other person. Since then, what these two researchers dubbed ‘socially directed 
behaviours’ have become the cornerstone of research on babies’ social lives. 
Yet this measure renders genuinely groupy, polyadic interaction impossible to 
observe (for more on this, see Chapter 3).

Why? Because, given the design of the human eye, a human being can only 
focus on one person at once, especially when in close proximity to their compan-
ions. This is because the field of view of our focal vision is fixed by the spread of 
light that can be focused by our eyes’ lenses onto the most sensitive portion of our 
eyes’ retinas (the highly sensitive ‘macular’ region or ‘fovea’; see the small dip in 
the retina below the optic nerve in Figure 2.3). The field of view converged by an 
eye’s lens onto its macula is less than 18o (5%) of the 360o available (see Figure 2.4).   
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Figure 2.3 Anatomy of the human eye.
National Institutes of Health, part of the United States Department of Health and Human Services, in 
the public domain.
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Hence, when a baby is sitting with two peers in a tight equilateral triangle— as 
in previous experiments on babies in groups conducted in Paris and Lausanne, 
and as in our own studies (see Chapter 1, Figure 1.10)— the narrowness of his/ 
her field of focal gaze means s/ he cannot socialize with both peers at once using 
‘socially directed behaviours’ as evidence’ (because her/ his two peers are sepa-
rated by 60o). Ironically, then, the widespread use of a method which assumes 
all human social behaviour is ‘directed’ makes it impossible to code infant socia-
bility as anything other than one- to- one.

On the other hand, if we drop the assumption that infant behaviour must 
be focally ‘directed’ to count as social, then numerous dimensions of infant 
action— or channels of communication— can sustain group- level interac-
tion (where a baby interacts with both their companions at the same time). 
Moreover, once we abandon the assumption that social behaviour requires 
visual directedness, two or more different channels of communication may 
plausibly combine to enable a baby’s interaction with two companions at once.

2.3.1 Peripheral vision

Humans have two mechanisms of vision: focal (or ‘central’ or ‘macular’) and 
peripheral (or ‘ambient’). Peripheral vision coordinates the whole field of 
space within which we respond and into which we can act. Peripheral vision 
guides orientations of the head, postural changes, and locomotor displace-
ments that alter the relationship between the body and spatial configurations 
of contours and surfaces, events, and objects. Compared to focal vision, pe-
ripheral visual awareness has far greater breadth (up to 220o laterally), low 
resolution for stationary features, low sensitivity for relative position, orienta-
tion, or line, but high sensitivity to change in any of these attributes.22 In this 
sense, peripheral vision affords simultaneous responsiveness to a wide array of 
events. Focal vision, by contrast, has a very narrow field of view, being prin-
cipally applied to one target area which it swiftly samples by means of swift, 
jerky eye movements. It thereby highlights a narrow field of identified objects, 
into which it may guide voluntary action. Focal vision is thus associated with 
intentional action.

Responsiveness to large- scale postural changes can be afforded by young 
infants’ use of peripheral vision in social situations. Thus, by using the wide 
field of view detectable through their peripheral vision, babies would, at least 
theoretically, be able to respond to more than one other person at once when 
seated in a triangle or square (see Chapter 3 for a demonstration of this ca-
pacity). And there’s more ...
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2.3.2 Sound- making

Babies make sounds in an enormous variety of ways: with their voices, by 
sneezing or coughing, by blowing raspberries, by clapping hands, and by 
banging objects. Sound is perceptible to everyone within earshot, whether 
they be behind us or in front. You do not need to be looking at someone to 
communicate with or influence them by the sounds you make. The same is 
true of babies.

By nine months of age, babies have begun to articulate sounds, as in 
‘babbling’— ‘mamamam’, ‘babababab’, ‘dadadadad’, and so on. The sounds 
they make vary enormously in frequency, loudness, pitch, timbre, into-
nation, rhythm, intervals, pattern, and combination. For example, from a 
few weeks onward, babies ‘coo’— making sonorous high- pitched drawn- 
out ‘oo’ sounds which are often taken as signs of curiosity or appreciation. 
Contrastingly, a nine- month- old in our study (Ann, the girl with the hat 
in Figure 2.7) made a number of high- pitched vocalizations. Whilst these 
were pitched in the same way as coos, they were differently articulated (‘ah’ 
rather than ‘oo’), being brief, frequent, staccato, rhythmical, and very co-
pious: Ann produced one hundred and twenty- nine ‘ah’ calls in 4 minutes!

Sound- making is eminently sharable. In our groups, all three members of 
a trio would sometimes make sounds at the same time, subtly echoing, ‘an-
swering’, accompanying, or challenging each other’s calls. For instance, as a 
finale to one fifteen- minute threesome, we recorded a ‘cats’ chorus’ of inter-
woven vocalizations. It started when one baby, close to crying, gave voice to 
an intermittent querulous wail. A second baby almost immediately copied 
the wail quite precisely in terms of vocal contours. The first baby, seemingly 
‘contained’ by the second baby’s ‘mirroring’ of him, then repeated his initial 
vocalization in a modulated form. During this interchange, the third baby 
contributed a rhythmical continuo of raspberries.23

2.3.3  Rhythm

A baby’s solo vocalizations— or bangs on a table— are usually rhythmical. 
Thus the rather similar staccato utterances (Ah! Ah! Ah! etc.) made by Ann, as 
just mentioned, largely had the same pitch and occurred in regular rhythmical 
bursts of between two and eight calls. These chants were frequently repeated, 
with or without variations: for example, a sequence of three three- beat utter-
ances followed by a four- beat utterance followed by six two- beat utterances. 
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Sometimes, though, one of the other group members would echo the rhythm 
of a chant that Ann had just made. Depiction of the sounds’ waveforms allows 
us visually to represent the rhythm (the timing and length) of these calls.

Figure 2.5 shows a two- beat chant by nine- month- old Ann (pulses num-
bered 1 and 2) which is quickly echoed (at a similar pitch) by nine- month- old 
Joe (pulses 3 and 4) and then capped by Ann (pulse 5). Occasionally, Ann 
would follow up vocalizations by the other babies, repeating or elaborating 
on the rhythmical structure she and her peers had just co- produced. In this 
example we can see how the first five- pulse rhythmical collaboration between 
Ann and Joe (pulses 1– 5), is quickly reproduced in a solo by Ann (pulses 6– 
10)— the same number of pulses in the same period (4 seconds) though with a 
slightly varied rhythm.

Given an appropriate setting, rhythm can be simultaneously shared among 
a large number of sound- makers— infant or adult.

2.3.4 Facial expressions

Babies have long been assumed to be too young to have developed the neces-
sary level of interpersonal awareness to show such ‘non- basic’ or ‘social’ emo-
tions as shame, embarrassment, coyness, shyness, empathy, jealousy, envy, 
pride, contempt, gratitude, and so on.24 According to this story, babies’ faces 
supposedly only show a handful of ‘basic’ ‘hard- wired’ emotions: interest, 
disgust, joy, distress, anger, sadness, surprise, and fear. In the same simpli-
fying vein, researchers have classically codified facial expressions like smiles 
and frowns in a way that assumes they have a single unvarying form and 
meaning— a movement is categorized either as a smile or not a smile: there are 
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no grey areas.25 Such an approach outlaws any idea that babies might flexibly 
combine different expressions at the same time, or smile in different ways with 
different intensities— as research now proves they can.26

Babies’ facial expressions are generated by forty- two different muscle seg-
ments or ‘action units’, each of which moves the surface of the face in a dif-
ferent way.27 Activation of each individual unit may vary in intensity and 
duration, while being severally combined in an enormous number of different 
ways. For example, in one detailed analysis of a nine- week- old, Sarah’s en face 
interaction with her mother, the first seventy seconds contained seven dif-
ferent smiles by the baby.28 The first occurred as Sarah’s mother sat down in 
front of her in the recording studio and greeted her with a joke (‘Hello darling 
[sitting down]. Hello! Oo- oo- oo- oo!’). This produced Sarah’s broadest (com-
bined with fewest other ‘action units’) and longest (6.3 seconds) smile of the 
seven. Ensuing smiles varied from less than one second to 3.4 seconds. Sarah’s 
smiles also varied in intensity, being more or less open- mouthed and lop- 
sided, whilst variously combined with tongue movements, and frowns, and 
head tilts, and one- handed and two- handed gestures, and foot movements.

2.3.5  Gestures

Babies point, clap, move their arms out and in, and up or down, and hold them 
still in significant positions, while making countless delicate finger move-
ments. Likewise, if their feet hang free (as in our studies), they can move and 
hold one or both their feet in different positions, and splay or clench their toes. 
They may ‘direct’ such movements towards others, or not.29 Either way, any 
gesture they make, whether with legs, feet, toes, fingers, hands, and/ or arms, 
will potentially be visible to all their companions at the same time (Figure 2.6).
Infants’ hand gestures have been studied in detail, young infants making more 
frequent expressive movements with their right hands than with their left. 
Such movements are often synchronized with the lip and tongue movements 
which foreshadow speech. Left hands seem to be more expansive, often being 
swayed by the self- regulation of the baby’s own emotions. Their right hands 
make more precise and detailed movements, predominating in expression to 
others. From three months on, babies pay particular attention to others’ hands 
when interacting. By nine to ten months they have begun to use gestures to 
convey particular, idiosyncratic meanings— as is shown by the fact that deaf 
babies can acquire arbitrary hand- signs to encode discrete meanings by nine 
months. Both hearing and deaf babies have been observed to ‘babble’ with 
gestures during the last third of their first year.30
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2.3.6  Touch

All the babies in the trios we recorded were within touching distance of each 
other, both by hand and by foot. For feet to touch, the babies involved had 
each to stretch their feet towards the other(s). Likewise with hands. Hence, 
potentially, they could touch two other babies at once.

2.3.7  Orientation

Babies have very flexible bodies. How they orientate their bodies to the 
other members of their group may speak volumes, and carry more than one 
meaning at once. Thus, the torsos of toe- touchers Joe and Ann in Figure 2.7 
are clearly oriented more towards each other than to the third member of their 
group, six- month- old Mona. Ann’s left foot is particularly expressive. Prior 
to this photograph, she had been stretching both her feet out symmetrically 
while looking at Joe. Mona then reached out with her own feet so that her 
right foot briefly touched Ann’s left foot. Ann immediately withdrew from 
the contact, moving her left foot as far away from Mona as she could— and 

Figure 2.6 Three babies in a quartet watch a fourth clap. Note the differences in foot- 
tension and toe- positions.
Source: authors’ photo.
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holding it there. As a result, the orientation of Ann’s body in Figure 2.7 is si-
multaneously expressing her attraction to Joe and her rejection of Mona (see 
Section 2.4 ‘Rude signs’).

2.3.8  Imitation

We have already seen how commonly babies imitate each other’s actions— 
from holding toes (Figure 2.1) to vocalizations (Figure 2.5). Imitation is a 
form of communication which allows meanings to evolve, and several dif-
ferent babies to ‘get in on the act’.

2.3.9  Combination

As we have said, all these different means of multi- directional communication 
are typically combined with each other in free- form group interaction, hence 
the enormous complexity of the group dynamics we describe.31

Figure 2.7 Two babies in a threesome touch toes (Joe, left, and Ann, right). The third 
(Mona) watches them attentively.
Source: authors’ photo.
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2.4 Rude Signs

The blending of vocalizations in the ‘cats’ chorus’ (mentioned earlier) illus-
trates a relatively harmonious communication. That harmony does not always 
prevail is illustrated by more extended observations of the trio comprising Joe 
(nine months), Ann (nine months), and Mona (six months). Their session 
lasted 12 minutes.

The first 3 minutes of the recording featured: a great many short looks by 
Ann at both Mona and Joe; Mona’s glue- like ‘gripped’ attention to both Joe 
and Ann (but increasingly to Joe); and Joe’s smiling overtures to both Ann 
and Mona. By the fourth minute, both Ann and Mona were looking mainly 
at Joe (Mona looked for 54 seconds at Joe and 5 seconds at Ann during mi-
nute 4; Ann looked at Joe for 39 seconds and at Mona for 6 seconds during the 
same minute). Meanwhile, Joe looked relatively little at either of them (12 sec-
onds at each). This pattern coloured the whole interaction, with Joe looking at 
the others least (total 410 seconds, or 57% of the whole interaction) but being 
looked at most (713 seconds).32 Mona looked at the others most (640 seconds 
or 89% of the total) but was looked at least by the others (total 248 seconds); 
and Ann was in the middle on both counts: looking at others for 488 seconds 
(68% of the total interaction); and being looked at for 580 seconds.

Whilst both Ann and Mona seemed to prefer Joe to each other, this was far 
more the case with Ann than Mona. Thus Ann spent three times as much time 
looking at Joe (365 vs. 123 seconds) as she did at Mona, whereas Mona spent 
only slightly more time looking at Joe than at Ann (348 seconds or 54% of her 
total). Joe looked more at Ann than at Mona (285 seconds or 70%). Ann and 
Joe’s interest in each other increased as their conversation progressed, largely 
because Ann found two ways to keep his attention: frequent vocalizing and 
‘playing footsie’ by reaching out with her foot to touch his foot (Figure 2.7).

To begin with, looking was the main form of interaction for all three, 
though both Ann and particularly Joe made brief smiling overtures to both 
the other babies during the first minute— overtures which soon faded (Mona 
did not smile throughout the recording). During the fifth minute, Ann began 
to make frequent staccato vocalizations, predominantly whilst looking at Joe 
(she made 25 brief vocalizations in the fifth minute and a further 104 over 
the next 3 minutes; 73% while looking at Joe and only 6% while looking at 
Mona). The rate at which she called increased markedly after Joe made two 
brief vocalizations to her (cf. Figure 2.5; Ann made 2 sounds in 20 seconds 
prior to his vocalization, and 10 in 10 seconds after; throughout all this Mona 
was mute).

After watching Ann make this flurry of vocalizations, Joe then turned 
to Mona to make an expansive initiation, as if ‘bringing her in’ to the 
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conversation: he reoriented his body towards her, leant towards her, waved 
both his arms up and down, all accompanied by an 8- second- long wide- open 
smile and raised eyebrows (Figure 2.8). This attracted Mona’s attention, who 
had also been watching Ann vocalize. In contrast, as Ann saw Mona and Joe 
make mutual gaze, she looks down at herself, seemingly deflated; then her 
legs, which had at first been stretched out towards the other two, drop down.

Joe looked briefly back at Ann, still smiling and they made mutual gaze. 
But then he turned back to Mona, still smiling. After this, 30 seconds passed 
before Ann and Joe made mutual gaze again. Five seconds after Joe’s big ini-
tiation to Mona, Ann turned and scowled at Mona— an expression which she 
never made to Joe. Ann also reached out and briefly touched Joe’s left foot with 
her own right foot during this period of the interaction (immediately there-
after bringing her right foot to touch her own left foot). Mona watched this 
sequence and then rubbed her own feet together.

In the eighth minute, Ann began an intense game of footsie with Joe that 
lasted until the interaction broke down 4 minutes later. Twenty seconds into 
this game, Mona once again held her own feet out, rubbing them together, 
looking at Ann. After a minute she stretched her own feet out even further, 
now towards Ann, still rubbing them together, apparently trying to touch 
Ann’s left foot (which was symmetrically stretched out, at the same angle as 
her right foot that was touching Joe’s foot, and hence was close to Mona). At 

Figure 2.8 Joe turns away from Ann towards Mona, leans forward, and smiles.
Source: authors’ photo.
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this point, Mona whined loudly (as if to say, ‘what about me?’— Mona’s first 
vocalization). Both Joe and Ann briefly looked at her and then back at each 
other. In the tenth minute, Mona finally managed to touch Ann’s left foot with 
her own right foot. Ann looked at her, in contact through her feet with both 
Joe and Mona simultaneously. Ann then withdrew both her feet, clutched her 
right foot in her right hand and her left foot with her left hand and deliberately 
brought her two feet together with her hands until they touched in front of her 
face. She then looked at Joe and reached her right foot to make contact with 
his foot while tucking her left foot under her stroller, bending it as far as pos-
sible away from contact with Mona.

Whereas hitherto both Ann’s feet were stretching out symmetrically, she 
now was sitting asymmetrically, apparently to avoid contact (‘contamina-
tion’?) by Mona’s attempts to touch her. During the eleventh minute she was 
not only looking at Joe, vocalizing frequently and playing footsie with him 
but also was pointing at him with both index fingers. (Both Ann and Mona 
pointed at Joe but never at each other.)

Finally, in the twelfth minute, Ann turned to sneer towards Mona, making 
a gesture with the back of her hand, index finger raised, at Mona, who was 
looking straight at Ann (Ann drew her foot back from Joe whilst making 
this gesture; Figure 2.9). Ann then turned back to Joe, stretched out her foot 

Figure 2.9 Ann makes a gesture to Mona.
Source: authors’ photo.
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towards him and gave him a brief smile. Joe, who had been watching Ann 
throughout this sequence, then turned away to Mona with big smiling initia-
tion similar to those 6 minutes earlier— as if to comfort Mona by saying, ‘Don’t 
mind about her’. Mona turned to look at him. Ann, watching Joe ‘deserting’ 
her for mutual gaze with Mona, immediately pouted and began to cry (the 
first crying in the session). Her crying built up and within thirty seconds, we 
decided to terminate the session.33

2.4.1  Comment

The sense here is of powerful feelings circulating in the group, even though 
these babies had never met before. Joe is interested in both the other babies, 
smiles at both of them throughout the interaction, and also seems to have a 
sense of ‘fair play’ in that, twice, when it seems Ann gets too exclusively pro- 
Joe, he turns away in a friendly fashion to make compensating overtures 
to Mona.

Mona mainly watches, though she seems to prefer Joe (despite Ann’s 
greater activity) and acts ‘left out’ when Ann engages Joe in prolonged 
games of footsie: making a complaining vocalization, rubbing her own 
feet together when Ann’s and Joe’s toes touch, and stretching out to ‘join 
in’ by touching Ann’s foot at the same time as Ann’s foot is touching Joe’s. 
The most active is Ann, who seems increasingly pro- Joe and increasingly 
less interested in— if not antipathetic towards— Mona, and resentful of Joe’s 
even- handed interest in Mona, a resentment which ultimately leads to the 
termination of the group.

Experimental studies of infants’ jealousy typically code as jealous any reac-
tion to social exclusion that involves negative affect (crying, distress, negative 
vocalizations).34 Our description of the Ann– Joe– Mona group shows an in-
terplay of inclusion and exclusion in the spontaneous behaviour of the three 
babies but is more complex than can be caught by the term ‘jealousy’. Three 
instances of possessiveness— or protest against exclusion— occurred: twice 
when Ann seemed to ‘deflate’ after Joe had made an overture to Mona (the 
second time Ann burst into tears, so that we ended the interaction) and 
once when Mona stretched out her feet towards where Ann and Joe’s feet are 
touching, rubbed them together (self- comforting), and whined.

But we can also see some facets of jealousy observed in this trio as parts 
of a larger picture. An important factor is Ann’s attraction to Joe, shown by 
her looking at him three times as much as at Mona, making 12 times as many 
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vocalizations to Joe as to Mona, pointing at him, smiling at him, and playing 
footsie with him. There is a sense of possessiveness about this attraction as 
Ann does not point at Mona, smiles at her only once at the start of the in-
teraction, removes her foot from Mona once touched, tucking it under her 
seat, and makes three ambivalent gestures towards Mona with a scowling fa-
cial expression. Yet Ann’s expressions of sensitivity to exclusion would hardly 
have come about had Joe not shown a very different attitude to Ann than she 
showed towards him.

Joe clearly enjoyed and engaged with Ann’s overtures, but his actions 
towards Mona were inclusive rather than exclusive.35 He made three expan-
sive smiling initiations to Mona: once near the beginning of the interaction, 
once after Ann had begun to vocalize frequently and pointedly at him, and 
once after Ann had directed the last of her ambivalent scowling gestures 
towards Mona. Meanwhile, though Mona seemed to want to be included in 
the footsie game Ann began with Joe, she was content (like Ethel in the Paula– 
Esther– Ethel trio described earlier) to watch Joe and Ann’s interchanges for 
much of the interaction, her head turning from one to the other, like a girl 
watching a tennis final.

2.5  Conclusions

2.5.1 The challenge of babies in threes

Our films show babies engaging in group- level interaction well before they 
reach nine months of age.36 The babies we record have many ways of commu-
nicating with several others at once by: combining gestures; touch; gaze; facial 
expressions; sound- making; rhythm; postural orientation and imitation. The 
dynamics of baby trios are complicated and unique to each group. Each group 
can generate new meanings specific to its own dynamics.

These findings depart from the general assumptions made about babies— 
whether researching babies’ social lives, advising parents how to look after the 
very young, or constructing policies and government regulations to ensure 
a good quality of upbringing is provided by early learning centres. The very 
possibility of babies interacting with more than one person at once has al-
most completely escaped behavioural scientists. Even the few who have tried 
to study babies in threes choose to describe and score early social behaviour in 
ways which cannot help but blind them to the fact that babies can address and 
respond to several people simultaneously.37
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The nearest any well- known theory of child development has got to hypoth-
esizing an alternative form of sociability to the kind of one- to- one interac-
tions that obtains between a mother and her own baby is a brief aside in John 
Bowlby’s book on Attachment. Bowlby proposes a secondary ‘behavioural 
system’ of childhood sociability to augment the infant– mother ‘attachment 
behavioural system’. This he calls the ‘affiliative system’. The affiliative system, 
he writes, is not intended to explain ‘behaviour that is directed towards one or 
a few particular figures,38 which is the hallmark of attachment behaviour’. He 
illustrated ‘affiliative’ sociability from research showing young monkeys man-
ifest an ‘infant- infant, age- mate, or peer affectional system through which 
infants and children interrelate . . . and develop persisting affection for each 
other’.39 As for the springs of sociability, he suggested that a young child ‘seeks 
a playmate when he is in good spirits and confident of the whereabouts of his 
attachment figure; when the playmate is found, moreover, the child wants to 
engage in playful interaction with him or her’.40

Bowlby’s approach cannot handle our results. Bowlby calls playmates ‘sub-
sidiary figures’, because they are only sought out once a child: (a) actually has 
‘an attachment figure’ to give them a motivating ‘secure base’ for social adven-
tures; and, (b) is ‘confident’ of the attachment figure’s whereabouts. Our results 
relate to babies with an average age of eight months, who are thus too young 
to have solidified an attachment to a mother figure— something which only 
happens between 9 and 30 months of age according to Bowlby’s timetable.41 
Furthermore, whilst in fantasy, each baby might feel confident he or she knows 
where the person who brought them into our lab is, they cannot actually 
know where their guardians are. Furthermore, Bowlby’s descriptions make it 
clear he is conceiving of infant sociability with ‘playmates’ through a dyadic 
prism— blinding him to infants’ participation in the kinds of group process 
described in this and the next two chapters. Unsurprisingly, Bowlby’s pro-
posal about the ‘affiliative’ (or ‘sociable’)42 system continues to foster dyadic 
thinking: all too predictably, writers on children’s friendships presume that 
early sociability with peers is either a matter of representations contained in 
the head of a single child or is best represented by one- to- one relationships.43

Why do such psychologists not countenance the possibility that babies 
can participate in group- level dynamics? Mainly because most have never 
conceived such a question. Especially those who believe that mothers— 
attachment figures— are so central to their babies’ lives that babies plunge 
into a debilitating state of ‘separation anxiety’ whenever they doubt the 
whereabouts of their attachment figure.44 The ability to conquer such doubts 
when with other people, such as peers, supposedly results from a toddler’s 
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development of an ‘internal working model’ of his or her attachment figure— 
something only acquired after the age of two or three years.

On this score, one of our most challenging findings must be that our ex-
perimental baby trios last for up to twenty- five minutes of often lively, largely 
undistressed interaction, with no adults present. This is despite the fact that 
the babies in each of the groups we film: have never met before; are aged nine 
months or less; are in an odd and unfamiliar place surrounded by cameras 
and lights; and have, at best, only a fantasized idea of where their parents are. 
Given all this, we have clearly discovered a form of sociability in our infant 
trios previously unknown to developmental science. And this kind of socia-
bility differs completely from what Bowlby called attachment or affiliation.

2.5.2 Conjecture and negotiation

Descriptions of infant actions are usually identified with confidence by 
observers, especially if they seem to mesh with before contemporary studies 
of infant emotional life,45 or with common sense (though common sense is 
sometimes cast as antagonistic to science by psychologists).46 While we too 
write with conviction about the powerful emotions circulating within the 
trios we observe, we need to consider how to place such descriptions within 
the complex field of the ways humans come to understand each other.

In our research, the forms of agency we observe and describe cannot be 
attributed to adult scaffolding, because no adults are present in the interac-
tions we record. Yet the babies we describe manifest a recognizable set of inter-
personal feelings. Such recognizability remains conditional, however, in that 
some of our perceptions of all- infant groups may not have been picked up by 
researchers several decades ago. For instance, our example of the changed sig-
nificance of Paula’s toe- holding in the Paula– Esther– Ethel group might have 
escaped us before the invention, around 1950, of ideas about: the ‘contain-
ment’ of anxiety; ‘transitional’ objects; and the importance of babies’ gaining 
a sense of security through relationships (and ‘attachments’) to a caregiver.47

Most contentious, perhaps, is how we felt compelled to interpret a ges-
ture by Ann as flicking a ‘rude sign’ at Mona after a sequence of triadic inter-
changes including Joe. ‘Giving the finger’ is a culture- specific gesture which 
some observers might assume inappropriate to attribute to such a young girl. 
Yet Ann’s gesture appeared as deliberate as anything else she did. So we felt 
justified in presuming it meant something, making us— who observed the in-
teraction which gave rise to it— both confident and unsure at the same time.
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Ann’s rude sign helpfully raises larger questions about the extent to which 
observational descriptions such as ours accurately reflect what we see. Or 
do describers project meanings onto what is seen? Our view gains strength 
from our that Ann increasingly resented any involvement Mona had with Joe, 
and can conclude with more confidence that this trend culminated in Ann’s 
‘rude’ gesture. Yet, surely, it is unlikely that a nine- month- old had absorbed 
the cultural significance of ‘giving the finger’— something which is typically 
performed coolly and knowingly. Some colleagues might hazard that Ann’s 
gesture was somehow ‘hard- wired’ or ‘natural’ to the human antagonism im-
plicit in jealousy. We take a more conservative view: however much such a 
gesture comes over time to be used as a directed insult, its meanings will al-
ways draw from current circumstances, cultural contexts, and learning— as 
it does here. In time, Ann will come to learn the wider significance of such 
gestures. Yet, even now, by constructing what she did as rude, we participate in 
the very processes through which she will herself come to develop a recogni-
tion of such cultural significance.

A more generic way of raising this sort of question would be to ask: Is what 
we see to be going on in a given infant– peer interaction what is really going 
on? Here, our method gives our answer. We have developed a forensic form of 
proof, which involves two phases of case analysis. First, we construct our prima 
facie interpretation— of which the validity and plausibility rest on the ways the 
richness and detail of an act’s character and circumstances are entailed in our 
descriptions. Next, we assess the truth of this initial interpretation by projecting 
how the rest of the interaction should bear it out. Then we test our prediction 
using numerical evidence. If our prima facie conjecture passes its subsequent 
test, we accept it— though our acceptance remains provisional: all our descrip-
tions (and recordings) always remain open to amendment or refutation, subject 
to the negotiation of alternative tests of contrasting conjectures.48

A slightly different line of inquiry also questions the relationship between 
seeing and describing a baby’s acts—questions which have a long pedigree in 
the annals of natural history.49 This further inquiry brings into focus the in-
trinsic disproportion between the constraints of worded representations of 
human behaviour on the one hand, and, on the other, the enormous volume 
of potentially significant data any verbal description of social interaction im-
plicitly subsumes. We return to this issue of disproportion in the next chapter, 
where we discuss the problems of description— and the opportunities for 
insight— offered by research involving infants in fours. The dynamics of infant 
quartets prove far more complex than those of infant trios. And, unlike the 
cultural provision of easy- to- recognize ‘scripts’ applicable to the dynamics of 
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trios— featuring inclusion, exclusion, jealousy, and possessiveness— there are 
few, if any, such scripts to help interpret our findings about quartets.

Finally, we ask: does ‘observing and describing’ infant action relate in any 
significant way to human development and change? On this score we note 
that, for decades, several research- based traditions have worked with the in-
sight that we shape one another by how we understand each other. For ex-
ample, Labelling Theory highlights processes whereby our understandings 
help create what is being described.50 And the school of thought called ‘sym-
bolic interactionism’ also teases out how our senses of ‘self ’ and ‘other’ repro-
duce themselves through cultural action.51

Regarding the interpretations presented here, we recognize both these 
 traditions—taking up in later chapters the question of how different descrip-
tions of the ‘fundamental nature’ of babies’ sociability— as generated, either 
by a dyadic programme, or a capacity for groupness— may justify very dif-
ferent policies and practices to shape and regulate the professional care of very 
young children in Westernized countries (Chapter 4). Then, in Chapter 5, 
we examine how different descriptions of what humans socially are (dyadic 
versus group- capable) influence and inflect a variety of different approaches 
to psychotherapy and clinical psychology.
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3
This Is Not Happening

Figure 3.1 An example of 3→1 attention with the looked- at baby addressing the baby on 
his right, 45 secs into the interaction.
Source: authors’ photo.
Images of babies in quartets are illustrative only. The textual detail does not address the particularity 
of the photos.

Typically, the babies appear curious, the atmosphere light- hearted— with 
smiling and laughter, especially during the first half of the recording. In the 
first few seconds, the babies look about at their surroundings, then find each 
other and ‘latch on’. Thereafter their attention is on each other virtually the 
whole time, through looking at each other, touching feet, homing in on the 
resonance of body movement, and through listening and vocalizing. We see 
a rhythm grow in the group as, for several seconds at once, three babies are 
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all looking at the fourth baby who then ‘holds the floor’, actively appearing to 
command the group’s attention, occupying ‘centre stage’, before this position is 
taken or handed over to another baby (Figure 3.1).

Unless we have been taught to expect that infants left by their mothers will 
be racked with ‘separation anxiety’ or ‘stranger fear’1— in which case what we 
are looking at will come as a profound shock— this scene is easy to absorb. No 
one familiar with babies will find it hard to imagine that healthy eight- month- 
olds show interest in each other, or feel puzzled by how this group acts. Yet the 
more we look, the more there is to see. And the more researchers are likely to 
feel surprised.

3.1 Hello Complexity

3.1.1 The binocular view

When we look at babies in threes, description comes relatively easily be-
cause we have ready- made themes that help us imagine what happens when 
three people socialize: attraction and pairing; inclusion and exclusion; pref-
erence; rejection; and jealousy (Figure 3.3). About fours, our culture is qui-
eter. In what ways is it possible to pen a verbal description of groups larger 
than three which accurately conveys what is happening at group- level? Even 
making sense of gaze is hard enough— there is more than one new baby- to- 
baby look every second in our quartets, many gazes being very short (19% 
were less than half a second long). Add to this all the babies’ other continuous 
movements— some gross, many delicate— of faces, bodies, arms, legs, fingers, 
and toes, plus their vocalizations and their touching, plus the complex inter-
relations between what several babies are doing at Time A and what they do 
at Time B . . . and it is easy to become overwhelmed by the quantity of data 
(Figure 3.2). Babies can apparently handle it, at least for much of the time. But 
can we? And, if so, how? Here it behooves us to recall Karl Popper’s words:

If we wish to study a thing, we are bound to select certain aspects of it. It is not 
possible for us to observe or describe a whole piece of the world, or a whole piece 
of nature; in fact, not even the smallest whole piece may be so described, since all 
description is necessarily selective.2

One advantage we have over Popper, writing in 1957, is the use of film and 
video— which allows us to explore different ideas about our data by taking 
repeated passes through our recordings to pursue different lines of inquiry. 
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Nevertheless, infant quartets prove an order of magnitude more difficult to 
describe than trios.

And to what extent can such descriptions include or exclude the individual 
perspective of each group member? In the animal world— for example with 
flocking birds, or bees and ants in their colonies— and perhaps in studies of 
crowds, we might provide descriptions of group activity of some complexity 
without recourse to the experience or behaviour of the individual. But here 
we must adopt what group psychoanalyst Wilfred Bion (1897– 1979) called 
a binocular view, in which describing a baby quartet both as a group and as 
four individuals is taken to invoke ‘different facets of the same phenomenon’, 
not least because these two kinds of account cannot help but draw upon each 
other.3 For Bion, combining the two traditional perspectives of ‘the individual’ 
and ‘the crowd’ means prioritizing the dynamics of the group which generates 
or conditions both individual and crowd behaviour.

For a group to exist, group members must be aware of and affected by rela-
tionships between other group members, as in a status hierarchy or the com-
plexities of jealousy. Group- minded babies must be able to ‘act into’ a group 
of people, all of whom are already positioned with regard to each other, as in 
a family or in a day- care room. For example, a jealous person does not usu-
ally suffer in silence. They act into a threesome in a jealous way, whether they 

Figure 3.2 Group engagement at eight months: a lot is going on in this picture.
Source: authors’ photo.
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mean to or not, often disrupting the relationship which they feel excludes 
them— as is to be observed in the interactions described in the last chapter 
between Mona, Ann, and Joe, as well as in experiments on infants, and in tod-
dlers’ interactions with their siblings.4 But equally, as we saw with Joe, a gen-
erous impulse may lead an infant to intervene to help someone they feel is 
being excluded by others from a group.5

Below we describe what we see in groups of 6-  to 9- month- olds. Settled 
into their quartet of strollers (as in Figures 3.1 and 3.2), the cameras roll. And, 
when we show these and other films to professionals— clinicians, educators, 
and researchers— excited discussion ensues. Even while picking up different 
aspects or disagreeing on a role played by a quartet member, no showing has 
prompted a view that nothing of significance is happening for the infants. This 
is consistent with our argument in Chapter 2 (see e.g. Chapter 2.5.2): we see 
the diverse responses our films provoke as contributions to a larger cultural 

Figure 3.3 ‘Jealousy’ by Edvard Munch (1930).
Edvard Munch lithograph ‘Jealousy’ IV, 1930 in the public domain.
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project required for the interpretive process of documenting babies’ group-
ness. The following sections refer to how, in discussion with others, we came 
to see in baby quartets some of the group dynamics more usually understood 
to occur in older children and adults. We thus convey the complexity and 
challenge of description.

After the following descriptions, we turn to a more formal appraisal of 
groupness in infants (Section 3.2).

3.1.2 Group conversation

Babies in fours prove to have a simultaneous awareness of what all their fellow 
group members are doing, presumably through ambient vision, touch, and 
hearing (Chapter 2.3). Thus we see quick shifts of interest within baby quar-
tets, much as we would when four adult friends converse while seated at a 
table. For example Figure 3.4:

PASSAGE 1: Clare is centre stage, holding the focus of the group. She looks and smiles 
at Anna opposite her and Barbie on her right and does a quick look to Paul on her left, 
smiles, then vocalizes, and claps, looking at Anna, then back to Paul, with a grin. Paul 
now grins himself and becomes centre stage. All babies look and smile at Paul who 
is arm- waving and vocalizing in a chatty way. After six seconds, Paul coughs. Barbie, 
facing him, laughs. Paul coughs again; Barbie chortles, then vocalizes, and chortles 
again. Paul and Clare look at Barbie now, Anna remains watching Paul until Barbie 
waves her arms; now Barbie holds centre stage.

At first pass, much of our recordings of babies in fours look like this. 
However, there is more going on in an infant- group ‘conversation’ than at 
first appears.

Anna

Paul                          Barbie

Clare

Figure 3.4 Seating arrangement for Anna, Paul, Barbie, and Clare.
Source: authors’ image.
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3.1.3  Routines

Let us now take a different quartet of three girls and a boy (see Figure 
3.5): Pearl, Dawn, Ruby, and Paul (the only one of these babies who also 
figured in the previously discussed quartet). Group members ranged in 
age from 6 months 21 days to 9 months 16 days. The group lasted 6 min-
utes and 18 seconds. Here is some of what we saw (in this and the next 
section, underlining indicates what we call a routine— a term we explain 
shortly):

PASSAGE 2: Dawn uses her feet in initial connections with Pearl on her left and Paul on 
her right. Dawn flips both Paul’s and Pearl’s feet, to which they both respond, some-
times by just holding their feet in contact with Dawn’s feet, albeit with some pressure. 
At the same time members of the group are using other means to connect: gaze; spo-
radic vocalizations, and, in the case of Pearl, stretching out her hand towards Dawn. 
At one point, Ruby, whose expression had been somewhat grim, looks to Pearl and 
makes a ‘hoooh’ call at her, then looks to the door, then back at Pearl with another 
‘hoooh’ sound.

Amongst much else that’s going on in the group, this interaction contains 
elements in a combination which is repeated and which we identify as a ‘rou-
tine’: for example, Dawn’s links to Pearl through her feet in a game of footsie. 
And Ruby’s orientations to Pearl, often vocalizing and glancing at the door— 
something which occurs (with variations) seven times during the whole in-
teraction and seems a robust routine— perhaps giving Ruby a platform for 
more complex emotional responses (see Passage 7). Other such routines are 
underway, sometimes overlapping each other and sometimes disrupted. For 
example, a little later in the group’s interaction:

Ruby

Pearl Paul

Dawn

Figure 3.5 Seating arrangement for Ruby, Pearl, Paul, and Dawn.
Source: authors’ image.
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PASSAGE 3: Paul is continuing to look at Ruby who is looking at him. Ruby then shifts 
her gaze to Dawn. Dawn lowers her eyelids, whereupon Ruby looks back at Paul. 
Pearl, who has also lowered her gaze, again extends her arm out towards Dawn’s 
hand. Perhaps seeing Pearl’s movement, Paul briefly takes his eyes off Ruby to glance 
at Pearl, then looks back to Ruby. Ruby and Paul continue to look at each other, 
bringing each other into relationship. Dawn then looks across to Pearl with her out-
stretched arm and looks up at her face. Pearl raises her eyes to meet Dawn’s gaze, and 
when this occurs, Ruby does a slight bounce back in her stroller and orients towards 
Pearl. Ruby vocalizes ‘errrhhhhh’ to Pearl and then focuses her look on Pearl. Ruby’s 
bounce- and- call now manages to attract Pearl’s attention, Pearl switching away 
from Dawn to look at Ruby. Paul follows Ruby’s gaze and looks at Pearl, while Dawn, 
who continues to look at Pearl, moves her foot as Pearl moves her gaze from Dawn 
to Ruby.

Given that Pearl and Ruby already had a connected history by this point in 
the group process— see Ruby’s ‘Pearl- door- Pearl- hoooh!’ looking routine 
described in Passage 2— it now seemed Pearl was attempting to strengthen 
a link to Dawn. Pearl already had some routines developing with Dawn, in-
cluding footsie (see underlined observations in Passage 2). At the same time, 
it seemed that Ruby, glimpsing Pearl’s overture to Dawn, even while looking 
at Paul, took exception to it and interrupted her involvement with Paul, chal-
lenging Pearl’s approach to Dawn by gaining Pearl’s attention in what we refer 
to below as a possible ‘attack on linking’ (see Section 3.1.5).

Passage 3 amounted to only nine seconds of group process, yet we already 
see the emotional complexity of unfolding relational dynamics within this 
group of four previously unacquainted babies. Aspects of this complexity 
have already been described: responses to being excluded as a result of others 
connecting together; being involved with more than one other at the same 
time; and responding to group activity. What is added here raises the bar on 
acknowledging infants’ experiences. For, simultaneously, an infant (Ruby) 
is involved with one peer in mutual gaze (Paul), and yet, at the same time, 
responds to a link forming between the third and fourth group members 
(Pearl and Dawn: see Passage 3). That is, while Ruby is engaged in a looking 
‘routine’ with Paul, she clocks an interchange between Pearl and Dawn and 
responds to that. As mentioned, Ruby and Pearl had already built a routine 
during the course of the group interactions. Thus we have Ruby’s two routines 
at odds, her gazing with Paul and her interactions with Pearl. In interrupting 
her gaze routine with Paul to interrupt Pearl’s growing routine with Dawn, we 
are struck by Ruby registering and acting out overlapping emotional complex-
ities, which are being evoked by her participation in the group.
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To describe different routines established within the group is to flesh out 
observations made earlier, by illustrating how infants can interact with more 
than one other at the same time. We thus demonstrate the relative autonomy 
of routines of behaviours: the interactions of playing ‘footsie’ with one group 
member may seem independent of eye contact and attention with another, 
and/ or the twisting or bending of the torso towards a third. This raises ques-
tions about the relationship between different social routines, their possible 
integration, and how, if incompletely, awareness of them may develop.

3.1.4  History

The presence of routines in infant- peer quartets invites a further layer of com-
plexity into the interpretation of baby groups: the importance of history.6 This 
is clearly true for adult observers, in that we use observations of earlier events 
to make sense of later events in a group interaction. But is history also impor-
tant for infants?

Certainly, research shows infants are capable of remembering recent events 
like the previous episodes in a group interaction.7 But what about the influ-
ence of babies’ pre- visit experiences— their experiences at home? Take Paul 
for example in Passage 1. Paul sometimes worked one- to- one in a group, if he 
could attract a partner to participate. So when Clare made several inclusive 
gestures to Barbie and Paul, he reacted positively, in that he tried several times 
to reach over to Clare and touch her. But in all cases she curled away from him. 
Paul’s response appeared intense, expressing a need for one- to- one intimacy 
incompatible with Clare’s lighter- hearted overtures, which had the air of an 
invitation to group play.

At other times, Paul engaged in cycles of gross trunk movements and loud 
sound- making— calling out, coughing, clapping hands— as though to enter-
tain and thus, perhaps, gain what he apparently sought or needed from those 
around him. Such gambits would typically be followed by what seemed like a 
somewhat anxious withdrawal, if, as usual in this setting, the habitual gambit 
fell flat— as on this occasion:

PASSAGE 4. Near the start of the group, Paul tries what becomes a repeated overture: 
He provides the group with loud, not unpleasant, but sustained repeated vocaliza-
tions accompanied by vigorous trunk and arm movements and a smiling face. All turn 
and look at Paul, passively, but alert to what he is doing. He coughs twice and vocal-
izes. Barbie, opposite him, seems to find him very funny and produces a rollicking 
laugh. Despite this Paul does not seem to have got the kind of response that he is 
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looking for, since he pushes back into his seat, looking around him at the others. Then 
he tries the same again –  leaning forward, making sustained vocalizations, big trunk 
and limb movements, and giving a wide general smile into the group, though without 
eye contact or direction to any individual companion. This time there are responses. 
Clare, to his right orients towards him. His vocalization as he turns to her seems like 
a sigh of relief and pleasure as he reaches to touch her outstretched arm. But at his 
touch, Clare quickly withdraws her arm. Barbie, opposite, makes a high- pitched 
pleased noise which Clare continues while disengaging from Paul. Paul responds ec-
statically to Clare’s sound- making— embarking on a spate of long drawn- out vocal-
izations, trunk, and limb movements. Perhaps he now feels engaged with the group, 
who come to watch him again, though without otherwise responding. As Paul goes 
on with his cycles of routinized display, the others watch his antics with increasing 
passivity. He eventually withdraws more permanently, fingers to mouth.

In this sequence we can see cycles of a kind which repeat throughout the 
group’s time together. While focusing on Paul, we are also required to see the 
group dynamics he acts within. Each baby brings his or her own reactions, per-
sonality, and prior states of mind to the group process. Strikingly Paul strives 
to connect with the others through a generalized flourish which is perhaps too 
overblown a display to build into sustained interpersonal interchanges— a pat-
tern which may reflect routines learnt at home. Clare, in contrast, is demon-
strably able to interact through some personalized responses. Tellingly, Paul 
does not adjust his response in line with her initiatives. Instead, he repeats the 
same gambit many times. Thus, later in the group interaction:

PASSAGE 5. Paul’s noises, although similar to his previous ones, have a more plain-
tive quality. Clare, remaining responsive, perhaps reflecting his more subdued affect, 
sighs, and holds out her strap that she is playing with towards him with a nice, in-
viting vocalization. Paul continues regardless.

Focusing on Paul in this way, and speculating on what he has brought to the 
group from the rest of his life, illustrates the need for a binocular vision of the 
group’s dynamics. Because Paul (unlike any other baby we studied) figured in 
two different quartets— and his routines were similar in both (see next Passage 
6)— we may feel further encouraged to broker an historical (or individual-
istic) explanation for these. Yet, in both groups, we can only describe Paul’s 
‘individual’ characteristics by detailing the ways they gain sense from how his 
actions intersect with the actions of other group members. Nor should Paul’s 
history be conceived as individual if, as seems likely, his routines of attention- 
getting, and noise- making have carried over from previous social interactions 
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at home— where perhaps they had proved successful in entertaining others, 
probably older relatives— as these, in all likelihood, will also have been group 
interactions.

3.1.5 Linking, attacks on linking, and time out

To give a further sense of the complexity of infants’ group process, we now 
give descriptions from a longer forty- second episode in the recording of the 
quartet Ruby, Paul, Dawn, and Pearl described earlier (see Figure 3.5):

PASSAGE 6. Dawn looks down at Pearl’s hand and tentatively touches it. Dawn 
clasps Pearl’s fingers and they gaze into each other’s faces. Pearl lowers her eyes 
and looks at Dawn’s hand holding her fingers. It is all very gentle. Pearl looks up at 
Dawn and slowly moves her hand up and away. Dawn continues to look into Pearl’s 
face. Ruby, who has been watching Pearl and Dawn, turns to Paul and vocalizes. 
Paul turns to look at Ruby. However, Ruby immediately turns back to look and talk 
to Pearl. She makes a gentle, soft vocalization, but this has the effect of jarring Pearl 
into the action of turning to look from Dawn to Ruby. Pearl’s arm slowly drops away 
from Dawn as she listens to Ruby. Dawn is listening too, and turns her eyes to Ruby. 
Ruby, now the focus of both Pearl and Dawn, becomes more heightened in her af-
fect. She vocalizes more loudly saying ‘fva, fva, fva . . . ,’ bounces in her stroller, and 
swings her legs up and down. Ruby looks towards the door. She then reaches across 
to Pearl with her arm outstretched. Pearl sits back in her seat a little. She is still 
focused on Ruby, but she looks a little taken aback. Dawn who has been looking 
at Ruby, turns her gaze to Pearl and then back to Ruby. Ruby continues to vocalize 
towards Pearl.

Now Paul, who has been looking at Ruby vocalizing to Pearl, interrupts. He does 
this by saying ‘ah’ loudly and then, with a gross trunk movement, looking down and 
out of the group. After he does this both Ruby and Pearl turn to look at Paul. Ruby looks 
down at Paul’s foot rubbing against hers. Paul makes a few gurgling sounds and his 
arm reaches out, almost as if reaching out to make contact with Ruby. Dawn who has 
been looking at Ruby turns her head back to look at Pearl. Pearl and Ruby turn back 
to look at each other. Paul also looks up to Pearl. Ruby has her arm outstretched to 
Pearl and Pearl says to her ‘der, der, dow’. Pearl then looks across to Paul. Her look to 
Paul is brief, as Ruby, who briefly glances at the door and then back to Pearl says to 
Pearl ‘oh bub’ while clapping her hands together. Ruby then stills herself and listens 
to Pearl who says to her ‘da girr’. Pearl then looks briefly at Paul, who wriggles around 
in his stroller to turn and look out of the group. She then looks down towards Dawn’s 
feet while saying ‘err err her’. Pearl’s arm is slightly outstretched towards Dawn. Ruby, 
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who looked briefly at Paul while he turned out of the group, looks back to Pearl while 
she is speaking. Throughout all of this Dawn has been watching Pearl.

The intensity of interchanges continues unabated:

PASSAGE 7. Now Pearl attends to one of Paul’s attempts to engage the attention 
of the others through a large movement while smiling and vocalizing. But as Paul 
stops, or gives up, Pearl resumes interaction with Ruby while also engaging in her 
footsie routine with Dawn. Dawn is looking at Pearl, interested, and seemingly happy 
enough with the footsie game. Now it seems Pearl is interacting with all three mem-
bers of the group at the same time. She seems to be calmly managing her presence to 
all, perhaps having the group linked as ‘a group’ in her experience.

But it’s not enough for Paul, who starts up again after retiring back into his shell. 
He begins with an element of frustration in his vocalizations, seemingly determined 
to make a go of it. Pearl looks at his display and Ruby follows her gaze to Paul too. 
Pearl focuses, pauses then claps her hands once and says ‘Da daa?’ in a questioning 
tone. She seems to be calling the group together, aware of the disparate systems de-
veloping, using a manner which integrates or represents her involvement with all.

A second later, Paul tries yet again. All three are drawn to his activity, but none are 
getting involved— indicating some element of resistance, since all are clearly capable 
of engaging and interacting. Pearl, for example, turns to Ruby and asks ‘do door?,’ with 
some implication of puzzlement in her intonation. Perhaps the reliable ‘routine’ she has 
developed with Ruby might offer her some resolution to her puzzlement about Paul.

Again, Paul vocalizes, his feet jerking forwards touching Dawn’s, and claps his 
hands. This time Ruby, who is on the verge of developing a continuing interaction 
with Pearl, and is open to involvement and attentive, hears Paul’s clap, and, as if she 
can’t help herself, repeats the clap, and thus is drawn away from Pearl. But Ruby’s re-
sponse is not sustained and fades.

Possibly Ruby is now at some sort of loss to know or understand what is hap-
pening, especially outside the comfort zone she has set up with Pearl. If this 
is true, Ruby’s routine with Pearl has firmed up as an interactive sanctuary or 
secure base which allows her to develop new experiences, including openness 
to exploration with Paul, rather than a disinterested gaze as seen earlier in the 
group process.

Throughout this long sequence, we see repetitions of routines that function 
and develop in different ways. For example: Pearl linking with Dawn; Ruby’s 
linking of Pearl with the door then vocalizing; and Paul’s repeated attempts 
at gaining the attention he seems to need. True to form, Paul repeatedly tries 
to draw attention to himself by making loud sounds as by clapping and/ or 
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large movements such as dramatically turning away from the group. We gain a 
sense that these ‘interruptions’ are prompted by Paul seeing growing links be-
tween others in the group, whether as twos or threes. In this regard, his inter-
ruptions have some of the features described in the psychoanalysis of groups 
as ‘attacks on linking’.8

PASSAGE 8. Paul is continuing, and they all now watch him. But something’s not 
working for Pearl and she throws herself backwards with a peremptory vocalization. 
All turn to her— is she thinking the group is getting out of hand, too fragmented, too 
much altogether?

The infants are engaged in complex multi- faceted interchanges which have 
emotional, relational, and durational aspects. They may be seen as a group 
in an unsurprising way as they connect, express needs, develop routines, and 
attempt involvement with others. But if we dwell on Pearl here, we must con-
sider that aspect of group life in which someone is able to be engaged in the 
group for a while, and then ‘step back’, perhaps aware of the group as a group, 
not just as a set of routines building up.

As the group process develops over time, and the relational complexities 
owing to its history grow, it would be unsurprising if, from time to time, mem-
bers tried to escape by turning away, and or, as we sometimes observed, en-
gaging in self- soothing behaviours. Perhaps Paul’s twists away from looking 
‘into’ the group may partly result from a sense of being overwhelmed. 
Alternatively, in Pearl, we have some indication of her as coping with the 
overload of information consequent upon her seeing the group- as- a- whole. 
Professional clinicians, asked to comment on the video of this group, quickly 
characterized Pearl as a ‘leader’, ‘therapist’, or ‘teacher’— again illustrating the 
binocularity discussed earlier: Pearl’s positioning as a particular kind of ‘in-
dividual’ character could only be perceived as such because of the part she 
played in forwarding the dynamics of the group- as- a- whole.

Further, we suggest Pearl’s brief ‘stepping back’ from the hurly- burly of 
the group process enabled her to place herself in a new position in relation 
to her immediate world, potentially a crucial step towards identity or self- 
formation.9 In a less obvious way, the group’s routines may also function to 
convert the uncertainty of managing ‘too much’ information into a form of 
reliability which can serve as a platform for taking on new meanings. Such 
an interpretation of this quartet coheres both with traditions stressing the 
human need to select when dealing with ‘too much information’ in order to be 
able to act, and with the idea of group members’ ‘individuating’ through their 
participation in an ongoing group.10
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These possibilities sharpen our awareness of the poverty of contemporary 
theorizing of infant social development. The above vignettes point to the need 
for expanding our imaginations about what it is possible to see in infancy, a 
task which has a direct bearing both on how we raise our young (Chapter 4) 
and on how we understand our own humanity.

3.1.6  Work

Infants engage with each other almost continuously when in groups, pro-
cessing a deluge of social, perceptual, and interactional information, devel-
oping significant complexity through their combined actions, all in such a 
manner as to maintain infant groups as groups for many minutes (as men-
tioned in Chapter 2, the longest- lasting we have observed being twenty- five 
minutes for an all- infant trio). Normally, babies appear to respond intel-
ligently and constructively to each other’s actions. Most notably, one of our 
studies has shown that babies almost always respond sympathetically to dis-
tress expressed by a group member, not only by turning to look at the dis-
tressed baby, but by facial expressions (smile or frown), vocalizing, reaching 
towards, and sometimes touching their upset peer. Furthermore, distressed 
babies were often comforted by their peers’ responses to their distress— they 
were significantly more likely than chance would predict to regain their equa-
nimity after other group members’ interventions.11

We often see other kinds of ‘inclusive’ behaviour in our groups. In Chapter 2 
we documented the repeated inclusive overtures from Joe to Mona— of a kind 
also reported with surprise by Jacqueline Nadel and her colleagues in Paris. 
For example, in the first quartet discussed above, Clare repeatedly leant 
towards Paul, then towards Barbie, with her arms wide, and mouth open, 
linking the other babies in her exploration and enjoyment.

All of this implies that babies actively work to maintain the groups of which 
they form part. Chapter 4 will use observations from within a childcare centre 
to draw out the implications of the idea that babies in groups ‘work’.

3.2 How Numbers Reveal the Groupness of   
Infant- peer Quartets

While the behaviour we have so far discussed invites multiple interpretations 
(see Chapter 2.5.2, ‘Conjecture and Negotiation’), this is intentional: our 
descriptions aim at a richness sufficient to convey the complexity and the 
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depth of the significance of what occurs amongst grouped babies. In just a few 
seconds of careful observation, we find ourselves engaging with a multitude of 
events and emotions in our very young. But now we step back to provide an-
other avenue into exploring how babies act in groups.

Group processes depend upon forms of engagement that are not just one- 
to- one but supra- dyadic. When social scientists deal with adults, they call 
the fact that a group has characteristics which go beyond those of its indi-
vidual members’ groupness (see Chapter 1.3). We have shown how evidence 
that babies manifest groupness can be drawn from rich verbal descriptions 
of infant- peer groups. But can groupness also be demonstrated with numer-
ical data?

Several psychologists have begun to argue that it can. Most notably, 
Elizabeth Fivaz and her colleagues in Lausanne have marshalled evidence 
which they claim to show infants from birth are endowed with a capacity for 
‘multi- person intersubjective communication’, which develops in parallel 
with ‘dyadic communication’. Yet, when we look at their evidence, it is actu-
ally dyadic— because, as discussed in Chapter 2 (Chapter 2.3, ‘Beyond one- to- 
one’), the Fivaz team only count behaviour as ‘social’ when a baby is looking 
directly at someone else (using foveal gaze). And babies can only look directly 
at one other person at once, given the triangular set- up used in all record-
ings of infants in threes. Which raises a puzzle, because three into two won’t 
go. This puzzle is only intensified by the Fivaz team’s more recent claim that, 
using dyadic data, they have shown infants have ‘the capacity to simultane-
ously communicate with two partners’.

How can babies communicate with two people at once when they can only 
look at one person at once? Fivaz and her colleagues’ answer—like other psy-
chologists who make similar claims—is to redefine ‘simultaneous’ to mean  
(what seems to us to be) the opposite of simultaneous, that is: as the successive 
production of several behaviours which are aimed alternately at two different 
people over a given time period. The time period equated with simultaneity 
ranges from 3 to 30 seconds in different studies.12

Data of this kind cannot prove groupness. The idea that simultaneous means 
‘switching between looking-targets over several seconds’ makes no sense. 
Furthermore, babies look so quickly from one thing to another when they are 
in an interesting environment that the kind of back- and- forth looking which 
Fivaz and others call ‘simultaneous’ might well happen by chance.13 Hence, we 
needed to devise a different numerical test of infant groupness.

We set off by borrowing three well- established criteria from adult psy-
chology, wherein groupness is said to be constituted by proximity, similarity, 
and common fate.14 Of these, the key element is common fate, something 
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defined as the co- variability in time of group members’ behaviour. ‘Common 
fate’ means a group can be shown to exist wherever observers can show that 
the behaviour of at least three individuals over time varies in such a way that 
the contemporaneous behaviour of two or more members can be used to predict 
the later behaviour of another group member.

On these grounds, a good test for infantine groupness would be to measure 
whether, in a group where similarity and proximity were maximized, the 
behaviour of two or more members could be used to predict the later behav-
iour of another infant in the group.15 The need to maximize similarity implies 
that the best test of groupness would record behaviour in all- infant groups— 
rather than in groups which mix infants and adults— and where babies were 
approximately the same age. Proximity would be ensured by a square seating 
arrangement where each baby was in touching- distance of its two neighbours 
(see Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6 Configuration of babies and cameras in our research on all- infant quartets.
Kindly drawn and supplied to the authors by Colwyn Trevarthen.
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For our test, we chose to examine gaze behaviour, but to exploit babies’ pe-
ripheral vision rather than their focal vision (see Chapter 2.3, ‘Beyond one- to- 
one’). Gaze is central to most human social interaction at all ages. The capacity 
to read others’ gaze direction is found in several primate species but is most 
highly developed in humans.16 Coding gaze is particularly popular in the 
study of infant sociability because it provides the simplest way to establish the 
directionality of an infant’s (social) acts, as we have seen.17 Looking is also one 
of the first behaviours to come under intentional control. Furthermore, as we 
noted, gaze- changes are frequent, lending themselves to statistical analysis. 
However, as discussed, a study which solely considers focal or foveal gaze is 
tied to a dyadic conception of infant sociability, hence the need to consider 
babies’ peripheral vision.

Before ten months of age, babies’ focal vision is not fully developed. For ex-
ample, nine- month- olds in gaze- following tasks can follow someone’s head 
movements, but not their eye movements.18 Following head movements and 
other larger- scale postural changes, rather than minute adjustments of the 
eyeball, shows that young infants predominantly use peripheral vision in so-
cial situations. By using the wide field of view detectable through their periph-
eral vision, babies should, at least theoretically, be able to respond to more 
than one other person at once when seated in a triangle or square. Which 
gives legs to our research question: can the social behaviour of an infant at 
Time Q be shown to be influenced by what two or more other group members 
were previously doing at Time P?

To strengthen our analysis, we used our recordings of groups of four babies, 
not with trios. Quartets have the advantage of ensuring that mutual gaze be-
tween two members does not necessarily entail the exclusion or isolation of 
the residual member(s), as would be the case in a trio. Quartets also provide 
a stronger test than trios of the hypothesis that infant sociability is funda-
mentally dyadic, or, in Bowlby’s words, generated by a ‘dyadic programme’.19 
Bowlby’s dyadic hypothesis would predict that the most frequent forms of so-
ciability in a quartet would involve ‘parallel’ mutual gaze: whenever two babies 
link up (focus on each other), the other two— if feeling sociable— should link 
up with each other in parallel. If infants have a capacity for groupness, on the 
other hand, we would expect relatively little ‘parallel’ mutual gaze as com-
pared to coordinated gaze— where two (‘two- gaze’) or three (‘three- gaze’) 
infants look at the fourth group member.

Our results went beyond our expectations. First, we found contrary to the 
dyadic hypothesis, that there was a high correlation between mutual gaze and 
coordinated gaze. Secondly, there was a great deal of simultaneous switching 
(in the same frame, that is, the same 1/ 25th of a second) between mutual and 
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coordinated gaze. Yet there were zero frames where mutual gaze started and 
coordinated gaze finished or vice versa— a result which has less than one 
chance in ten thousand of happening by accident. This result suggested that 
when a baby B returns another baby D’s gaze to start a period of mutual gaze— 
or looks away to end such a period— a third baby A (and often a fourth baby 
C) is already looking at either B or D (making a ‘coordinated’ pattern of gaze; 
see Figure 3.7).

Further analysis showed that coordinated gaze predicted mutual gaze up 
to a lag of eleven frames (.44 seconds), something which had less than a one 
in twenty likelihood of occurring by chance. This means that, when two, or 
three babies are looking at a fourth baby, that baby is likely to look back at one 
of them. With equal reliability, mutual gaze predicted coordinated gaze for a 
much longer period, thirty- nine frames (1.56 seconds). This means that when 
two babies (B and D) look at each other, their mutual interest is likely to attract 
the attention of one or both the other group members rather than encouraging 
the two other members (A and C) to pair off in parallel mutual gaze. In fact, in 
the two all- infant quartets we studied for this analysis there was less than half 
a second of parallel mutual gaze, as against more than three minutes— more 
than 570 times as much— of mutual gaze plus coordinated gaze (for example, 
Figures 3.1 and 3.4). Which disproves Bowlby’s dyadic hypothesis: that infant 
social behaviour is generated by a ‘dyadic programme’ (see Appendix A.2). 
Conversely, the close ties between mutual gaze and coordinated gaze prove 
that the social behaviour of eight- month- old babies in all- baby quartets does 
manifest ‘groupness’ (common fate): what two or more group members are 
doing at time P strongly predicts what other group members will do at a later 
Time Q— despite the fact that the babies in our study were free to look any-
where at any time, or to stick with looking at the same thing throughout.

i ii

Baby A Baby B

Baby DBaby C

Baby A Baby B

Baby DBaby C

Figure 3.7 Two combinations of a mutual gaze (B←→D) along with different kinds 
of simultaneous coordinated gaze, namely: on the left side (i) two babies, A +  D 
simultaneously engaged in coordinated gaze; and on the right side (ii) three babies,  
A +  C +  D, simultaneously engaged in coordinated gaze (as in Figure 3.1).
Source: authors’ diagram.
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3.3 Giving Primacy to Groups

There is a long tradition of research and theorizing by psychologists about 
sociability in our very young. This includes understandings which work to 
hamper consideration of the possibility opened up by analyses of infant 
groups such as this book describes, namely, the possibility that group partic-
ipation is the starting point for human development. We now briefly discuss 
three kinds of traditional blinker.

3.3.1 The cognition- first approach

Child psychologists have often taken a cognition- first route to explaining so-
ciability in the first year of life. This means that what each individual baby 
needs in order to relate to others is to have time to develop some special kind 
of ‘internal’, ‘in- the- head’ representation of other people. For example, the 
reason that Bowlby held a baby’s first attachment only begins to form at around 
nine months of age was that any kind of social relationship first requires that, 
as he put it, ‘a child’s cognitive apparatus has matured to a condition in which 
he [or she] can begin to conceive of absent objects [including people] and 
search for them’. Bowlby built on this view by proposing that a child can only 
develop a fully formed attachment to a caring adult by constructing his or her 
own ‘internal working model’ of their relationship over the first thirty months 
of life. Once formed, this cognitive model would underpin the child’s social 
behaviour ever after:

Towards the end of his first year, a child is busy constructing working models of 
how the physical world may be expected to behave, how his mother, and other sig-
nificant persons may be expected to behave, how he himself may be expected to 
behave, and how each interacts with all the others. Within the framework of these 
working models he evaluates his situation and makes his plans. And within the 
framework of the working models of his mother and himself he evaluates special 
aspects of his situation and makes his attachment plans.20

Bowlby’s initial proposal was that humans’ socio- emotional health depended 
on babies’ inborn drive to develop a self- correcting thermostat- like ‘at-
tachment behavioural system’— which has ‘proximity to mother’ as its set 
goal. But this has proven unworkable. The aboves claim that the toddler’s 
development of an ‘internal working model’ of the infant– mother dyad 
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constitute ‘primary attachments’ now dominates attachment theory, even 
though evidence for the existence of such invisible constructs remains spec-
ulative. In fact, as Ross Thompson observes, the relationship of ‘internal 
working models’ to observable child behaviour is typically ‘so vaguely defined 
that it can accommodate nearly any empirical findings’.21 Nevertheless, attach-
ment researchers continue to see a toddler’s construction of a dyadic ‘internal 
working model’ of his or her mother- figure as the source of ‘peer competence’, 
and indeed all his or her subsequent social relations up into adulthood, in-
cluding the formation of more or less long- term couples.22

A like need for small children to develop their own conceptual apparatus 
before successfully dealing with other people as people is assumed by those 
who believe that successful social development depends on the child’s acqui-
sition of a ‘theory of mind’— something first found in three-  or four- year- olds. 
In this theory, to possess a theory of mind a child must be keen to, and capable 
of, working out from another person’s behaviour how that person mentally 
represents reality, including the child themselves. Only then does genuine so-
ciability and communication become possible.23

Cognition- first views of infant sociability actually deny young babies are 
social. Rather, they assume babies are miniature scientists— all human so-
cial behaviour being reality- oriented, and getting progressively more so as 
we mature. They offer no place for the roles played by fantasy, passion, mis-
understanding, and self- deception in adult behaviour, including scientific 
behaviour (see Chapter 5). It tallies even less with what we know about young 
children24— a point we will take up shortly.

3.3.2 The ‘direct understanding’ view

The leading alternative to cognition- first accounts of early social life, like 
Bowlby’s, does not highlight groups. Like Bowlby, it celebrates dyads: Unlike 
Bowlby, the solo baby is not thought to need to acquire representations of 
people before socialising with them: the dyadic baby is imagined to be en-
gaged in social life from the start, best evidenced when face to face with an 
attentive adult. Under these circumstances, babies, we are told, demonstrate 
that they have an inborn capacity ‘directly’— that is, correctly— to apprehend 
and recognize an adult’s ‘psychological qualities’ and ‘personal meanings’.25 
According to this vision, no cognitive models, or internal representations are 
required when a baby socializes. Rather, any two- person infant– adult inter-
action will entail that both participants immediately grasp the psychological 
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qualities of the other person.26 In short, babies are born with the ability ‘to 
share and participate in another person’s feelings and thoughts’.27

There are several problems with this view. Most confronting is the wide-
spread existence of human misunderstanding, even between people 
well- disposed to each other— because, once admitted, the possibility of mis-
understanding must haunt analysis of any conversation. Unfortunately, we 
need not seek far to find evidence for miscommunication, whether in politics 
or everyday life, in literature, or in psychotherapy. Just the reverse. One well- 
known philosophy of language questions whether any utterance can ever be 
transparent— to the speaker, let alone anyone else— a position also familiar to 
anyone who has delved into the writings of psychoanalysts.28 Just as any post-
card may miscarry, so any meaning is at risk of ‘failing to arrive’ intact, always 
requiring interpretation, and hence being open to misconstrual, overdeter-
mination, and indeterminacy.29 (We have already touched on the provisional 
quality of interpretation; see Chapter 2.5.2).

Another way of stating the problem of assuming that, when engaged in 
conversation- like behaviour, infants are ‘understanding’ their mothers is 
that, like the cognition- first approach, it ignores the complexity of babies’ 
engagements with others. We only have to allow babies a fantasy life, or the 
possibility of motivations other than gaining a grasp of ‘the personal signif-
icance’ of what their counterpart is doing— as if there were always only one 
such significance— and the very idea of a baby directly understanding another 
person falls apart. As it turns out, all the evidence used to support the ‘di-
rect understanding’ view of infant– adult sociability turns out to fit better with 
the view that babies’ attraction to interacting with people like their mothers 
results from them enjoying a sense of empowerment and control from seeing 
their actions reflected back ‘at twice their natural size’ by the m/ other— as we 
discuss in this book’s Appendix (A.1; see also Chapter 1.11).

3.3.3 Starting from groups

Various social psychologies of adulthood give primacy to groups over individ-
uals. Freud’s origin story for the Oedipus complex was based on the view that 
‘the oldest human psychology is group psychology’.30 He found this view in 
The Descent of Man by Charles Darwin, whose approach to human psychology 
was built out from his observation that humans are among the most social of 
animals. Darwin explained all our most human attributes— culture, ration-
ality, language, conscience, moral action, aesthetic taste, racial feeling— as 
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consequences of the fact that human beings’ primary evolutionary environ-
ment has not been a physical environment but a social environment: our 
ancestors first and foremost had to adapt to a social life organized by the ex-
pectations and customs of the relatively small and cohesive home- group, clan, 
or tribe of conspecifics into which each was born. Hence, we get Darwin’s 
telling suggestion that, for the ancestral human child, group belonging would 
trump the importance of dyadic baby- mother bonds (see Chapter 1.8).31

Twentieth- century psychology spawned several more whole- of- group 
treatments of adult social behaviour, amongst the better- known being: Kurt 
Lewin’s (1936) ‘field theory’ and Siegmund Foulkes’ (1946) ‘group anal-
ysis’ (both drawing on so- called Gestalt psychology); Bion’s (1961) analysis 
of experiences in psychotherapy groups; and Bruce Tuckman’s (1965) four- 
step sequence for how small- scale problem- solving groups typically develop 
(forming, storming, norming, performing). Of these, the first two largely take 
the group as an environment for individuals (and their perceptions), individ-
uals remaining the chief focus (as in Gestalt psychology).32 And Tuckman’s 
model, while not refuted, has been significantly qualified by four decades of 
subsequent research which have shown the great complexity of group dy-
namics as compared to the four- step Tuckman model.33 In contrast, Bion’s 
approach treats humans primarily as ‘group animals’, and capable of ‘supra- 
individual’ engagement.34 Hence, his model provides a possible starting-point 
for our discussion of babies in groups.

Of course, there already are infant psychologies which claim to be supra- 
individual: most notably attachment theory, intersubjectivity theory, and 
Vasu Reddy’s second- person approach (see Appendix).35 But none of these 
countenance the possibility that humans are what Bion calls ‘group animals’ 
from babyhood on. All begin dyadically. And when, from time to time, psy-
chologists call for scientific thinking about infants to move ‘beyond the dyad’, 
they do not reference the fact that babies can participate in groups, but the 
fact that babies’ social lives demonstrably involve people other than moth-
ers: siblings, fathers, grandparents, peers, and caregivers.36 This blindness to 
groupness means critics of existing dyadic formulations remain dyadic, typ-
ically proposing that a baby must have ‘multiple’ dyadic attachments if the 
baby has several significant others in his or her life.37 Even Michael Lewis’ 
treatments of babies’ participation in what he calls ‘social networks’— some-
thing comprising a baby’s dealings with all its significant others: parents, 
grandparents, educators, siblings, etc.— remain dyadic.38 Lewis does ponder 
the need to theorize what he calls the ‘indirect effects’ of ‘direct’ (dyadic) inter-
actions, namely, ‘those effects that occur in the presence of the child, but that 
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do not focus on the child’. Yet his examples of indirect effects are themselves 
dyadic: ‘identification, observational, vicarious and incidental learning, imi-
tation, or modelling’.39 Lewis never countenances the possibility that babies— 
when ‘in the presence’ of several others— might interact directly with several 
of those ‘others’ at the same time.

3.4  Discussion

Favouring a broad range of methods, theories, cultural belief systems, and 
ideologies, researchers converge from many directions on the need to un-
derstand how infants engage with their companions. Yet, despite many 
contentions, and contrasting conclusions, a widely held belief amongst 
English- speaking psychologists, clinicians, allied health professionals, and 
educationalists, is that humans start out as dyadic creatures. On this basis, it 
is often said that throughout life, mental health and well- being rests, above 
all, on the quality of each infant’s first one- to- one attachment relationship, 
formed with a mother figure, in the first years of life. While a comprehensive 
review of the relevant research shows that this belief lacks a scientific founda-
tion (see Appendix A.2), its popularity and persistence, despite that lack, attest 
all the more to the power of the cultural movement or ‘structure of feeling’ it 
epitomizes (see Chapter 5.3 and 5.5).40

Listen for a moment to the eminent attachment advocate, historian, and 
psychotherapist Brett Kahr, consultant editor to the journal Attachment:

In a career which spanned over six decades, John Bowlby succeeded in demon-
strating, beyond all doubt,41 that mental health— our greatest prize— derives from 
consistent, reliable, and tender attachment relationships between infants and 
their caregivers, and that mental illness— our greatest tragedy— stems not nec-
essarily from our genetic, biochemical, or neurophysiological endowments, but 
rather, from parental attacks, abandonments, and impingements. Bowlby’s para-
digm, now known as attachment theory, deserves a place in the history of med-
icine, in the history of psychology, in the history of science, and in the history of 
humanity, as one of the greatest achievements, on a par, I wish to suggest, with 
the art of Leonardo da Vinci, the music of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, and the non- 
violent militarism of Mohandas Gandhi. For, in Bowlby’s work, we find that the 
roots of depression and anxiety, neurosis and delinquency, alcoholism, and ano-
rexia, can all be traced to deficiencies and ruptures in the security of the earliest 
bond between a vulnerable infant and his or her primary caretakers.42
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While Kahr’s tribute may sound to some overblown, there are strong cultural 
and sentimental imperatives for the continued celebration of Bowlby’s trans-
formation of scientific thinking about babies and young children as being crea-
tures who have their own emotional needs— an insight strenuously contested 
by some academic and clinical psych- professionals up through the 1950s.

Amplifying the cultural success of attachment theory are several more 
strands of professional practice which extend ‘dyadism’ far beyond issues of 
babies’ innate need for protection against ‘risk of danger’ with which attach-
ment theory was first designed to deal.43 For example, as seen earlier in this 
chapter, dyadism continues to shape the methods of recording, the selection 
of evidence, and the theory underpinning the current science of early infant 
communication and sociability. We have seen too how even such trailblaz-
ers of research on babies in groups as Jacqueline Nadel and Elizabeth Fivaz 
picked dyadic gaze- based measures to analyse their data.44 One might con-
clude, therefore, that bewitchment by the Madonna- like image of the infant– 
mother bond has such cultural and affective power that scientists never think 
to raise the question whether babies have a capacity for supra- dyadic group 
interaction.

This conclusion chimes with our own experience: scientists’ adherence to 
a dyadic view of human beginnings expresses strong emotional investments. 
Thus, in this chapter, we have tried to solve what might seem at first to be 
a descriptive or logical problem: the overwhelming complexity implied by 
our sense of seeing too much going on within baby fours. In discussing this 
sense, we have noted that, unlike the dynamics of trios, the dynamics of four-
somes do not dovetail with familiar cultural scripts. This is a telling cultural 
blindness, given the extent to which modern humans work, live, and play in 
groups larger than three. And surely, for anyone who has several similar- age 
grandchildren, or spends time in the babies’ room at a childcare centre, babies 
interacting in groups of four or more make a familiar scene. Yet, despite this, 
psychologists still prove unable to construct theories which can predict or ex-
plain how infants and very young children interact with each other and par-
ticipate in groups in meaningful ways.45

Such unthinkability sprang to life for us at a conference in Leipzig in 2011. 
We were billed to give a talk in which we had undertaken to show an audi-
ence of group psychoanalysts excerpts from our films of infant- peer quartets. 
The films were at first watched with what seemed to us an encouragingly rapt 
attention. However, as our discussion of the baby quartet progressed, mut-
terings and murmurs rose to exclamations of shock and incomprehension, 
capped by one group therapist’s dramatic blurt: ‘This is not happening!’ On 
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another occasion, a leading Australian psychiatrist warned us that our record-
ings of all- infant groups were ‘unethical’, because we were ‘separating’ the 
babies from their mothers— a form of ethics which would presumably also 
preclude toilet breaks for any mother home alone with her bub.

These uncomprehending responses highlight the almost- visceral chal-
lenges many researchers and clinicians must overcome when watching infants 
with others before they can seriously and explicitly conceptualize the fact that 
there are group phenomena at play. Parents and grandparents would hardly 
be surprised to see several babies interacting together, or a baby actively par-
ticipating in the melee of a family at mealtime.46 Casual asides in the profes-
sional literature likewise confirm the obviousness of infant groupness, albeit 
without seeking backup from published research and without prompting any 
theoretical accommodation. For instance, as early as 1984, David Perry and 
Kay Bussey’s book, Social Development, was noting that ‘children’s interest in 
their peers begins at a few months of age’, going on:

When babies are allowed to interact with each other in a relaxed situation (with 
mothers present), they in fact show more interest in each other than in their moth-
ers. Their interactions tend to be positive and reciprocal rather than characterised 
by strife.

Even here, the parenthetical ‘with mothers present’ implies a nod to the pri-
macy of dyadic attachment— though, had they checked, Perry and Bussey 
would have found evidence that the presence of mothers often impedes inter-
actions between infants and their peers.47

The profound cultural momentum behind the dyadic view of infants’ so-
cial capacities has had a powerful flow- on effect in moulding national regu-
lations for childcare around the world, and in shaping clinical practice. These 
are both large topics, for which the discovery of groupness in infancy has far- 
reaching implications— as we go on to show in Chapter 4 on childcare, and in 
Chapter 5 on clinical practice. But our findings also cast light on assumptions 
made in the social psychology of groups.

For example, it is widely assumed that small groups of adults form to achieve 
shared goals: to design a new product; cut down a tree; raise children; enjoy 
a holiday; get drunk; commit a crime; or solve a problem. On these grounds, 
Bion defined a ‘work group’ as the form of interpersonal and emotional or-
ganization that leads to the achievement of the ‘specific task’ that a group has 
come together to solve. Work- group activity, adds Bion, typically uses verbal 
means and takes ‘a rational or scientific approach’ to the solution of problems. 
At the same time Bion’s work shows how the task- oriented activity of a small 
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group may be impeded, undermined, or sometimes aided by another kind 
of activity— which he variously calls ‘primitive’, ‘emotional’, partly or wholly 
‘unconscious’— and which typically employs non- verbal methods of commu-
nication.48 A similar division of group activities has been proposed in social 
psychology. Some group activities lead towards the completion of ‘instru-
mental’ goals. Others lead towards group integration and cohesion, that is 
‘socio- emotional’ or ‘expressive’ goals.49

From the observations discussed in this chapter, we conclude that groups 
made up of babies, aged nine months and younger, clearly demonstrate the 
kind of activities which are aimed at achieving socio- emotional goals relating 
to group cohesion. Babies in our infant trios and quartets cannot easily be 
described as having ‘instrumental’ goals or as displaying work- group activi-
ties.50 Their lack of obvious instrumental work achievements may partly result 
from the situation we designed to collect the data discussed in this chapter, 
which meant the babies could not move around, and had no toys. For this 
reason, we will reserve discussion of infants’ ‘instrumental’ work- group ac-
tivities for Chapter 4, which builds on observations and films of babies’ group 
activities in a far richer environment— a high- quality childcare centre.

3.5  Conclusion

This chapter used detailed descriptions of interactions between eight- month- 
old babies to open a window onto the complexity which constitutes preverbal 
infants’ social lives once they are given the opportunity to form groups. This 
complexity goes considerably beyond one- to- one interaction— as we have 
shown both through narrative and numerical analysis. It likewise goes beyond 
existing explanations for infant sociability: our analyses of recordings of all- 
infant quartets prove babies have a capacity for group interaction that cannot 
be reduced to talk of cognitive representations, or attachment, or dyadic con-
versations, or jealousy, or inclusion and exclusion. How babies’ capacity for 
groupness may manifest itself in their everyday lives— outside the laborato-
ries in which we made the films discussed so far— is the question we take up 
next, in Chapter 4.
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4
Making Visible Ordinary Groupness

Figure 4.1 ‘What can we see in the drain? Is there any water down there?’
Source: authors’ photo.
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Just as early childhood and education policies from around the world in-
struct educators to feed infants one- to- one in fossilized tribute to a century 
of struggles over hygiene,  attachment discourse can throw a dated and dys-
functional shadow over the lives of babies enrolled in group education and 
care. By way of contrast, this chapter illustrates what happens as group- based 
practices are introduced into the education of our very young in two early 
childhood education services located in inland Australia— owned and man-
aged by one of this book’s authors, Matthew Stapleton. Matt has carefully 
documented the introduction of a group- based regime into his centres over 
the past two years (e.g. Figure 4.1). His initiative has revealed forms of group- 
based enjoyment, learning, comfort and creativity in infants and educators 
which had hitherto been side- lined by the policy- driven imperative to cul-
tivate one- to- one infant- educator relationships. In particular, Matt’s centres 
highlight how different practices of teaching and care can facilitate or curtail 
infants’ work. Which introduces a framework for understanding the collec-
tive agency of babies that has previously been reserved for language-users. 
Once we give them the opportunity, groups of pre- verbal infants or toddlers 
will, unprompted, undertake the creative work of forging and maintaining 
group cohesion, as well as applying themselves to tasks they find amusing or 
important.

From such evidence, we conclude that organizing childcare and early ed-
ucation through groups can lead to happier children and better atmospheres 
at centres, plus reduced and more rewarding workloads for educators. All of 
which presents tantalizing challenges to current conventions and to policy-
makers, as well as raising new questions about how children develop, and new 
themes for future research.

4.1 Introduction to a Successful Early Childhood 
Education Centre

Since 2008 Matt has been CEO of Centre Support, a business which pro-
vides resources and professional development to the early childhood 
sector across Australia.1 In 2013 he was invited by researchers in early ed-
ucation from Charles Sturt University to be the industry partner in the 
application for an Australian Research Council ‘linkage’ grant— designed 
to bring academics and industry together to solve real- world problems. 
Academic members of the research group included Professors Sumsion 
and Harrison, who are lead authors of the Australian government’s 
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‘Belonging, Being and Becoming: The Early Years Learning Framework’, 
which, in 2012, became Australia’s first national framework for early 
childhood education.2 The grant itself was awarded after a competitive 
process requiring that university researchers integrate the practical know-
ledge and evidence held by a non- university industry into a research pro-
ject, as well as provide practical research outcomes of use to the industry 
partner. And that is what happened.3

The successful project, ‘Babies and Belonging in Early Childhood Settings’, 
included university partners from a range of intellectual traditions within 
education and psychology. Matt was particularly confronted by having to 
consider the new ways of thinking about infant development advocated by 
university researcher Ben Bradley, whose research included the work with 
Jane Selby described in previous chapters. Ben and Jane’s emphasis on groups 
felt challenging because Matt had become inured to policy- drenched inter-
pretations of what should happen to infants in group care, when seen as pri-
marily revolving around the formation of two- way infant– adult bonds. Matt 
recognized an irony here, because early education centres, like schools, func-
tion through group organization. Matt saw that ideas about the group- basis 
of development would require him to extend the range of processes that 
needed covering in the training of educators to ready them to embrace prac-
tices promoting groupness when working in group- settings with groups of the 
very young.

While his work with Centre Support evolved, Matt came to own two Early 
Childhood Education and Care (ECEC) centres located in a large regional 
town (population 43,500), a six- hour drive from the state’s capital, Sydney. The 
2021 census data shows slightly more than half (51.9%) of the town’s residents 
are female. The median age, at 36 years, is slightly younger than the national 
average of thirty- eight. People aged 0– 14 constitute 21.2% of the population 
(compared to 18.7% nationally). And a far higher proportion of the town’s cit-
izens are Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander (14.6%) than is the case nation-
ally (3.3%). The median age of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander residents 
is 21 years.

The longer- running of Matt’s two services is relatively large, providing 100 
places in six rooms. Two infant rooms hold twelve babies each, each room 
requiring three educators to meet the government’s ratio- regulations of one 
educator to four babies. There are two toddler rooms holding, on average, 
thirty- six children aged between two and three years. The educator- ratio re-
quired for toddlers is one educator for five children. As the ages rise the ratios 
change. One educator for ten children suffices for the three- to- five- year 
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groups. So in each of these two rooms, of twenty older children, there are two 
educators. To maintain these ratios, educators are employed to cover lunch 
breaks and programming times. In all Matt employs thirty- six educators at his 
older service, mostly on a full- time basis.

Like most other long day care services there are many new young staff, 
most of whom are working towards qualifications (‘Certificate III’) in Early 
Childhood Education and Care. Certificate III is the minimum requirement to 
gain employment in an approved childhood setting and is regulated through 
the Australian Qualification Framework. Every three years, Matt’s centres are, 
like all Australian centres, required to participate in the Australian National 
Quality Standards (NQS) rating system, last being rated in 2022— when, as 
with 87% of Australian services, his service was reaccredited without demur.4

4.2 Managing Infants at Mealtimes

Matt’s interest in groups has led him to devise new practices for his centres. 
Matt summarizes his early thinking:

Ordinarily, there are occasional moments of difficulties and stress when working 
with young children, especially at mealtimes. In 2020 I decided to work in a par-
ticular room of 7-  to 15- month- olds, to investigate what might be improved. The 
current practice in my centre was to have the children sitting in highchairs in a 
horseshoe shape with the children facing in.

Other centres either use this format or use a line of seats.

Whichever setup is traditionally used, highchairs are spaced far enough apart 
to ensure children do not share food (Figure 4.2). This is to maintain hygiene 
standards set by Australia’s NQS. These Standards require educators to assist each 
infant to eat, usually by the educator spooning each child’s food into each child’s 
mouth from each child’s individual bowl with each child’s individual spoon. This 
is often difficult to achieve, so a juggling act ensues, with educators attempting to 
meet the demands of several hungry infants at once, swapping bowls and spoons, 
while also trying to take the time to encourage a less enthusiastic infant to try 
what is offered. The NQS formally require educators to be vigilant, which means 
sitting closely and being attentive to each individual infant. During this time an-
other educator, is in the kitchenette preparing bottles of formulated milk for set-
tling the infants for sleep after the mealtime has finished.

This is a demanding process, made more difficult by the fact that once a 
child has finished eating, they often quickly become disgruntled or start 
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Figure 4.2 Lined up for mealtime in a regional NSW centre.
Source: authors’ photo.

crying and need to be removed from the highchairs. The length of time chil-
dren spend in the chairs lasts anything from three minutes to ten, but never 
any longer than it takes for the child to finish eating.

Matt continues:

I was reminded of Ben and Jane’s research into infants, and their method of seating 
them in a circle to interact independently of adults. I said, ‘let’s push the children to-
gether in groups of threes and fours in the highchairs at mealtimes’. I proceeded to 
show the educators Ben and Jane’s research, including the images of three infants 
in strollers we discussed in Chapter 2. I briefly described what discoveries had been 
made, but basically finished the conversation with the request just to try out grouping 
the highchairs, while observing what happens, and then to ‘take some notes of what 
you find interesting’. In that way the educators could think through for themselves 
the logic of the suggestion— inviting the educators to do some informal research.

4.2.1 Observations by educators after changing infant 
mealtime organization

Matt continues his account:

Sophie and Roxie, the diploma- qualified room leaders, took up my suggestion by 
placing the infants together in groups of four or five (Figure 4.3).
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Sophie: When placed in groups in the highchairs, the babies take the time to look at 
each other and I’ve noticed they are using a lot of nonverbal language, they giggle 
at each other. While waiting for the meal, one child Charlotte would bang her drink 
bottle and all the children in the group of four would bang their drink bottles too, but 
then Charlotte would look over to the other group of children in their own group of 3– 4 
and encourage them to bang their bottles. When food is introduced, more interesting 
things occur. Leo is a good example; he doesn’t eat many things at home, but in the 
group, he eats everything. Jack picks his food up out of his bowl and makes ‘mmmm’ 
sounds and says it to his friends. Amelia likes talking to her friends; she holds her food 
in front to show the other children what she has. We introduced bowls for the children 
to eat from, then once they were used to the bowls, we introduced spoons; some chil-
dren were curious to watch others how to use the spoon. For example, Mia rotated the 
bowl to remove the food, then Leo copied her actions. That was interesting, it was like 
Mia was showing Leo how to use the spoon and bowl. But most of all, we now have 
time to do other things in the room, as they sit in the group for up to thirty minutes 
with very few interactions with adults. It’s definitely making our jobs easier.

Figure 4.3 In groups at mealtime.
Source: authors’ photo.
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The sandwich story— the first time I saw this I was shocked. Today’s lunch was 
sandwiches with different toppings, some vegemite5 and others ham and cheese. 
When the children were given the sandwiches, they looked at one another and 
opened the bread to show each other what was inside the sandwich; when one child 
had something different to the others they looked visibly shocked.

Roxie, room leader and educator:

There are more interactions when they are in the groups. There is usually one that 
is first to do something, hit their hands on the highchair table like a drum, it’s like 
they are the head or leader then the others follow. We place the children in dif-
ferent groups, so they are getting different views from the different angles they 
are placed in. We deliberately put children together in different ways to make sure 
they form other friendships than the children they normally like to play with. In the 
smaller groups, there is a lot more talking, or really babbling. (If they are in too big 
a circle then there is just more screaming.) In the mornings we might have a child 
who is upset when they first come in, and if we are having morning tea, we place the 
upset child with the group in the highchairs. The upset child calms downs, mostly 
straight away.6

The following is an example of what is written by Sophie and then shared 
with the families of the children in the room (through a digital social media 
platform). Such writings are formal requirements for the documentation of 
‘learning and assessment’ under the Early Years Learning Framework— the 
national framework for early child education and care as approved by the 
Australian government. They are known as Learning Outcomes, and are thus 
marked with ‘LO’ below.

Following on from our group experiences during mealtimes, Sophie, Lucy, and Macey 
grouped the children together as per our updated daily routine and noticed all kinds 
of interactions between the children as they were enjoying their meals.

Patrick, Jack, and Leo sat together, happily looking and smiling at one another be-
fore Lucy and Macey offered a serving of lunch. Together the boys dug in with hungry 
tummies while they looked up at each other in between bites.

Isla, Lucas, and Jack (aged up to thirteen months) were grouped together before 
they were offered a bowl of food. Lucas expressed some distress when he was initially 
placed in the highchair, though as soon as Isla and Jack were placed into the high-
chair beside him, he calmed down, before taking a deep breath in, and then out— as 
he reached for his drink bottle to take a sip.
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Once served their lunch, Isla and Jack scooped their hands into their bowls finding 
sausages and vegetables. Isla took a sausage in her hand, holding it up to show Lucas 
and Jack before placing it into her mouth. ‘Is that yummy Isla, do you have sausages 
at home?’ Sophie asked. ‘Have a taste, Jack,’ Sophie explained as she pointed to 
his bowl.

As Sophie began to walk away, Lucas began to cry in an attempt to communicate 
his need for comfort and assistance. Sophie approached Lucas, acknowledging and 
responding sensitively to children’s cues and signals (LO: 1.1). She picked Lucas up, 
letting him know that he was okay while giving him a reassuring cuddle. Sophie then 
offered Lucas a bottle before his lunch, hoping to offer him a chance to re- calm his 
emotions before placing him back into his highchair for some lunch.

Meanwhile, Mia, Grace, and Amelia were placed together into a group of three to 
enjoy their lunch. Together the girls shared their lunch in a quiet, calm, and relax-
ing manner. The three girls must have been hungry. Mia had a certain technique of 
scooping the food from one side of her bowl, before spinning it around and loosening 
the food inside to allow for herself to pick it up easier. Grace watched as Mia did this 
and was able to follow her lead, doing the same thing. This showed Grace’s ability to 
mirror, repeat, and practice the actions of others, either immediately or later. (LO: 4.3)

Throughout our lunchtime groups, and the experiences— or rather the 
interactions— that unfold, the children are engaging in learning relationships (LO: 4.4) 
as they learn from one another just by looking at each other’s actions and following 
them on as they use the processes of play, reflection, and investigation to solve prob-
lems (LO 4.4). This is an evident outcome, especially from the children learning from 
watching each other using their utensils and picking this skill up just from observa-
tion or simply from Mia showing Grace her bowl technique today.

Placing these children in groups is working so well to keep mealtimes interesting, 
new, and fun, as the children learn new things from others.

4.3 Filming Mealtimes

After a few months of the children being placed in a group at every mealtime, 
Matt began to document the infants more closely. By all accounts mealtimes 
were working well in their new group formations, so he then added cameras 
to capture the new setup. Four GoPro cameras were put on tripods and the 
tripods placed directly behind the highchair of each of the infants in a group 
of four. The camera lens was positioned facing down to capture the child di-
rectly opposite. The cameras carried wide- angle lenses so could capture the 
children sitting at the sides of the target child, as will be seen later (Figure 4.4). 
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The filming started just before or while children were placed in the highchairs. 
The person setting up the cameras left the room so as to leave just the children 
and regular educators together.

The filming continued until the last child was removed from their high-
chair. The videos were loaded into a video editing software program (Adobe 
Premier Rush) and edited to ensure all four lots of footage started at the same 
time. This process made it easier to identify a time- point, on one camera, 
which related to the time- point footage that was taken from a different angle 
to help see what was occurring. This process was valuable in identifying the 
expressions and reactions of other children taken from another angle to assist 
with analysis.

4.3.1 Better use of educators’ time

Matt continues: We now look in more detail at one unexpected gain from the 
grouping of babies in highchairs at mealtimes: that educators spend far less 
time having to control and feed several children one- to- one and so can get on 
with other tasks while still facilitating the babies as required. (Refer to video- 
excerpts at babiesingroups.com.)

Sophie had noted earlier that educators are not always needed when young 
children are in groups at mealtime. Thus in the accompanying video link (see 
Endnote 7), we can see the children are in a mealtime group for 18 minutes 
and 20 seconds. Once the four children (ages 12 to 15 months) are placed in 
the highchairs, the educator Sophie interacts with them for a total time of 2 
minutes and 36 seconds. After 6:35 seconds of filming, Sophie brings out the 
bibs and bowls of fruit and yoghurt. The bibs are placed on each child, then 
the bowl of food is placed on the highchair tray in front of each infant. Sophie 
rotates each bowl and positions the spoon for the child. Sophie returns to the 
kitchenette to retrieve the next bowls and repeats the process until all have 
their food. During this time Sophie’s verbal communication with the children 
includes:

‘Are we ready?’, ‘Good job using your spoon, Jack’, ‘Good job, Henry’.

The process of doing this for all four children takes 1 minute and 51 seconds. 
Sophie then returns to the kitchenette. Sophie later comes back from the 
kitchen with a banana; she brings it to the children, peels it, and breaks a piece 
off and places it on the bowl of the children while saying:
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‘Banana.’
This process of serving food to the children and interacting has taken a total 

of 2 minutes 15 seconds. Sophie continues to walk past the children from time 
to time. She looks at the children and each pass takes between 3– 4 seconds. 
There’s no verbal communication. Meanwhile, she is involved in doing var-
ious forms of practical work, such as re- positioning furniture or arranging 
and sorting paperwork.

Later Sophie gives the children a biscuit each, again no talking, and the pro-
cess takes 11 seconds from leaving the kitchenette to returning to the kitchen-
ette. Then a cough from Jack alerts Sophie and she moves towards the children 
and asks, ‘Okay?’ while she moves out of the kitchenette. She adds, ‘few more 
bites’. Jack holds his biscuit towards Sophie and Sophie responds with words, 
but due to Covid- 19 workplace requirements Sophie is wearing a mask and 
the words are inaudible. Sophie then moves away from the group. Sophie does 
make eye contact with the children when walking by.

The infants have successfully eaten their food.
Meanwhile, as Sophie earlier remarked, the educators ‘have time to do 

other things in the room’ as the infants sit happily in their group ‘for up to 
thirty minutes with very little adult interaction’.

4.3.2 What are the children doing?

Now we will examine a group mealtime in more detail (as depicted in 
the linked video clips). At first, we see that the four children are clapping 
and smiling at each other, banging the surface of the highchair trays, and 
sharing an interest in the new cameras’ positions behind each child, with 
children pointing and attempting to draw the others’ attention to the cam-
eras (see Figure 4.4 for seating arrangements). There is eating and a lot of 
staring at each other while eating the food. Their feet are active most of the 
time. There is friendly interchange and teasing using food, with lots of re-
ciprocal laughter. The children take turns at making large body movements 
such as twisting, clapping, and rocking in the chair towards each other while 
laughing. At the same time, they each have their own ways of managing the 
food as it arrived. Jack likes to use his spoon— the gestures are there— spoon 
into bowl then to mouth, but not always arriving with food. Harper imme-
diately emptied the contents of her bowl onto her tray. After some time, in-
cluding holding the bowl to her face as though the food might be drunk in 
or magically enter her mouth, she eventually turns the bowl right side up 
again, puts food back in and starts again, this time, taking the food out of 
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the bowl to eat. When bowls are emptied, they are pushed off the highchair 
onto the floor and food is often thrown onto the floor which creates looking 
down towards the floor by the child who has pushed the bowl off or thrown 
the food and, interestingly, the other children will look towards the floor 
appearing to look for the item.

The typical mealtime is replete with incidents and interchanges, some of 
which may challenge how we think about infants, as we shall see.

Prior to the food being served, as we have mentioned, the cameras created 
a lot of interest for the children. We carefully examined their exploration of 
these new objects. They often looked directly at the camera opposite them-
selves. When viewing the footage, we found that one camera may show that 
a child is looking towards the camera to the side, and then, when we looked 
at the footage from the camera that is being gazed at, we saw the child was 
looking directly into that camera, not just looking loosely ‘in the direction of ’ 
the camera.

In sequence— from which the six images in Figure 4.5 are taken— Henry is 
the first child placed in the highchair, Jack is the second child and it is he who (at 
1.33) notices the cameras and tripods, looking at each of the three most easily 
visible to him. When Sophie places Isla into her chair, Jack is looking at Henry’s 
(at 2.36) camera. He focuses intently several times at the alternate cameras, then 
(at 2.44), he looks away from Henry’s, sighs once, and then looks back again at 
the fascinating objects above Henry, and behind Harper’s empty chair (2.48). At 
the same time, he is monitoring Sophie’s movement, one time vocalizing while 
directly looking into her face as she seats Isla. There are two themes going on 
here: the new cameras, and Sophie’s actions in preparation for mealtime.

Sophie moved away to collect the fourth child. Isla looks with interest at 
Harper’s camera on her right, also expressing her agitation while waiting for 
food— making body movements, banging her tray, and kicking her legs up and 
down vigorously while making excited screechy noises. She watches Sophie in 
the distance, seeing her as she returns with Harper. Isla is quietened now and 

Isla

Harper Jack

Henry

Figure 4.4 Seating arrangements for Isla, Jack, Harper, and Henry.
Source: authors’ image.
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Image 1: Isla (sitting directly ahead) looks at the camera above Jack (right of image).

Image 2: Isla (directly ahead) looks at the camera above Harper (left of image).

Image 3: Isla (directly ahead) looks at the camera above Henry (foreground of image).



Image 4: Isla (directly ahead) looks at the camera sitting above her (midround of image).

Image 5: Isla (sitting directly in front of the camera) gains the attention of the group and 
points to the camera above Jack (right of image).
Source: authors’ photos.

Image 6: Harper (sitting left of image) points to the camera above Jack (right of image).
Figure 4.5 Six images illustrating the infants’ interest and discoveries around the camera.
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knows what should happen. She points (at 3.13) to Harper’s chair. Henry also 
is attentive and points at Sophie and Harper (at 3.08) as they walk towards the 
group. Earlier, Henry had also been interested in examining the cameras.

Each second seems to provide an event, shared or otherwise. At this stage, we 
can identify themes in the group. There appears to be a shared awareness of the 
cameras. In addition to the joint interest in the cameras, there’s also an aware-
ness of Sophie, and the process of placement of the fourth infant prior to eating. 
While commenting on the themes enacted or experienced in the same time 
frame, we also noticed that the interest in the cameras held yet more complexity.

Thus, at 2.57 minutes into filming, Isla looked at the camera above the chair 
which would be Harper’s, before Harper was placed there. Then, at 2.63, Isla looks 
at Jack’s camera, then immediately at Harper’s (now present) camera. Sophie is 
walking past Isla back to the kitchenette after seating Harper, and claps as she 
passes Isla. Isla notices this, claps herself, and turns around and looks carefully at 
the camera behind her (3.49). Harper and Henry also join in to form a clapping 
game and then a banging game with vocalizations. Turning back to the group, 
Isla joins in the banging tray game. But she stops to look again at Henry’s camera, 
and although Henry is right into the clapping/ vocalization game, Isla takes no 
notice of this and remains quiet. She is not joining in, instead, looking contem-
platively, she turns again and points up at her own camera at 4.09. At 4.20 there 
are further quiet moments for Isla and this seems to quieten the group for a few 
seconds, then at 4.26, Harper starts banging and vocalizing. At the same moment, 
Jack points at Isla’s camera. At 4.40, Harper, who has been moving around in her 
chair, catches sight of her own camera. She looks at it briefly, then continues with 
the banging/ vocalization game. Isla is joining in again, making banging and ‘dah, 
dah, dah’ noises with the others. At 4.43 she stops to point at Jack’s camera while 
looking at Harper, who also then looks and points at it (4.47), quietening. They 
study it. Then Harper gets back to the game, Isla remaining thoughtful, pointing 
at Harper’s camera and vocalizing (5.02). At 5.05 she vocalizes again and points 
at Henry’s camera, then at Jack’s again. At 5.08 she is distracted by Harper looking 
down at the floor between them. She remains thoughtful until, at 5.18, she waves 
at her sister, who is looking in at her and her group through the large window 
nearby. For a short time, the cameras are no longer of interest and all four chil-
dren have turned to acknowledge Isla’s older sister in the window.

By 5.32 Isla is back to pointing at the cameras.

4.3.3 Understanding what we are seeing

When the children are first placed in the highchairs the novelty of the cameras 
interests them. Each child looks at the camera above the child in front, then to 
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the left and right of them, sometimes followed by looking behind themselves 
to see a camera. These sequences lend themselves to an interpretation of the 
kind: ‘You have a camera, you have a camera, you have a camera . . . Do I have 
a camera?’

There is significant complexity in this short interchange between the chil-
dren. We consider that being in a group context allowed or afforded the 
cognitive and relational capacities demonstrated, capacities touching on self- 
representation, analogical thinking, and communication skills.7 We may have 
here a methodological paradigm to add to early childhood research tradi-
tions. The action of Isla re- alerts others to their cameras after she sees her own 
camera, demonstrating that she knows that they are the same as her and that 
‘we all have a camera’. These actions demonstrate a form of self- awareness— 
and a form of group awareness— both of which would be thought to be occur-
ring several years ‘too early’ by many child psychologists, as these children 
range from 12 months to 15 months of age.8 These grouped babies also dem-
onstrate a group kind of ‘other- awareness’ (you are all like me) which is new to 
the psychology of babies.

4.4  Complexity

What we have described looks like a process of group formation, facilitated 
by the capacity of ‘knowing together’ based on a common ground of shared 
intentionality, cooperation, and meaning- making. An indicative example is 
when someone gains the group’s attention by banging the top of their tray and 
pointing. In the sequence described above, there are multiple systems of col-
lective significance. There seem to be layers of meaning to the groupness on 
display here. We have, for example, the ‘conversations’ about the cameras, teas-
ing about food, joint banging, and vocalizing, as well as the waving sequence 
embedded in the joint history of knowing about the window and its familiar 
visitors. Indeed, the themes are less sequential than interwoven. It is in the midst 
of building the significance and joint enjoyment of the cameras, that the babies 
illustrate their commonplace acknowledgement of both, recognizing the tod-
dler on the other side of a nearby window while playing outdoors— a familiar 
view of a familiar companion— and, of Hadley preparing their meals. We have 
an overlapping of themes and stories warranting multiple viewings. There is no 
single narrative to capture all that we can see (e.g. see Chapter 3.3.1).

In appreciating a multiplicity of group themes, we remember how in-
dividual infants, as shown in Chapter 3, easily interact with more than one 
other group- member at the same time, illustrating the multiplicity of ‘rou-
tines’ simultaneously at play. Which raises questions about how integration 
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occurs— within the group and within the individual babies— how linkages are 
made, and about how ‘containment’ can be understood. For the infants, as 
individuals and as a group, prove able to manage disparate themes at the same 
time. The cameras are not forgotten during the waving theme, and the famil-
iarity with the activities outside do not preoccupy them while investigating 
the cameras. Indeed, other themes are in evidence— around eating, around 
relating to Sophie, and involving the vocalizations and banging and synchro-
nizing which are at play.

In ethnographic terms, it becomes relatively easy to witness instances of 
both the group dynamics and the individual management of complexity. 
Again, there are many stories to emerge from careful observation. For ex-
ample, how Harper teases Henry with a biscuit, offering it and withdrawing it, 
delighted with the game (17.14– 17.47). And how a child seems to be teaching 
another how to drink from a bottle. The educators had already noted, above, 
that infants teach each other, or at least, try to teach— as in this instance. In the 
foursome pictured in Image 1 of Figure 4.6, the baby on the right is Isla, and 
to her left is baby Daniel. Isla is an experienced bottle drinker and she watches 
as Sophie gives a drink bottle to Daniel, placing it in his mouth to encourage 
him. Sophie again presents the bottle in front of Daniel’s face and moves it a 
little to gain his attention. She pauses, but then leaves him with the bottle. Isla, 
sitting to the child’s right, looks at the young baby, holds a drink bottle in front 
of him with her right hand, and makes ‘blah- blah’ sounds. After hitting the 
drink bottle on her highchair tray, she continues to make sounds ‘laa loo wha- 
wha’. Then she picks up her bottle to drink and turns her head to look back at 
the baby to see if he is watching. When Isla sees that she’s being watched, she 
continues to drink with her head turned, looking to her left at him, head tilted 
up so he can see the correct use of a drink bottle.

4.5 Calculating the Odds

Our sensitivities to and ideas about the nature of groups need developing when 
dealing with the very young, partly because most theories of groups like Bion’s, 
assume an ability to talk is needed to define a group’s goal. We consider that 
group formation and group agency are evident in the infant rooms at Matt’s 
centre and in the laboratory studies reported in previous chapters. Without such 
a sensitivity to group phenomena, adults, and even educators, may impede and 
disturb ongoing activities of value to infant autonomy and development.9

On the attached video- link on this book’s website,10 we can watch a lunch-
time when the room’s experienced lead educator, Sophie, had started her own 
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Image 1: Educator Sophie putting bottle to baby Daniel’s mouth a couple 
of times trying to draw attention to the bottle.

Image 2: Meanwhile Isla watches Daniel carefully, twice opening her 
mouth widely in his direction between continuous drinking.
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lunchbreak, which left less experienced educators to deal with the children’s 
meal. These younger educators appear to be less concerned with the evolving 
group and its social aspects, and more driven by the pragmatic aim of the rou-
tine, that is, getting children fed and then moved on as quickly as possible to 
the next care- phase (which is naptime).

The events we see in this clip illustrate both complex thinking by the young, 
and how educators may miss what is actually happening from the children’s 
point of view. 12:50 minutes into the recording, twelve- month- old Henry is 
becoming disgruntled and so is removed from the circle of highchairs and 
lowered onto the floor of an adjacent play area. At 13:15 he makes his way 

Image 3: Isla talking to Daniel while banging her bottle on her tray.

Image 4: Isla looking at Daniel, checking he is watching.
Figure 4.6 Four images which show Isla demonstrating to Daniel how to drink 
from a bottle.
Source: authors’ photos.
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over to friends on the low meal-chairs against the wall behind the circle of 
highchairs in order to pick up the dropped bottle of his friend, Jack. He gives 
it back to Jack and then just hangs out with him for over a minute. At 14:25, 
educator Rachel removes him from where he is standing, next to his chum, 
and replaces him in the area designated for after- meal activity. Soon after, at 
15:42, Henry starts to make his way back to Jack. But as he crawls towards his 
friend, he pauses, monitors Rachel’s movements, waits for her to walk into 
the kitchenette, then makes a dash to Jack’s table. But he is foiled again when 
Rachel picks him up and moves him back over to the carpeted area and away 
from baby Jack.

Calculation, friendship, and a motivation to help Jack do the work of 
feeding himself: this kind of short vignette cries out for a conceptual overhaul 
of ideas that make an infant– adult ‘safety regulating system’ policy’s guiding 
star. Given a safe, rich, and free social environment, infants step into a range of 
stories as agents, curious and responsive.

4.6 Out of the Highchairs into the Room

Sophie illustrates group learning in one of her ‘learning stories’. The writing 
down of learning stories for communication to parents by educators is a re-
quirement of Australia’s Early Years Learning Framework (EYLF). Prior to her 
account, during the previous week, educators Rachel and Gina had discov-
ered a big drum full of farm animals tucked away in the centre’s storeroom. 
Tumbled in among the farm animals were some sea animals and some African 
wild animals.

On that day, Rachel and Gina placed the drum on the room’s floor, removed 
the lid and several children (8– 15 months) crawled towards it, and upon ar-
rival pulled themselves up onto the side of the drum to access the animals. 
Interestingly, it was the farm animals which were most targeted by the chil-
dren, rather than the other, perhaps less familiar, animals.

Sophie was present that day. She recognized the children’s interest in the 
farm animals and set about singing ‘Old MacDonald Had a Farm’. It was cus-
tomary that, while singing this song, educators would pick up each different 
animal as it featured in the verses of the song. In between each verse of the 
song, the educator would point out the features of the animal in their hand. 
For example, if Old McDonald had a pig, the educator would describe and 
point to the pig’s snout, or its curly tail, or make a loud grunt.
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Then a week later:

Sophie’s story (Wednesday 15th September 2021)
This morning Sophie set up an activity to encourage the children to engage in 
collaborative play by setting up a square of artificial grass, a tub of (mainly) 
farm animals, and a log to create a farm landscape. Sophie planned this, 
knowing the children really enjoy the farm animals, and singing songs about 
the animals (Figure 4.7).

Sophie invited the children to join her in exploring the area while she began 
singing ‘Old Macdonald’. James (eight months) showed his enthusiasm and de-
termination for the activity by crawling three metres to join. His eyes beamed 
with excitement when he arrived, and Sophie assisted him to sit up so he could 
engage with the activity. Kaden and Harper approached the space a short mo-
ment after James, expressing interest as they each reached for an animal.

Sophie thought carefully about how the children were now grouped for 
play, and considered the possibilities for peer scaffolding, pointing out which 
animals each child was holding. ‘Oh, what did you find Kaden?’ asked Sophie 
‘You’ve got a horse and Harper has a sheep’, ‘And look, James has a sheep too’, 
explained Sophie while pointing to each of their animals. ‘Do you know the 
noises they make . . . What colour is the fur? Oh, I wonder what their fur feels 
like’, Sophie went on.

The children continued to play with the animals, manoeuvring them across 
the play space as they mirrored Sophie’s actions. James placed his sheep in 
his mouth.

Figure 4.7 Collaborative play: Harper, Kaden, and James (left to right).
Source: authors’ photo.
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Kaden then tapped his horse on the wooden log. Harper then started to tap 
her sheep on the log while looking and smiling at Kaden. Harper and Kaden 
looked at James, looked at each other and continued to tap their animals on 
the log. James looked at Harper, then Kaden and started to tap his animal on 
the log. Kaden and Harper responded with a smile and laughter before clap-
ping their hands together. The children continued tapping their animals on the 
log in front of them, as they happily engaged in a learning relationship.

Sophie thought this experience demonstrated these two Learning Outcomes 
from the EYLF.

Learning outcome: 4.1 Children develop dispositions for learning such as cu-
riosity, cooperation, confidence, creativity, commitment, enthusiasm, persist-
ence, imagination, and reflexivity.

Learning outcome: 4.4 Children resource their own learning through con-
necting with people, place, technologies, and natural and processed materials.

Sophie brought this learning experience to Matt as she thought it was sig-
nificant to demonstrate children operating as a group. Sophie thought both 
Harper and Kaden were communicating a very clear message to James and 
that message was: ‘C’mon, Mr Sucky! Get the sheep out of your mouth and 
start tapping with it on the block of wood like us!’ Sophie said she has started 
to notice the looks between the children as a form of communication. Her 
sensitivity to this came about after placing the children in the highchairs and 
pushing them together in groups of three and four, facing each other, and 
then watching what they do without an adult assisting them during their 
mealtimes.

4.7 When It Goes Wrong

Matt’s Monday observations (Monday 13th December 2021)
Monday was an unusual day, the room leader Jackie was absent at home as 
she was attending to her own sick child, and a new educator had started her 
first day working with children in Matt’s centre. The other usual educators, Ben 
and Bianca, were there. However eleven children were booked in to attend that 
day, and five children had recently started at the centre in the past two weeks, 
all under the age of twelve months. Technically we would be meeting the regu-
lation requirements with educator numbers and children that sit at a 1:4 ratio, 
but the experience and skill level of the educators meant they were not likely 
to be capable of dealing effectively with so many children. The Nominated 
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Supervisor made the decision to move three of the older children to the next 
room for the day, leaving eight children and three educators.

I walked into the room at 9:30 am to find eight crying babies and three 
stressed educators. The educators were trying to settle the crying children by 
physically holding them and then trying to soothe them. Bianca and Renee 
were holding a child each, but with all of them crying, it was an impossible task 
to comfort each one individually.

Ben was diligently doing his job which was the nappy change round, a rou-
tine event that occurs like clockwork four times a day. Watching him collect 
each child, he had a look of relief that he didn’t need to deal with the cacoph-
onous group of wailing babies. The way he conducted the process of changing 
the nappy of each child looked mechanical, seeming to allow him to ignore 
what was occurring in the room.

After quickly evaluating the situation, I could see what was required which 
was to get the children to work. My assumption, at this point in time, was that 
the children wanted to do the real work they came here for, which was to learn. 
But the educators’ actions, which appeared to be influenced by an attachment 
approach, were not allowing this.11

The first thing I did was to get the ‘Poems and Songs’ folder from the shelf. 
This folder contains laminated pages of poems and songs which the educa-
tors had been collecting over the year. With the book I sat down next to the 
new educator, Renee, who had a child on her lap crying and I selected a song 
and started to sing it. Within seconds all the children had stopped crying, I told 
Renee to sing, which she did, and Bianca, the other educator, soon joined in. 
The feeling of stress in the room dropped immediately as all the children were 
now actively engaged. The child on Renee’s lap, nine months of age— who was 
previously crying— leaned forward and started to touch the pages of the folder. 
He moved his hand towards the images, and then started to turn the pages, 
which I assisted while continuing to sing. I passed the folder to Renee and told 
her to continue turning and describing the pictures on the pages. Other chil-
dren crawled over and began to join in.

As we continued singing, I started to move away from Renee and her newly 
formed group until I was within reaching distance of an activity, which was 
a bucket with a lid that had holes punched in it. In the bucket were coloured 
paddle pop sticks which I removed. Three children quickly came over to join in 
with an activity they recognized— knowing exactly what to do with the sticks. 
One at a time, I handed each child a coloured paddle pop stick and said, ‘A blue 
stick for Henry’. Then Henry proceeded to place the blue stick in a hole in the 
bucket. Then I went around the group handing them a stick, describing the 
colour, and encouraging each infant to get the stick into a hole of the bucket 
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lid. There were now four children in this group. Each waited and watched as the 
selected child placed their stick into the bucket.

By 9:45 am there were now two groups of children, each with an educator 
in the room, actively participating as groups. Bianca was able to get the room 
ready for morning tea, and Ben was able to complete the nappy change round. 
The room was calm.

The two inexperienced educators were new employees, untrained, and not 
parents. What stood out was their approach to attempting to calm crying 
children. They held a baby each and tried to soothe him or her while leaving 
all the other children to cry. What needs further investigation is to see why 
they thought this approach would be best to use, and— where did they learn 
this from?

An educational approach is ‘distract and engage’ to get children to stop 
crying. This process does work, but if we now add the explanatory layers of 
groupness and the proven value of developing a work- group mentality in 
babies, we have a better way to describe the process of how and why this dis-
traction technique works.

4.8 An Opportunity for New Policies

The dominance of the dyad in theorizing and research about our very young 
has carried over into practice, and thereby significantly narrows the creative 
opportunities for infants and the educators who live and work in early child 
education centres. Policies about the numbers of staff required to look after 
babies, and the ways educators should behave, are today almost always drafted 
from an attachment perspective.12 So Penelope Leach, arguably the most in-
fluential childcare guru in the UK,13 asserts the work of early child educators 
‘really matters’ because, in group care, no infant can have ‘their own’ adult: so 
the worker must find ways of providing ‘attention and talk, laps and arms’ to 
several. ‘The fewer children per adult the better, as the more children each 
adult has to take care of the less close and positive the relationships she’ll have 
with each of them and the more detached— even punitive— she’s likely to be’.14 
This vision is consistent with trends for each infant in a centre to have her or 
his own ‘key worker’.

National policies on the care and education of young children shadow at-
tachment claims slavishly. For example, Bowlby’s claim that only infant– adult 
attachments can provide babies with a ‘secure base’ from which to explore 
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their worlds is reproduced almost verbatim in Australia’s NQS and Learning 
Framework for early education. Educators are required to ‘interact with 
babies and children to build attachment’.15 Why? Because it is these ‘respon-
sive, warm, trusting, and respectful relationships with children that promote 
their wellbeing, self- esteem, sense of security and belonging’. Such relation-
ships are basic to the child’s entire education, for it is ‘relationships of this kind 
[which] encourage children to explore the environment and engage in play 
and learning’.16

According to this vision, infants have no intrinsic curiosity unless they have 
an adult in their vicinity to whom they are attached, and from whom they can 
venture forth into their immediate world. This assumes a very low level of con-
fidence and intrinsic curiosity in the child, a very constrained form of socia-
bility, and a very low level of practical competence. So incompetent are infants 
and toddlers deemed to be that educators are warned to attend to children, ‘at 
all times when they are eating or drinking’, and to attend closely ‘when they 
are in situations that present a higher risk of injury— [as] for example . . . in a 
highchair’. Highchairs pose such grave risks to babies that educators should be 
‘minimizing time children spend in highchairs’.17

This insistence on infant– adult relationships in national protocols com-
pletely forecloses any opportunity to discuss the role of groups in infants’ 
learning and enjoyment. As in attachment theory, the foundation for every-
thing good in infancy, and in early development, is dyadic and adult-based. So 
Australia’s National Quality Framework repeatedly underlines that:

Positive and responsive one- on- one interactions, especially with children under 
three years old, are important to children’s wellbeing and their future develop-
ment. Secure relationships with educators encourage children under three years 
to thrive, and provides them with a secure base for exploration and learning. As 
children grow and develop they continue to rely on secure, trusting, and respectful 
relationships with the adults in their lives.18

We underline the stark contrast between the content of these national stan-
dards and the illustrations in this chapter. The attachment perspective such 
standards embody put educators in an impossible position: they are required 
simultaneously to act as one- to- one mother figures to many different chil-
dren every week— a requirement which, as Leach observes, they can never 
meet. Hence they are always inferior, always ‘failed’ mother figures, who are 
consequently positioned as ‘to blame’ for any difficulty an infant in their care 
may have.
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The new way of working pioneered at Matt’s centres opens up new 
grounds upon which to build policies for the care and education of very 
young children. Rather than prescribing a substitute- mother role for edu-
cators, at which they must fail, we have suggested a new kind of role— one 
that is complementary to the role of parents at home. Babies flourish in 
groups. All early education centres are replete with groups of same- age 
children— unlike the vast majority of parental homes. Hence the need to 
construct a role for educators which will enable them to exploit the unique 
opportunities their group- setting offers. We have shown how the take- up of 
such opportunities proves to be, not only more rewarding and more crea-
tive, but less onerous and less freighted with impossibility, than the one- to- 
one roles that are currently enforced by national legislation. Such roles also 
allow and create more active and enriching experiences and social worlds 
for very young children.

4.8.1 The industrial context

A reshaping of the policies and laws regulating early childcare and ed-
ucation is not just timely theoretically and practically. It is timely in an-
other way. Across the European Union, the United States of America and 
Australia, unemployment is at a record low. Which means there is a shortage 
of workers, particularly in small businesses and the ‘feminized’ caring 
professions (teaching, nursing, social care). This shortage is widely being 
addressed by expanding childcare facilities— with the aim of recruiting 
more mothers into the workforce. In Australia, the demand for childcare has 
long been increasing. In 2021, one- quarter of all Australian infants and tod-
dlers spent time in formal educational settings and, by the age of 3, over half 
of Australian children were attending early childhood education centres.19 
Meanwhile, governments continue to push for greater access to early child-
care facilities.20

As a consequence of these changes, developers build larger and larger cen-
tres. Australian state governments have now removed the caps on the number 
of children that can attend a service.21 The new ‘no cap’ regulation has led to 
reducing costs by providing fewer rooms, but rooms which are larger in size. 
For example, in at least one Sydney service visited by Matt in 2021, one hun-
dred children attend per day with just three rooms. The babies’ room catered 
for children from six weeks to twenty- four months and had twenty chil-
dren. This is permissible, but required five educators in the room all the time 
to meet ratio requirements. The 24- months to 36- month toddler room had 
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forty children, requiring eight educators. The rooms were large and educators 
appeared to struggle with such large numbers of children in the rooms. In ad-
dition, having large numbers of educators in a room proved difficult to coor-
dinate over the course of the day.

Partly as a consequence of the stresses of dealing with large groups of 
infants in a one- to- one way, staff turnover has dramatically increased across 
the sector.22 It is now estimated that more than one- third of qualified staff 
have less than four years’ experience in the children’s education and care 
sector, with two- thirds having less than four years’ tenure at their current 
service.23

We suggest that the inherent strains of using a scientifically- questionable 
group- blind attachment ideal of one- to- one infant– mother relationship in 
modelling best practice in the provision of education and care for very young 
children render current policy untenable. The increasing group size in early 
child education services renders a group- based model of care far more practi-
cable than today’s anachronistic attachment model.

Matt’s experiences of developing new group- based practices in his own 
Early Education Childcare centres were partly inspired by the positive 
responses of educators to his earlier provision (through Centre Support) 
of nationwide training programmes promoting group- based care for early 
childhood educators. Yet, developing his ideas in his own centres meant 
working against some of the current national standards for registration. 
Indeed, the fact that Matt’s practice is not in line with these requirements 
posed a risk of sanctions when one of his centres was assessed in mid- 2022. 
But Matt felt confident. He knew that watching his videos of the children at 
his group- based centre does not cause alarm for viewers: the children are 
not at risk; nor are they distressed, as we have seen. And though, according 
to current regulations, babies’ time in highchairs is supposed to be ‘mini-
mized’, he knew that there was no rational need to stop the energetic ‘con-
versations’ that take place between babies when they are grouped together 
at mealtimes, facing inwards, interacting with animation and no signs of 
wanting to be removed from their companions. Thus, when Matt’s centre fi-
nally went through its formal assessment, he was happy to show the assessor 
his innovations, including video-footage of groups of four or five babies 
eating in circled highchairs. The assessor looked on wide- eyed, exclaim-
ing: ‘Wow! We don’t need educators!’
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Figure 4.8 Where ‘group care’ means ‘babies in groups’.
Source: authors’ photos.
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4.9  Conclusion

The care and education of our young is an emotive topic. We may assume that 
the policies which regulate how young children are raised outside the home are 
drawn from the best information with the best of intentions. This chapter has 
shown that, however good the intentions are, the information can be limiting. 
The way early childhood is regulated is misdirected insofar as it makes infant– 
adult relationships the foundation and model of best practice— and not just be-
cause of the scientific shortcomings of those foundations. There is an essential 
dimension of infancy that such regulations entirely miss: babies’ capacity for 
group relations and group work (Figure 4.8). Open our eyes to this dimension 
when designing best practice, and we have seen how the work of babies and 
educators in centres of early education is radically changed and enriched.24

The next chapter examines the potential for enrichment as a consequence 
of opening our eyes to a group- based approach in another area of practice, 
namely, psychotherapy.
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5
Prisms and Multiplicities

Figure 5.1 Children often picture their worlds as containing many characters and 
features.
Source: authors.

5.1  Introduction

Any story of beginnings built on the discovery that young babies flourish in 
groups queries the felt naturalness of visions which make the mother– infant 
pair the crux of human development and well- being. This is where Babies in 
Groups sets out: whatever our context, even prior to birth, infants and children 
create and are created, develop and are developed as a consequence of their 
participation in groups and wider social relations (see Figure 5.1).1 But, the 
vision of infant– mother attachment still reigns in many psychological clinics, 
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just as it still shapes the practices and policies which structure centres of early 
education, discussed in the last chapter. This chapter examines how dyadic 
ideals in psychotherapy look when viewed through the prism of groupness.

5.1.1 Pairs and groups in therapy

Both pairs and groups have long figured in psychotherapy. Psychoanalysis 
was born in the consulting rooms of the Viennese doctors Sigmund Freud 
(1856– 1939) and Josef Breuer (1842– 1925) during the 1890s. Their discovery 
of what they called transference- love— the revealing, symptom- rich passions 
which can build up in a patient for an attentive but undemonstrative ther-
apist, when engaged in months of intensive, five- days- a- week, professional 
consultations— emerged directly from the exclusiveness of their repeated, 
confidential, one- to- one doctor– patient encounters.2

However, theorizing of the psyche as revealed in these early therapeutic 
encounters went well beyond the visible two- way- ness of the relationship 
between analyst and patient. Even though this set- up may prompt appeals 
to a dyadic basis for emotional life, Freud’s theory assumed that a complex, 
three- cornered dynamic created the human psyche.3 He pictured the back-
ground for all human socio- emotional development as a prototypical Western 
family, in which great tensions existed for tiny children between their feelings 
for their mother and for their father. These tensions were complicated by the 
child’s fantasized understanding of the third- party relationship between his or 
her parents, the so- called primal scene.4

Ideas about group therapy may be traced to even more elaborate ideas about 
infants: that the infant imagination is at first structured around a capacity 
to defend itself against the primitive anxiety of annihilation (see Appendix 
A.1.3.1). This leads to the baby experiencing his or her family as comprising 
many contrasting parts— some malignly neglectful or poisonous, others be-
nignly nurturing (see Section 5.5). From this starting point, the key develop-
mental achievement is to recognize that some of these parts comprise a whole, 
for example, a whole mother.

Both Freudian and later psychoanalytic approaches to groups agree that 
the most distinctive thing about people in groups is their irrationality, their 
collective capacity for instantaneous panic or zombie- like conformity, mass 
hysteria, mindless violence, or abject terror. And they agree that this collec-
tive irrationality stems from a simultaneous reversion or regression in each 
group- member to some primitive, undeveloped form of reality- denying in-
fantile functioning.5
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Such views make collective, reality- based agency in groups— and the wide-
spread evidence that members of human groups can effectively cooperate, 
work as teams, and solve problems— only possible for people who have gained 
sufficient maturity to communicate verbally and think rationally, through 
‘years of training and a capacity for experience that has permitted them to 
develop mentally’.6 In short, while humans may primarily be what pioneer of 
group therapy, Wilfred Bion, called ‘group animals’, young children were in 
his view only capable of instantaneous forms of shared emotional contagion 
when in groups— because they had not yet developed a sufficiently rational 
grasp of reality to collaborate or sufficient verbal skill to communicate and 
plan together.

Neither Freud nor Bion devoted serious time to studying babies, or ani-
mals, whether as individuals or in groups. It is hardly surprising, then, that as 
the observations described in this book and elsewhere prove, both men got 
their ideas about babies in groups back to front. Not only do we now have 
copious evidence that young babies show a good grasp of reality and solve 
problems. But also, when infants are put together in groups, they understand 
and respond to the people and events around them in a timely and realistic 
way: whether comforting a distressed group member;7 or commenting on 
novel events like what is in their sandwiches, the appearance of four GoPro 
cameras around their highchairs, or a wave from a passing friend (Chapter 4). 
Even ape babies are perfectly aware of real group structure, like dominance 
hierarchies, and exploit them when they can (Figure 5.2).8

Despite the poor understanding of infants shown by Freud and Bion, 
their theories do have one helpful feature. They underline the fact that one- 
to- one therapy forms a subdivision of group behaviour. Both Freud and Bion 
believed the human psyche to be first and foremost a group product. Hence 
the dynamics Freud and his followers describe as transference feelings— 
complemented by the so- called countertransference feelings the thera-
pist experiences during a session— are group products. As Bion puts it: no 
individual— and certainly no pair of individuals— ‘however isolated in time 
and space, should be regarded as outside a group or lacking in active manifes-
tations of group psychology’.9

5.2 Narrowing Our Imagination

While some branches of psychotherapy hold true to the group- based un-
derstanding of clinical work advanced by writers like Freud and Bion, the 
resurgence of dyadic thinking in clinical work— associated with attachment 
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Figure 5.2 ‘. . . A small child . . . may chase away a full- grown male. He is able to do 
so under protection of his mother or “aunt”. Like the children, these females are 
basically inferior to the males, but they, in turn, can rely on support of other females 
and sometimes can appeal to dominant males for help . . . ’— a complex multi- member 
dynamic to which young chimps are so well attuned that they commonly use it to their 
advantage.
From: De Waal, Frans. 1998. Chimpanzee Politics: Power and Sex among Apes. Baltimore, MD: Johns 
Hopkins (p. 178).
Courtesy of Dr. Frans De Waal.
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theory— strips away complexity and context from psychological under-
standing. How best then to extend such clinical work to re- incorporate the 
complexity of group abilities and needs that we have shown to exist in our 
very young?

We start by noting several ways in which dyadic thinking removes groups 
from the reality psychologists and clinicians think about and discuss. We 
then move on to consider the various forms of blindness which infect the 
kind of ‘scientific’ looking upon which attachment theory today claims to be 
grounded.10

Dyadic thinking promotes several forms of reality- denial in clinical work 
involving babies. We describe four: first, disavowal by therapists of their own 
place as significant others in their treatment of troubled mothers, both in fact 
and in theory; second, mislaying the central importance of family dynamics 
to the genesis of mental illness; thirdly, failure to acknowledge or theorize 
the role of groups in promoting healthy infant– mother relationships; and 
fourthly, the denial of subjective complexity in mothers and babies.

5.2.1 Mother- blaming in dyadic therapy

There is now a robust tradition of providing group therapy for struggling 
mothers. Campbell Paul’s ground- breaking team in Melbourne, Australia, ar-
ranged for such groups to include their infants, as described in Chapter 1.11 
In other traditions one- to- one therapy is used to help mothers who have dif-
ficulty caring for their babies. While one- to- one therapy may help, we use 
it here to illustrate how it may narrow assessment and intervention— as re-
flected in therapists’ limited descriptions of mothers’ and babies’ realities. We 
take our illustration from a case study which supports an influential paper 
by Karlen Lyons- Ruth and Eda Spielman.12 Mary Sue Moore has claimed this 
paper proves the role of dysfunctional infant– mother attachment in the gen-
esis of dissociative illness (see Section 5.3.5).13

The case in question introduces a first- time mother of a nine- month- old, 
Brad. Janie, Brad’s mother, ‘was working very hard at being a good mother, 
albeit with a palpable sense of anxiety and an increasing sense of defeat and 
withdrawal’, say Lyons- Ruth and Spielman. We note immediately that this de-
scription gives us no clue as to whether Janie had had any opportunity to in-
teract with other people, supportive or unsupportive, or how many, or who, or 
when, or whether singly or in groups, during the early months of her child’s 
life, nor indeed, during her pregnancy. Lyons- Ruth and Spielman thus tacitly 
assume that their readers will expect one woman alone to satisfy all her young 
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infant’s needs— that it is normal for her to be isolated at home all day, without 
needing companionship for herself and her baby (contrary to what research 
shows, see Ch.1.4). Lyons- Ruth and Spielman continue:

In holding fast to her rigid view of good parenting, Janie also was initially closed to 
any discussion and integration of her own needs into the relationship with Brad. 
To think about her need for adequate sleep threatened her equation of selfless-
ness with closeness to her baby. She was suffering, yet she could not allow herself 
to consider alternatives that involved a more self- assertive parental stance on her 
part, or any frustration for her baby. Instead, she would frequently collapse into a 
sense of resigned helplessness.14

The image we get is of a hermetically sealed dyad, where a solitary adult gets 
cast as deficient because— it is implied— she has been unable to invent her 
own ways of making sure the needs of both she and her baby are met. Yet, for-
tunately for this dyad— though ignored and untheorized by Lyons- Ruth and 
Spielman— Janie did find initiative enough to recruit herself into a year- long 
relationship with a third person, namely, the clinician Eda Spielman. It was 
precisely this third- party relationship which led to changes between Janie and 
her baby son, such that she could ‘begin to respond to his distress states with 
more differentiated and active behaviour, balancing nurturing and limits’.15

While Lyons- Ruth and Spielman’s paper clearly and sensitively commu-
nicates with their readers in describing clinical work which appears suc-
cessful, their description and analysis reflect two confronting blindnesses. 
What Spielman misses out from her analysis of this case is her own presence, 
and its significance for Janie. This means Lyons- Ruth and Spielman never 
ask how come a third person could have helped this troubled mother– baby 
dyad. Any acknowledgement of such a question would have led Lyons- Ruth 
and Spielman to confront a second silence in their account: about the nature 
of their culture’s mother- isolating childrearing practices, entrenched both in 
theory and in case work. Clinicians who work like Spielman commonly never 
raise how traditions of childrearing affecting their clients could themselves be 
a crucial part of what needs to be reassessed and changed in helping mothers 
like Janie.

Elaborating on this highly restricted group- denying vision of babies and 
infant care, Lyons- Ruth and Spielman adopt a model of explanation which 
funnels clinical thinking about infancy towards a decontextualized dyad in 
which perceived problems are blamed on the mother’s deficiencies. Thus, as 
we read on, we find that their paper pushes theoretical attention onto what 
they evocatively call ‘the developmental dynamics of fear’.16 Which allows 
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them to channel clinicians’ attention onto ‘parental’ (i.e. maternal) behaviour 
as the potential cause of Brad’s potential difficulties. This follows the logic of 
attachment theory, which has increasingly moved away from being a biolog-
ical theory of infant sociability to becoming an environmental theory which 
makes child development the consequence of better or worse maternal care-
giving (see Appendix A.2.3).

The explanatory consummation of this mother- blaming logic is 
found in Lyons- Ruth and Spielman’s detailed table of deficient ma-
ternal behaviours.17 Here, ‘Dimensions of Disrupted Maternal Affective 
Communication’ are itemized so as to examine a purported distinction be-
tween the development of ‘hostile/ self- referential’ and ‘helpless- fearful’ at-
tachment styles in the infant (see Table 5.1). Its authors aim to collapse this 
purported distinction into a newly ‘discovered’ a ‘single hostile- helpless in-
ternal working model of attachment relationships’ which supposedly struc-
tures the infant’s internal working model. Yet this ‘internal working model’ 
is not only unconfirmed and unobservable, but its status as a hypothetical 
intrapsychic structure in the baby is supposedly created through the child’s 
‘internalization’ of representations of various different types of disturbing 
behaviour found in the mother, a process which remains undocumented 
and mysterious (see Section 5.2.4).

In short, the mother is to blame. Here we should probably pause a moment 
to echo the gentle words of family therapist Salvador Minuchin:

The entire family— not just the mother or primary caretaker— including father, sib-
lings, grandparents, often cousins, aunts and uncles, are extremely significant in 
the experience of the child . . . And yet, when I hear attachment theorists talk, I don’t 
hear anything about these other important figures in a child’s life.18

5.2.2 Disappearing the family

Valerie Sinason and Renée Marks introduce their anthology, Treating Children 
with Dissociative Disorders: Attachment, Trauma, Theory and Practice by 
highlighting the need for clinicians to acknowledge that dissociative disorders 
do occur in childhood. This important point ushers in a central thrust of their 
book, which is to link the origins of trauma- based conditions like Dissociative 
Identity Disorder (DID) to mother– infant dyadic dysfunction, construed 
through the prism of attachment theory (see Section 5.5). Given the enthu-
siastic uptake of attachment theory, it is no surprise that many serious forms 
of psychopathology are now being examined or explained via newly invented 
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Table 5.1 ‘Dimensions of disrupt[ive] maternal affective communication’*

Dimensions of 
Dysfunctional 
Maternal 
Communication

Constituent Maternal Behaviour

1.Affective 
Communication 
Errors

a. Contradictory 
cues, e.g. invites 
approach verbally 
then distances

b. Non- response 
or inappropriate 
or mismatched 
responses,
e.g. does not offer 
comfort to distressed 
infant; mother 
smiling while infant 
angry or distressed

2.Disorientation a. Confused or 
frightened by infant,
e.g. exhibits 
frightened 
expression; quavering 
voice or high, tense 
voice

b. Disorganized or 
disoriented,
e.g. sudden loss 
of affect unrelated 
to environment; 
trancelike states

3.Negative- 
Intrusive 
Behaviour

a. Verbal negative- 
intrusive behaviour,
e.g. mocks or teases 
infant

b. Physical negative- 
intrusive behaviour,
e.g. pulls infant by 
the wrist; bared teeth; 
looming into infant’s 
face; attack- like 
posture

4.Role Confusion a. Role reversal,
e.g. elicits reassurance 
from infant

b. Sexualization,
e.g. speaks in hushed, 
intimate tones to 
infant

c. Self- referential 
statements,
e.g. ‘Did you 
miss me?’ ‘Okay, 
he doesn’t want 
to see me’.

5.Withdrawal a. Creates physical 
distance,
e.g. holds infant away 
from body with stiff 
arms

b. Creates verbal 
distance
e.g. does not greet 
infant after separation

Adapted from Lyons- Ruth, Karlen and Eda Spielman. 2004. ‘Disorganized Infant Attachment Strategies 
and Helpless- Fearful Profiles of Parenting: Integrating Attachment Research with Clinical Intervention.’ 
Infant Mental Health Journal 25: 318– 335 (p.322), © 2023 Michigan Association for Infant Mental Health.
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categories of attachment classification, with a concomitant downplay of 
family life.

Within this context, we focus on Brett Kahr’s proposal that schizophrenia 
is linked to a category of attachment which he labels ‘infanticidal’.19 His ev-
idence for the existence of ‘infanticidal attachments’ comes from meetings 
with adults who are, or are associated with, adult schizophrenics. When we 
read his work, we find a slippage in his prose from him hearing what adult 
schizophrenics say to him about events in their infancy to Kahr himself experi-
encing these events as real— whether or not they actually happened. Such is 
his commitment to the lens of dyadic attachment. A tortuous thought process 
results:

. . . patients have reported the presence of parental death threats or parental death 
wishes in a clear and undisguised manner. In my experience, these events create a 
toxic style of insecure, disorganized attachment which, when combined with other 
traumata, may, in certain instances, serve as the necessary precondition for the de-
velopment of the schizophrenic psychoses.20

Of note, Kahr illustrates this claim with case material selected so as to pit his 
desocialized, dyadic, attachment- style explanation of schizophrenia against a 
group- based understanding. He targets in particular a discussion published 
by a pioneer of family therapy, Theodore Lidz (1910– 2001).

Lidz’s approach to schizophrenia was based on studies of the families of 
adults who had been hospitalized for schizophrenia, as compared to families 
of patients hospitalized for non- schizophrenic psychopathologies. He supple-
mented these studies with cross- cultural investigations of schizophrenia— 
or more precisely, the lack of schizophrenia— in the Pacific Islands of Fiji, 
New Guinea, and Guadalcanal. On these two empirical grounds he argued 
that schizophrenia is induced by experiences in profoundly troubled fami-
lies, being ‘a type of reaction to a sick organization’— by which he meant us 
to understand that ‘sick’ familial dynamics were typically expressions of and 
compounded by community and culture- wide structures. For example, he 
noted that the incidence of schizophrenia in North America paralleled that 
of broken homes, both conditions being particularly prevalent in the poorer, 
more disadvantaged sector of this particular society. Having noted the associ-
ation of his target illness with serious disturbances in American family life, he 
went on to highlight the place of group- level family dynamics in the aetiology 
of schizophrenia. Likewise, for treatment, he advocated a group- based ‘social-
izing’ form of therapy; saying that effective hospital care needed to provide
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a place where patients can learn to deal with peer groups, work out problems, learn 
various aspects of socialization, sometimes stay while going back to school at the 
start, and these depend very heavily on the patients helping one another and also 
in governing the activities of the hospital.21

Kahr tries to demonstrate that a group- dynamic understanding of schizo-
phrenia is deficient— when compared to an attachment- based view— by 
taking up the tragic case of a schizophrenic college student who Lidz had 
treated and discussed in his writings.22 Kahr notes that the mother of this 
young woman had idealized Virginia Woolf, once telling Lidz that she 
hoped her talented daughter might ‘follow in Woolf ’s footsteps’. When Lidz 
remarked that Woolf ’s footsteps ultimately led her to drown herself in the 
river Ouse after the outbreak of the Second World War, he recorded that, 
Ouse the mother retorted, it ‘would be worth it’. Ignoring the possibility that 
the mother might view Woolf ’s fate as the best her daughter could hope for, 
given that the alternatives available in a patriarchal setting would be worse 
than death - Kahr reframes her retort as ‘a profound instance of the role of 
both conscious and unconscious parental death wishes in the aetiology of 
the schizophrenic illness’, stressing that this of- institutionalized student did 
later kill herself.23

In considering Kahr’s purported insight into Lidz’s patient, we may ask 
whether and how Lidz could have usefully applied Kahr’s retrospective spec-
ulation. Suppose Lidz had diagnosed ‘infanticidal attachment’, could he then 
have instigated a different treatment plan and ‘saved’ the woman? To what ex-
tent should Kahr’s speculative diagnosis have changed the importance Lidz 
placed on dysfunction in this patient’s family, a crucial component of Lidz’s 
case material, which Kahr’s account drops without comment? Lidz’s research 
had shown that such dysfunction is generally found in the families of schizo-
phrenics, referring to their ‘skewed’ relationships, which, in this patient’s 
family, was instanced by the father pre- eminently seeking emotional gratifica-
tion from his daughter.24

If able to question Kahr, Lidz would surely have asked how Kahr’s account 
explains how ‘infanticidal’ thoughts in this patient’s parents were relayed to 
her infant self— in the absence of any consideration of family dynamics, or the 
father’s perversions, as these play no part in Kahr’s formulation— such that it 
was the infant’s attachment which became ‘infanticidal’?25 And should we not 
follow Lidz’s example— Kahr does not— and broaden our attention to con-
sider culture- wide research into the ordinary lived experience of women who 
take sole responsibility for looking after babies in North America?
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If Kahr had broadened his gaze. he would soon have found research which 
shows most if not all mothers have thoughts of harm befalling their babies 
during the first three months of the baby’s life. Indeed, in one study almost half 
(49.5%) of mothers had thoughts of intentionally harming their own babies 
before they reach twelve weeks of age.26 Such findings underline the insight 
of Winnicott— paediatrician, psychoanalyst, and doyen of clinical work with 
the young— who deemed hateful feelings by parents towards their children 
entirely normal, though typically unacknowledged due to psychologists’ ide-
alization of infancy.27 The ubiquity of parental hate torpedoes Kahr’s specula-
tions about infanticidal attachment— a notion which nevertheless goes from 
strength to strength in clinical literature— because, if there is nothing pecu-
liar about being brought up by a mother who sometimes wants to harm you 
(or worse), such maternal wishes cannot be the cause of what is an extremely 
rare condition: schizophrenia.28 Nonetheless, with the ideology of attach-
ment theory at their backs, clinicians like Kahr strike a pose of authoritative 
certainty about an arena of human life which cries out for a genuinely open- 
minded, complexity- aware, evidence- based analysis.

The most we might draw from Kahr’s intervention is an echo of the 
common- sense observation that a caregiver’s mistreatment of a baby may have 
long- term effects. If his proposal of ‘infanticidal attachment’ is to be of any 
specific use in assessing the aetiology of pathological dissociation, we need to 
be sure both, that such attachments can really be observed in infants, and that 
evidence for their existence adds something new to the detailing of a family 
history or to a treatment plan. By narrowing our focus solely to the search 
for often- speculative early attachment types, there is a danger of ignoring the 
central parts played by familial and societal dynamics in people’s lives. It was 
an appreciation of just such complexity which gave birth to family and group 
psychotherapies in the first place.

5.2.3 Blindness to the benefits of group membership

The Circle of Security was instigated in 2002 by Robert Marvin and colleagues. 
It is a 20- week long, group- based, parent- education, and psychotherapy in-
tervention, designed to shift patterns of attachment– caregiving interaction 
in high- risk caregiver– child dyads to a more appropriate developmental 
pathway. The intervention involves groups of six parents meeting together 
every week, for an hour and a quarter, with a psychotherapist:
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In the context of the group, each parent reviews edited video- vignettes of herself or 
himself interacting with her or his child. These video feedback vignettes, and the re-
lated psycho- educational and therapeutic discussions, are individualized to each 
dyad’s specific attachment– caregiving pattern using a priori, individualized treat-
ment goals based on videotaped interactions recorded during a pre- intervention 
assessment.29

The Circle of Security is one of many clinical innovations which is said to 
bring infants into focus in their own right. However, the Circle of Security 
directs nearly all its theoretical and clinical attention to what it initially calls 
the infant’s caregiver— though by this it appears to mean mothers: in Marvin 
et al.’s introduction to the Circle of Security, fathers are mentioned once, 
mothers thirty- three times.30

. . . in designing the protocol, we have decided to capitalize on the fact that the 
caregiver, as an adult, has more ‘degrees of freedom’ in changing patterns of 
attachment– caregiving interactions than does the child. This focus specifically 
does not imply that the problematic pattern is ‘caused’ by the caregiver. Rather, the 
implication is that even for a pre- schooler or an older child, a most effective inter-
vention for problematic attachment– caregiving patterns may be to focus directly 
on the caregiver, and work toward shifting the caregiver’s patterns of behaviour 
and/ or her IWMs [Internal Working Models] of attachment– caregiving interactions 
with this particular child.31

Whether or not one takes seriously such pleas to overlook the intrinsic 
mother- blaming of attachment discourse,32 in fact the Circle of Security 
places the responsibility for change squarely on mothers— because it con-
strues infant social life as purely dyadic: biology will ensure in most Western, 
Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic (WEIRD) households that 
the baby’s primary environment is the mother. Nothing is made theoreti-
cally of the wider context of the mother’s social life and needs. Which makes 
it puzzling, therefore, that one goal of the Circle of Security programme ex-
plicitly acknowledges the ameliorative role of this wider context, that is, of 
groups: Goal 4 is ‘develop a process of reflective dialogue in the group— a skill 
that the parent can then use internally; this process is viewed as the central 
dynamic for change’.33 Thus, while the theoretical focus of the procedure is on 
the mental life (IWM) of the solitary mother as change agent, the process of 
change requires that the mother belongs to a group. Needless to say, Marvin 
and his colleagues offer no way to theorize the processes whereby groups could 
manage to help the mother reshape her internal world or ‘working model’.
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The Circle of Security thus illustrates a wider tension in attachment- based 
training and clinical programmes— however effective in practice— between 
the single isolated mother as the theoretical fulcrum for ‘infant intervention’, 
and the practical reality of mothering, which always reflects the social support 
a society makes available to the mother and the ways she draws on such sup-
port to be the kind of caregiver she is.34

5.2.4 Attempts to deny subjective complexity

Attachment theory drew strength from a shift which took place during the 
1950s in Britain, especially in hospitals: a shift from treating infants as only 
needing food and warmth, to recognizing that babies need human contact, 
relationships, and quality time with others.35 This recognition was, as it were, 
biologically cemented into babies by Bowlby’s uptake of then- fashionable, if 
simple- minded, ideas about forms of behaviour being ‘hard- wired’ into the 
human nervous system as a consequence of our species’ evolutionary his-
tory.36 Once such needs were brought centre stage, so too was the infant’s 
mother— as required to supply the naturally complementary, uncomplicated, 
care which had also purportedly been programmed into women by evolution.

In the Appendix (A.2, e.g. A.2.5) we elaborate on the scientific status of 
attachment theory. Here we touch on how the theory blinkers us against 
seeing the complexity of human subjectivity. Attachment theory started by 
asserting— against psychoanalysis— the importance of focusing on the observ-
able behaviour of babies, especially behaviours like smiling, crying, sucking, 
and grasping. The responsiveness of mothers was also supposed to be some-
thing observers could see, or ‘directly observe’. Within the wider context of the 
discipline of psychology, this move to counting easily defined behaviours was 
welcomed by those who disliked theories of humanity which forced them to 
‘recognize and engage with the complexity of individual subjectivity’.37

An early adopter of Bowlby’s attachment theory, Mary Ainsworth (and col-
leagues) attempted to provide standardized evidence supporting it by devising 
ways of observing babies when put under twin stresses, fear of strangers and 
separation anxiety— both of which Bowlby predicted to trigger proximity- 
promoting attachment behaviours. To this end, they designed the laboratory- 
based Strange Situation Procedure (SSP; see Figure 5.3).

However, babies did not behave as Bowlby and Ainsworth predicted in the 
Strange Situation.38 Neither stranger fear nor separation anxiety were ‘as ubiq-
uitous as anticipated’: ‘Separation protest . . . [is] by no means invariably acti-
vated by the baby’s realization of the mother’s departure’, nor does ‘separation 
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from the mother . . . significantly lower the total number of smiles, nor those 
directed to the stranger’.39 Hence Ainsworth’s group were forced to conclude 
that baby- based attachments were not directly observable after all. In order 
not to jettison the theory, these results necessitated a major about- face. Rather 
than attachments being observable, they proposed attachments were invisible 
‘internal structures’ which existed ‘inside’ the baby, independently from ob-
servable ‘attachment behaviours’.40

Over the years, contradictory pushes from attachment theory and at-
tachment research have increasingly fudged the nature of dyadic visions of 
infancy. On the one hand is the push to count well- defined and objective ob-
servable behaviours without reference to any hidden subjective complexity. 
On the other hand is a push for researchers to accept the need to hypothesize 
increasingly complex ‘internal structures’ to explain the complexity and varia-
bility of infant behaviour that observers observe.

Figure 5.3 The laboratory set- up for the ‘Strange Situation’: ‘Two adjacent rooms were 
employed for the experimental room and the observation room, connected by two one- 
way- vision mirror windows’. (S =  stranger; M =  mother).
From: Patterns of Attachment: Psychological Study of the Strange Situation, Ainsworth, Mary, Mary 
Blehar, Everett Waters and Sally Wall, p. 33, © 2015, Routledge, New York.
Reproduced by permission of Taylor & Francis Group.
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As a result we now have a host of appeals to what are called a baby’s ‘internal 
working model’41 of his or her social world. But there is no consensus about 
what ‘internal working model’ actually means, nor about how such models 
may affect behaviour. As Ross Thompson observes:

There is currently no consensus among attachment researchers on how internal 
working models develop and function . . . This poses a problem not only for those 
who are trying to understand the central claims of contemporary attachment 
theory, but also for the coherence of the theory itself. After all, it is easy to inter-
pret almost any research results in terms of the functioning of internal working 
models if the construct is so vaguely defined that it can accommodate nearly any 
empirical findings.42

Things become yet vaguer and yet more speculative when the inner world of 
a parent is purported to shape the ‘internal working model’ of their child.43 
Ultimately, when clinicians develop speculations which blame, say, nasty pa-
rental thoughts for producing a dysfunctional kind of attachment in babies, 
they invoke the kind of occult thought transfer which attachment theory’s 
reputed scientific ambitions once led it to deny.44 Thus, we find Kahr can only 
conjure up his Gothic fantasy world of ‘infanticidal attachments’ by proposing 
a process whereby ‘mothers and fathers transmit death- related messages to 
their children, sometimes consciously, but often unconsciously’.45

So much for the denial of subjective complexity in attachment theory.

5.3 Group Dynamics and the Psychology of Science

As we have seen, there is a plethora of sites using attachment theory as a 
pillar, whether as a clinical background narrative or as a repository of taken- 
as- true scientific facts or both. Viewing this kaleidoscope of attachment 
claims through the prism of groups, we propose a marriage. Groups, group 
dynamics, and their creative or destructive consequences alert us to ways in 
which attachment theorists may themselves be thought to form a group whose 
activities we can examine from a group- process perspective. In this way, we il-
lustrate how a group- based vision can help understand why it may be difficult 
to ‘see’ the groupness of the very young.

John Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth liked to refer to their dyadic attach-
ment vision of babyhood as a new paradigm for research into social devel-
opment, as do their followers today.46 The word ‘paradigm’ was brought into 
science in 1962 to describe how a favoured model of reality may dominate 
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scientific thinking for decades or even centuries, whether or not it continues 
to be supported by good evidence.47 Some talk of the ‘paradigm of phre-
nology’, for example— phrenology being a supposedly scientific way of de-
termining a person’s character by mapping bumps on their skull, which was 
popular in the early 1800s.48 Likewise, today, we not only hear of ‘Newtonian’ 
physics, ‘Mendelian’ genetics, or ‘Freudian’ psychoanalysis, but also of ‘post- 
Newtonian’, ‘post- Mendelian’, and ‘post- Freudian’ approaches. Paradigms oc-
cupy periods in history. Which means, paradigms end.

Every paradigm has two faces. One face is the facts and ideas it repeatedly 
highlights. The other face usually operates insensibly for people under the 
paradigm’s sway. Accordingly, Ainsworth and her colleagues describe the at-
tachment paradigm as doing two things.49 It promotes ‘a new way of under-
standing the infant’s tie to primary caregivers’: namely as the product of an 
empirically verifiable ‘attachment behaviour system’ innate to every human 
baby. But it also refers to a community of theorists and researchers who are 
bound together, both by their common belief in the importance of particular 
studies and ideas which they deem crucial to the science of human develop-
ment, and by their common rejection of other findings and ideas challenging 
their views, including what Ainsworth et al. call ‘psychoanalytic and learning 
theory perspectives’. This is nothing unusual, because:

for well- integrated members of a particular discipline, [a]  paradigm is so con-
vincing that it normally renders even the possibility of alternatives unconvincing 
and counter- intuitive. Such a paradigm is opaque, appearing to be a direct view of 
the bedrock of reality itself, and obscuring the possibility that there might be other, 
alternative imageries hidden behind it. The conviction that the current paradigm is 
reality tends to disqualify evidence that might undermine the paradigm itself; this 
in turn leads to a build- up of unreconciled anomalies.50

Looked at from outside— or after its fall— a paradigm is thus a surreptitious 
form of group fantasy sustaining a collective blindness to facts which would, if 
acknowledged, topple its most- cherished ideas and claims.51

The group dynamics sustaining a paradigm like that of attachment take the 
form of various defences, including: gatekeeping and initiation rites; an ide-
alization of the in- group; a ‘yes man’ disavowal of criticism; an ostracism of 
heretics; and fabrication of supporting data— all amplified by tribute from a 
growing entourage of fellow- travellers who label their work as ‘attachment- 
based’ as a flag of convenience. We will briefly examine these dynamics as they 
apply to the attachment perspective, after first sketching the context which 
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has made the purportedly ‘scientific’ standing of that perspective attractive to 
clinicians and researchers.

5.3.1 Physics envy

By the outbreak of the First World War, psychology had begun to undertake 
what has now become a full- scale repudiation of its nineteenth- century roots. 
It renounced ‘natural history’: a practice involving the highly developed skills 
which allowed naturalists like Charles Darwin to gain scientific insight from 
copious, painstaking, and time- consuming descriptions, whether of babies 
and adult human beings and their doings, or of animals and plants,— all while 
living their lives in their natural habitats.52 Rather than undertaking the on-
erous task of observing and describing all the things human beings around 
the world get up to, the ‘New Psychology’ which was launched in the early 
1900s undertook to follow modern biology into the laboratory, champion-
ing experimentation and mathematical computation just like physics and 
chemistry.

Twentieth- century psychologists’ wish to be seen as conducting a proper 
natural science— sometimes called ‘physics envy’53— led to prioritization of 
maths- based analyses. Measurements which differed ‘enough’ from a con-
ventional standard could be called a ‘finding’ because they had ‘significance’ 
in a new statistical sense, based on the likelihood that a sum of measure-
ments of a particular, repeatable, psychologist- defined behaviour or charac-
teristic exceeded a calculable cut- off point.54 This cut- off was to be justified 
deductively— partly by a model of population structure, partly by a concept 
of probability or ‘chance’. All of which means that significant findings in this 
kind of psychological research depend on assumptions about and calculations 
involving abstract features of population distribution including ‘means’, ‘vari-
ance’, and ‘standard deviation’, and on decisions about ‘confidence levels’.55

By the 1950s, scientists from disciplines on the borders of psychology were 
concluding that the New Psychology had yielded little of scientific value. As 
an antidote, Nobel Prize winner Niko Tinbergen (1907– 1988) argued that 
behavioural scientists needed to get out of the laboratory and ‘return to na-
ture’ if they really wanted to understand human action:

. . . in its haste to step into the twentieth century and become a respectable science, 
Psychology skipped the preliminary descriptive stage that other natural sciences 
had gone through, and so was soon losing touch with the natural phenomena.56
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Tinbergen advocated a science called ‘ethology’ which sought to build its 
discoveries on the descriptive foundation of natural history, just as Darwin 
had. Ethology’s first step is to ensure the observation and description of the 
full range of actions of members of any studied animal species, an approach 
Tinbergen and his colleagues extended to the study of young children.57 
Central to Tinbergen’s approach was the need to understand what each of an 
organism’s actions meant ecologically, that is, to describe how every living ac-
tion was interwoven with the lives and structures making up a creature’s sur-
roundings: climate and terrain, plus the other animals— both of the same and 
of different species— and the plants which filled its world.

Whilst no great observer himself,58 Bowlby claimed to have based attach-
ment theory on ethology rather than experimental psychology. This claim 
soon proved hollow, however. Most telling was Ainsworth and her colleagues’ 
demonstration that attachments were incapable of direct observation in the 
SSP (see Section 5.2.4). Indeed, Ainsworth’s very idea of assessing an ‘attach-
ment’ using this laboratory procedure59 ran directly counter to the grounding 
principles of ethology.60 Conversely, Ainsworth’s invention of this procedure 
was welcome to behavioural scientists, because it did all the things Tinbergen’s 
critique of psychology had denounced. Rather than painstakingly observing 
the full gamut of infant behaviour in a wide range of everyday conditions, it 
based its generalizations about human nature on ‘measurements’ of a brief 
and pre- defined list of infant ‘behaviours’ counted over three- minute periods 
in an artificially standardized laboratory setting.61

With the ‘Strange Situation’ paving the way, attachment theory is now the 
very reverse of observational or descriptive. See for example the frequent ref-
erences to ill- defined, hypothetical, infant ‘internal’ understandings of social 
reality such as, ‘internal working models’, ‘proto- narrative envelopes’, ‘themes 
of organization’, and ‘relational scripts’.62 Or, see the burgeoning industry pro-
ducing non- observational measures of ‘adult attachment’, entailing interview 
schedules or self- report questionnaires.63

Given the failure to provide an observational basis for attachment theory, 
we suggest that various forms of groupthink and gatekeeping are required to 
maintain its high profile amongst those of its advocates who claim their ap-
proach is scientific.

5.3.2  Gatekeeping

A long- standing criticism of attachment theory’s claim that all human babies 
are born biologically built to form a long- term life- shaping one- to- one 
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relationship with an all- important Someone is cross- cultural: babies Western 
or WEIRD people have been taken as the best model for all human beings.64 
Yet only 5% of the world’s children are brought up in the conditions attach-
ment theory takes to be humanly universal.65 So what does attachment theory 
have to say about the remaining 95%?

This is such an obvious criticism that attachment advocates have had to 
adopt special measures to defeat it. Thus, as early as 1954, the anthropologist 
Margaret Mead’s awareness of cross- cultural evidence led her to reject what 
she called Bowlby’s ‘exaggerated and poorly supported claims of the impor-
tance of the mother as a single figure in the infant’s life’. On the contrary, 
she said, knowledge of non-Western cultures led to the conclusion that ‘ad-
justment is most facilitated if the child is cared for by many warm, friendly 
people’.66 Sixty years later, an impressive number of ethnographic studies has 
strengthened Mead’s critique. Studies of childcare in peoples from all the 
world’s inhabited continents insistently underline the cultural peculiarity 
of the kind of desert- islanded mothering attachment theory assumes to be 
universal.67

Nevertheless, the 2016 Handbook of Attachment bewails ‘the current cross- 
cultural database’ as

almost absurdly small compared to the domain that should be covered. Data on at-
tachment in a populous country such as India and most Islamic countries are still 
lacking, and large parts of Africa, Asia, and Latin America are uncharted territories 
with respect to the development of attachment.68

How can this be? On the one hand we have sixty- plus years of cumulative 
evidence presented in refereed articles, monographs, and, recently, several 
weighty anthologies of ethnographic study, all demonstrating the multiplicity 
of ways humans rear children around the world. And, on the other, we have 
the latest edition of the definitive Handbook of Attachment, stating not only 
that there are ‘absurdly’ few cross- cultural studies of attachment to review; but 
that, nevertheless:

. . . the available cross- cultural studies have not refuted the bold conjectures of at-
tachment theory about the universality of attachment, the normativity of secure 
attachment, the link between sensitive caregiving and attachment security, and 
the competent child outcomes of secure attachment. In fact, taken as a whole, the 
studies are remarkably consistent with the theory. Until further notice, attachment 
theory may therefore claim cross- cultural validity.69
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The answer is that attachment theorists have found ways to deny the validity 
of most ethnographic research. First, they discount studies which do not use 
methods developed by attachment researchers themselves, like the SSP or the 
Attachment Q- Sort.70 And secondly, even cross- cultural research which does 
use these ‘approved’ methods may be dismissed if its authors have not been 
‘properly trained’.

Commenting on an Indian study which did use the SSP but reported find-
ings which contradicted what ‘insider’ attachment researchers claim to be the 
‘normal’ ratio of secure to insecure toddlers, a colleague wrote: ‘Hmm . . . I’d 
want to know if [the study’s authors] did the full training and qualification as 
SSP scorers and would only include this paper if I was convinced they had’.71 
This second way of dismissing findings about cross- cultural differences in in-
fant social life is common. As the current Handbook of Attachment puts it: ‘in 
many cases the coding [in cross- cultural attachment research] is done by 
researchers who have not been formally trained by experts, which makes the 
quality of the classifications unclear’.72

Perversely, this implies that attachments can only be ‘seen’ through a prism 
that is created, administered, marketed, and, in a word, overseen by attach-
ment researchers themselves. Unlike other forms of mental testing— which 
can be learnt from any qualified clinical psychologist— the assessment 
of attachments must be inculcated by a coterie of insiders. Only insiders 
can count as ‘experts’. Furthermore, a ‘full training and qualification’ in the 
approved methods of assessing  attachments take a minimum of several weeks, 
is typically taught by prominent attachment personalities, costs thousands of 
dollars, and is only available in a few Western strongholds. The implicit func-
tion of such ‘formal training’ evokes that of an initiation rite or a laying- on 
of hands— as in the ordination of ministers to the Christian church, or the 
‘auditing’ of those wishing to join the Church of Scientology. The uninitiated 
have no entrée to the attachment fold, which means their research findings are 
rejected or ignored.

Peer- reviewed journals exercise a related kind of gatekeeping.73 An ex-
ample: in 2003 Chris Fraley and Sue Spieker submitted a manuscript to Child 
Development reporting a careful reanalysis of data about infant behaviour 
in the SSP. Their article questioned whether SSP data were better described 
as reflecting three naturally different kinds of infant attachment (secure, 
avoidant, and resistant)— as claimed by Bowlby and Ainsworth— or as rep-
resenting behavioural variations along two continuous dimensions of in-
dividual difference: security←→resistance and security←→avoidance. Their 
results supported a two- dimensional view. Their paper ‘was rejected flat out 
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by Child Development as too heretical’, though no one could fault the findings 
it contained.74

When this paper was later published in a different journal, Developmental 
Psychology, it reported the same study and the same results. However, Fraley 
and Spieker had revised their manuscript. They had removed any implica-
tion that their work was ‘evaluating’ research based on the three- category as-
sumption, or that such research was ‘faulty’. They likewise explicitly denied 
that they were ‘challenging or calling into question the significance of at-
tachment theory and research’. On the contrary: their revised paper’s final 
paragraph now exalts ‘the ground- breaking contributions of Ainsworth and 
her colleagues to the scientific study of attachment processes’. And its last 
words clearly affirm Fraley and Spieker’s loyalty to the attachment creed: ‘we 
believe that the study of attachment will continue to thrive in the years to 
come’.75

5.3.3 Idealization of the in- group

Attachment buoys itself up by fulsome celebration of its luminaries and 
their work. Witness Fraley and Spieker’s revised last paragraph in their 
Developmental Psychology paper, lauding the ‘ground- breaking’ work of 
Ainsworth and her colleagues. We have already seen Brett Kahr bracket-
ing John Bowlby’s contributions to science and to humanity with the work 
of those other great men of Mozart, Gandhi, and Michelangelo (Ch.3.4). 
Bowlby’s findings are now ‘beyond all doubt’, crows Kahr.76 Peter Fonagy 
and his team refer complacently to ‘the complex and meticulous observa-
tional work of Mary Ainsworth’, and, when introducing Bowlby’s concept of 
‘internal working model’, tell us that it has been elaborated by ‘some of the 
greatest minds in the attachment field’.77 Valerie Sinason refers to ‘the brilliant 
research on attachment, which has done more for therapy than any other sci-
entific research’ (see Section 5.5). And Suzanne Zeedyk writes that ‘the oper-
ation of the attachment system is now regarded as “fact” ’.78 Even a critic, who, 
despite asking ‘uncomfortable questions’ about the attachment paradigm, 
seeks to maintain acceptance by the ‘in- group’, will be quick to reassure read-
ers about her allegiance: ‘This does not mean I have lost my admiration for the 
attachment framework, or my appreciation of the scientific rigour of attach-
ment research and its many novel applications’.79

There is a sizeable dollop of intellectual indolence in such homage, plus a 
wish- fulfilling blindness to the provisionality and hard slog characteristic of 
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any genuine scientific work. No scientific contribution is ‘beyond all doubt’, 
especially when it relates to so contentious a theory of human nature as at-
tachment theory (see Appendix A.2). And however ‘great’ the minds that have 
worked on the concept of ‘internal working model’, this has not prevented 
that concept from being, in Ross Thompson’s words, ‘so vaguely defined 
that it can accommodate nearly any empirical findings’ (see 5.2.4). It is easy 
enough for Fonagy’s team to laud Ainsworth’s observational work as ‘metic-
ulous’. Yet Fonagy and his colleagues show no sign of having inspected either 
Ainsworth’s actual observational records, nor of having absorbed the scathing 
critiques of her data by Michael Lamb and others. Marga Vicedo, who has 
examined the archive of observational records upon which Ainsworth and 
her colleagues’ best- known conclusions were based, found their work to be 
the reverse of ‘meticulous’:

Although confidentiality prevents quoting directly from these data, the narrative 
reports from these observations that I have seen cannot be considered trustworthy 
scientific reports. Several of them are permeated with subjective evaluations of 
the mothers’ personality from day one, including moral judgements. Other reports 
reveal tensions between the observer and the observed mothers. In addition, the 
reports from the different observers vary substantially in nature and quality, and 
most of them do not include notes taken every five minutes. In fact, one observer 
did not write up the observations until months later.80

Once we acknowledge the dubious empirical claims and the conceptual 
incoherencies endemic to attachment thinking (see Appendix A.2), the self- 
congratulatory complacency of the paradigm’s insiders about its scientific cre-
dentials becomes one more symptom of its malaise.

5.3.4 Disavowal of criticism, and a casting- out 
of heretics

Gatekeeping rituals and idealization of the in- group have several corollaries 
for the dynamics maintaining the attachment paradigm: a deafness to or disa-
vowal of criticism; strong in- group pressures to praise attachment claims, es-
pecially if one’s results might cast doubt on them; and a casting- out of any 
heretic who should dare to flout these implicit commandments. Judi Mesman 
gives us a glimpse of the blindness which results from the way the attachment 
paradigm socializes its inmates:
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Having been academically ‘raised’ in one of the world’s strongholds of attachment 
research, I was a firm believer of the universality assumptions of attachment theory 
and its methods. It wasn’t until I started working with young scholars from the 
Global South, collecting video data of family life in over 20 countries, that I could 
not escape questioning the basis for some of these universality claims.81

One might wonder how a respected scholar with a PhD and a long track- record 
of research like Mesman had avoided absorbing any of the copious biological, 
cross- cultural, and sub- cultural evidence which challenges the universality of 
attachment until she personally travelled to the Global South. But a disavowal of 
contrary data and of critical research has long been endemic to the dynamics 
of what Mesman calls the world’s ‘strongholds’ of attachment research.

Bowlby himself rarely addressed criticisms of his work. Neither did 
Ainsworth. One telling episode was when Bowlby asked Ainsworth to rebut 
Mead’s criticisms about the cultural narrowness of the data upon which he 
based his claim that an attachment template was innate to every human baby 
(see 5.3.2). Ainsworth’s resulting response to Mead entirely avoided discussing 
the wealth of Mead’s cross- cultural data. Instead she asserted: first, that Mead 
had misrepresented Bowlby, who had never proposed ‘an exclusive mother- 
child pair as the ideal’; and secondly, though lacking any empirical support, she 
claimed that dispersion of maternal care was ‘not likely to be the norm in any 
primitive society’, and hence, that it was ‘entirely likely that the infant himself 
is innately monotropic’— which implied, contrary to her first point, that ‘an 
exclusive mother- child pair’ was Bowlby’s ideal!82 There are more examples. 
Thus, Bowlby’s 1982 edition of his book Attachment hardly ever discusses the 
many studies which had queried its claims since it first came out in 1969. For 
instance, it entirely ignores the several studies from the 1970s which proved 
‘stranger fear’ was not the kind of universal phenomenon his theory makes it 
out to be.83

On top of simply ignoring criticism, we have also seen how editorial, meth-
odological, and cultural forms of gatekeeping ensure that non- approved 
researchers and non- approved kinds of evidence are ‘disappeared’ from the 
attachment paradigm— as, for example, when findings about local concep-
tions and practices of childrearing are treated as inadmissible if they contra-
dict attachment theory’s Western ideal of an inborn one- to- one infant- adult 
template.84 So what happens if an insider has the temerity to challenge the 
attachment perspective’s paradigmatic assumptions?

In the first place, the pressures of in- group conformity usually mean that 
in- group critics of the attachment paradigm pull their punches. For example, 
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as in Mesman’s case, they will take pains, once they have posed some ‘uncom-
fortable questions’ about attachment claims, abjectly to assert their continued 
‘appreciation of the scientific rigour of attachment research’. But even this may 
fail, if insider criticisms become too threatening to the paradigm. Such work 
is liable to be ‘excommunicated’ from future discussions of attachment by the 
in- group. And likewise, its authors.

The most notable example of such excommunication attends work by the 
eminent researcher Michael Lamb and his colleagues. Lamb’s group produced 
two long and meticulous critiques of attachment theory and the SSP in the 
mid- 1980s.85 Their critiques covered misuses of evolutionary theory in the 
conceptualization of attachment, flaws in the database with which Ainsworth 
had supported the SSP’s development, the lack of discriminability of the cat-
egories and sub- categories she used to describe SSP behaviour and their lack 
of predictive power, the weak logic supporting attachment claims, plus, most 
damningly, the failure of attachment research to consider an alternative expla-
nation for results from research using the SSP, namely that: the predictiveness 
of infants’ behaviour classified using the SSP had not to do with their forma-
tion of a particular kind of cemented ‘internal working model’, or the way 
the workings of an infant’s ‘attachment behavioural system’ had been shaped 
over many months by their mother’s sensitivity. It resulted from over- time 
consistencies in the kinds of care infants were receiving between the different 
time- points when their ‘attachment behaviour’ was assessed in the SSP: ‘rela-
tionships between early experiences and later outcomes have been demonstrated 
only when there is continuity in the circumstances that apparently produce the 
outcomes in question’. That is, over- time consistency in an infant’s attachment 
behaviour does not result from its ‘internal’ attachment system, but from con-
sistent ‘external’ care from the group of carers who look after the baby.

Not only are the still- valid arguments that Lamb and his colleagues ad-
vanced against the attachment paradigm never discussed or referenced in 
such definitive volumes as the Handbook of Attachment (numbering 43 chap-
ters and 1068 pages).86 But, after publishing his critiques, many attachment 
researchers ‘effectively ostracized Lamb’.87

5.3.5 Empirical overreach

We saw earlier how, despite the wealth of data to the contrary, and without 
citing any empirical support of her own, Ainsworth simply asserted that one- 
to- one mother- infant care was ‘likely to be the norm in any primitive society’. 
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Similarly, Bowlby saw fit to continue to assert that infants’ smiles, cries, coos, 
reaches, clinging, and looking simply were ‘stereotyped’ ‘fixed action patterns’, 
of the same kind as various stereotyped elements of reproductive behaviour in 
fish and digger wasps. He pointed to Peter Wolff ’s ‘natural histories’ of smiling 
and crying in support for his contention.88 But neither Wolff ’s, nor any careful 
observations, back Bowlby’s assertion. Bowlby and Ainsworth parroted sim-
ilar claims (which are still made) about the parallel between infants’ supposed 
‘attachment behavioural system’ and those of animals like sticklebacks and 
herring- gulls (see Appendix A.2.1.2).

Given this background, perhaps we should not feel surprised when 
respected attachment figures today make unsupported empirical claims (such 
as those about ‘infanticidal attachments’ discussed earlier; Section 5.2.2). 
Even when attachment advocates do appear to support their claims with pub-
lished empirical findings, appearances may mislead. Thus in 2022 Mary Sue 
Moore proposed that dysfunctional mothering can produce a ‘dissociative’ 
form of attachment in infants (which links to severe disorders in adulthood). 
She bases her proposal on what she calls ‘many carefully conducted research 
studies’ that show babies have ‘an innate capacity to “dissociate” conscious 
awareness of bodily sensations as one of several neurologically organized 
survival mechanisms’.89 To illustrate such ‘careful’ research, she cites three 
studies. But, when we get them out of the library, we find that none of these 
studies so much as mentions dissociation in babies.90

5.4 Flags of Convenience

The apparent power of the attachment paradigm in clinical work is enhanced 
by the frequent re- badging of existing approaches as attachment- based.91 The 
promotion by policymakers and health scientists of ‘evidence- based’ practice, 
alongside the constant assertion of the unimpeachable scientific standing of 
the attachment paradigm, means there has been a proliferation of what might 
appear to be new, ‘attachment- based’ approaches to therapy. Clinicians nowa-
days find their email inboxes overflow with invitations to train in attachment- 
based practices, whatever initial training they may have had. ‘Wisemind.com’ 
regularly advertises these. Thus, within the context of a full- on Dialectical 
Behavioural Therapy (DBT) training, we find Dr Eboni Webb lecturing on 
what ‘healthy attachment looks like’, and exploring ‘parenting styles’ to explain 
later ‘attachment styles’. While the growing number of like insertions into es-
tablished schools of therapy may or may not be critical in terms of improving 
client outcomes, we will now illustrate some pitfalls.
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5.4.1 Attachment- focused EMDR: healing 
relational trauma

Under the aegis of the procedure called Eye Movement Desensitization and 
Reprocessing (EMDR)— a treatment intervention which is well- established— 
we now find a newly labelled variety: ‘Attachment- Focused EMDR’. Yet Laurel 
Parnell’s recent book Attachment- Focused EMDR: Healing Relational Trauma 
tells us that she only belatedly discovered she was ‘doing attachment- based 
work’, after providing a training session attended by Daniel Siegel, a neurobi-
ologist and exponent of attachment theory.92

Having talked to Siegel, she realized that she could or should re- frame her 
work as attachment- based, even though none of the developments and exten-
sions of EMDR she had discovered were inspired by attachment theory.93 So 
now, prior to its articulation of her innovative strategies for addressing rela-
tional trauma, Parnell’s book pays tribute to Bowlby’s brilliance, and to attach-
ment theory’s solid scientific credentials.

Read on and we find her book describes five pillars of effective Attachment- 
Focused EMDR: client safety; development and nurturing the therapeutic 
relationship to facilitate healing; use of a client- centred approach; create re-
parative neuro- networks via techniques of body- tapping; and use modified 
EMDR whenever client needs indicate. All five of these pillars would be fa-
miliar to most clinicians, especially EMDR clinicians— without mention of 
attachment theory, which has added nothing to them. Nevertheless, Parnell 
now labels her approach to EMDR ‘attachment- focused’.

5.4.2 Couples therapy

Treatment plans and interventions which assume causal links drawn from 
attachment theory have become important in training couples therapists. 
Once we have accepted that a dyadic pair is foundational to developmental 
well- being, it’s not surprising that there is a proliferation of attachment- based 
interventions for adult couples. These often link our infant- acquired ‘internal 
working models’ with how we behave as adults with our intimate partners.

Linda Cundy, Attachment Theory Consultant at London’s ‘Bowlby Centre’ 
and provider of training workshops in couples counselling, is unequivocal 
about the origins of well- being in attachment. Her 2022 book, Attachment, 
Maternal Deprivation, and Psychotherapy, assures readers that attachment 
theory has been confirmed in laboratories and observational studies around 
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the world, and can thus be safely imported into the consulting rooms of cou-
ples counsellors.94

Yet, at least in her workshop outlines, Cundy is careful to place less em-
phasis on the centrality of the mother– infant dyad than she might: ‘This day 
is about the challenges faced by people who were ignored, criticized, rejected, 
or utterly neglected within their families of origin and who thus find it difficult 
to form close and lasting intimate relationships in adulthood’. This suggests a 
line is being blurred between grounding psychotherapy in the mother– infant 
dyad, and acknowledging the common- sensical notion that that’s too narrow 
a view because families are the lynchpin of both mothers’ and babies’ well- 
being. Such blurring tacitly admits that Cundy’s references to attachment 
theory have more a rhetorical than a practical value.

5.4.3 Family therapy

Family therapy has its own attachment branches. Thus Attachment- Based Family 
Therapy (ABFT) advertises itself as focusing on adolescent issues, and aims to re-
pair interpersonal ruptures by rebuilding emotionally protective, secure relation-
ships between family members. Developed and manualized by Guy Diamond and 
his colleagues, ABFT capitalizes on humans’ ‘innate, biological, and existential de-
sire for meaningful and secure relationships’ and is, it tells us, the only manualized, 
‘empirically supported’ family therapy model specifically designed to target family 
and individual processes associated with adolescent suicide and depression.95

As with other clinical programmes, ABFT employs structured programmes 
which incorporate a range of techniques. And although it claims to be 
anchored by attachment theory, it uses attachment theory as a vehicle for ideas 
which are not distinctive, being common- sensical rather than derived from 
theory. For example, when Diamond and his colleagues argue against the idea 
that adolescent problems are ‘intrapsychic’,96 they do so using ideas suppos-
edly derived from attachment theory to furnish their alternative vision. These 
stress ‘context- based’ assessments and interventions— a stress aligned with 
what are loosely called ‘environmentalist’ approaches to child development, 
and so having no obvious tie to Bowlby’s nativist, biological theory.

5.4.4  Summary

In short, with family therapy, as with other branches of clinical work, what 
is true about what clinicians hail as ‘attachment theory’ is not new, and what 
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is new about attachment theory is not true. After all, it is hardly new to say 
that ‘context is important’; or that people are better off when they grow up 
surrounded by good relationships; or that severe maltreatment by parents in 
early childhood may have serious effects for psychological well- being when 
the abused children grow up. Conversely, it is mistaken to assume that: human 
sociability is primarily dyadic; early relationships are built from from stereo-
typed behaviours or ‘fixed action patterns’; these relationships derive from an 
imaginary hominid evolutionary environment that prioritized infant- mother 
bonds in the Stone Age;97 there is a time- defined duckling- like ‘sensitive pe-
riod’ for specific social experiences in early infancy; and, that there is no need 
to examine the ‘social support’ surrounding a young child’s caregivers to pre-
dict what will later happen to him or her (see Appendix A.2).

5.5 Seduction by Attachment Theory

From Margaret Mead onwards, many have published evidence casting doubt 
on the scientific validity of attachment thinking. So its continuing appeal 
across the professions proves that the power of the dyadic vision of infancy 
has roots in what we will call the feeling- structure of our Western societies, 
which give rise to that appeal.98 Most obviously, the attachment vision reso-
nates with ingrained feelings and long- standing ideas about the central im-
portance of The Mother to children’s lives. It is this non- scientific rhetorical 
appeal that we now address.

Take the idea that mental illness results from ‘parental attacks’ on a very 
young child, whether by mother, father, or anyone looking after her. Many 
will feel this claim makes an intuitive if chilling sense, whether or not we are 
psychotherapists. If we want to understand how to resolve this chill, Valerie 
Sinason, poet and psychoanalyst, sheds light (Figure 5.4).

Complementing her many essays and books, Sinason’s lectures seek to 
convey her attachment views by provoking powerful emotions in us. For her, 
it is our own visceral responses which will help us to grasp the profundity of the 
insight attachment thinking gives— as when we are confronted by the need to 
imagine the experiences of a maltreated baby, and the defences which must 
result, and how these defences may lead later to a splintering into different 
identities (as in ‘dissociative identity disorder’ or DID).

Sinason invites us to approach the origins of fragmented identity by sharing 
how she as a clinician experiences the shocking outpourings of an ‘abused 
child identity’ in the speech of an adult client.99 Sinason describes how, while 
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being abused, a five-  or six- year- old girl may dissociate or ‘watch from above’ 
while telling herself that the child being abused is not her, but another girl, for 
whom what is happening is normal. In turn, if this identity is later activated 
when the abuse increases— for example, through the abuser inviting several 
men to anally rape her— the girl’s second identity may similarly ‘escape’, to 
look down creatively and see another person, ‘Michael’, a gay boy for whom 
being violently sodomized is normal.

Hearing about such a child’s abuse, Sinason says, cannot help but trigger 
shock in us, a shock akin to our ‘instinctual response’ to a baby’s cry. Sinason 
here slides our ordinary sympathetic responses to a child crying into the for-
bidding context derived from her story of horrific rapes. In so doing she evokes 
the fragility of our own attempts to defend against a lifetime of experiences of 

Figure 5.4 Poet and psychotherapist, Valerie Sinason.
By courtesy of Valerie Sinason.
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distress by getting us to think back to the dangerous time when we were at our 
smallest and weakest.

Referring to our instinctive reactions to a a baby screaming, Sinason por-
trays these screams as something no one can ignore, however much our reac-
tions to and experiences may be moderated or changed by age or training. 
What happens when we pass a baby crying inconsolably in a mall?

Do we think ‘Oh, poor parents! They’re tired! That baby’s wearing them out. Can 
I help?’ Or, ‘Poor baby!— having a parent that’s not doing something that relieves 
them!’ Or, ‘Horrible baby! Can you just shut up? I can’t bear the sound!’ Or, ‘Horrible 
parents!’

When I was a child psychotherapist, if I walked down the street and saw a baby 
crying, and a mother not looking as if she cared— to my embarrassment— I can re-
member frowning at the mother, adding to her hostile environment. And, when 
I later did adult training, and saw a baby crying, I smiled sympathetically at the 
mother, thinking ‘Poor tired mother!’ And often the poor mother, father, or, care-
taker would pick the baby up or speak sympathetically— having been helped by the 
outside environment being less hostile.100

Sinason next explores the infants’ complementary experiences, imagining 
babies as sensitively opened- up to their surroundings, gladly taking in what-
ever experience offers. Open like this, babies welcome the world with an ex-
pectation that everyone is thrilled to greet them, soaking up the love offered 
by those around them. Sinason then takes us into the feeling of being a baby 
exposed to unloving reactions. Imagine an infant with an obvious disability 
lying in her pram:

And all these faces come to see the new baby and peer over the pram, and they all 
look excited, and then they see the baby has a disability, and they might frown, or 
look confused, or upset. What does it feel like if you see the peoples’ faces change 
like that at looking at you?101

In this way Sinason leads us to imagine the destructive effects on an ‘open’ 
baby of these unwelcoming facial expressions. Then she invites us to go fur-
ther and link these emotions with experiencing ourselves as tiny, when our 
smile at our parent provokes, not just confusion, but outright anger or even 
murderous hostility.

Of course, even the best carers will express different emotions at dif-
ferent times— a truism that has led psychoanalysts to propose that a crucial 
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achievement for every baby is to find a way to combine this range of positive 
and negative maternal responses into an invitation to enter a world they can 
act upon and so gain real efficacy.102 Melanie Klein (1882– 1960) pioneered 
such visions.103 For her, a key developmental hurdle is to reconcile contrasting 
primitive infantile experiences of what seems to be a ‘split’ mother: the ‘good’ 
loving mother who is always present and nurturing on the one hand, and on 
the other, the ‘bad’ neglectful mother who is vindictive or absent (cf. Section 
5.1.1). In Sinason’s words:

Baby has to encompass all the visual states adult faces pass through. So all these 
things, pre- verbally, a baby is taking in. And there is an understanding some-
where within the body, within the psyche, of what you’ve taken in at your deepest 
level . . . a baby in fact is all in pieces. A baby is looking around everywhere, taking in 
things, taking in sound and vision, but not in any coherent way. And it takes some 
time for the baby’s experience to begin to make sense . . . 104

This is where Sinason starts to speculate about how the scary rejecting 
faces most babies see— of caregivers exhausted when tired or angry when 
frustrated— become integrated with the loving, accommodating faces. Her idea 
is that, by envisaging a small baby’s conflicting and unintegrated experiences of 
varying parental expressions, we will catch a sense of the fractured interper-
sonal world an adult will experience who has not achieved such integration— 
and hence finds themselves living with DID: ‘we need to think of what a shock 
a baby gets as slowly having to encompass all the visual states . . . ’105

Sinason is building a vision of the baby’s bodily- conscious- feelings- world as 
radically open to experiences which are compounded and multiplicitous. By 
now, if we have been taken up in her discourse and have identified with the baby 
Sinason portrays, we will be imagining ourselves absorbing countless different 
responses, all conflicting— some loving, some amused, some violent, some coldly 
dismissive, some warm and sympathetic, some silent, some loud— a ‘blooming 
buzzing confusion’106 of impactful events which makes us defend against feeling 
the reality of being ‘all in pieces’. It is this emotional, moving, responsive, multi-
valent, universe that she asks us to imagine a baby acting in, acting on, trying to 
master, struggling to ‘encompass’ so that their world ‘makes sense’.

Sinason’s word- paintings draw us into experiencing our own vulnerabil-
ities and our own responses to others’ vulnerabilities, especially when very 
small and new to the world— along with our defences against these experi-
ences, both in the ‘split’ normality of Klein’s baby, and as produced, more in-
tensely and catastrophically, in response to abuse. We have tentatively opened 
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ourselves up, like the baby Sinason has sensitively been drawing for us, ab-
sorbing a flow of visceral understanding, of experiencing and re- experiencing, 
of pleasure and of horror.

Challenged by Sinason’s several turbulent pictures of our early months, 
many readers will be hungry for relief. Which is when Sinason pulls a rabbit 
out of the hat, the rabbit being ‘the brilliant research on attachment, which 
has done more for therapy than any other scientific research’. It is this brilliant 
research which, Sinason tells us, has revealed how we can be ‘immunized’ 
against a fractured identity and DID. So, now we can turn our eyes away from 
the stormy highs and lows of infant experience, and rest assured

. . . that with a secure attachment, that where you have good- enough parenting, 
that a baby has got the strongest immunization for life, for all the normal ups and 
downs, hurdles and traumas, and would need the most unlikely sequence of expe-
riences to develop Dissociative Identity Disorder.107

But no associated ‘brilliant research’ is cited. Nor could it be, because attach-
ment theory hypothesizes no process which could explain how consistent par-
enting might bind together the shockingly fragmented experiences of young 
babies which Sinason has just been describing. Nor have attachment research-
ers ever acknowledged that all babies live in or experience a world of splits and 
fragments. In fact, one of Bowlby’s aims in devising attachment theory was to 
replace the concepts which psychoanalysts like Klein and Sinason use to de-
scribe the subjective complexity of infant experience.108

The incommensurability between Sinason’s description of babies’ worlds 
and the kinds of phenomena attachment researchers research means her 
claims about the immunizing effects of ‘good- enough parenting’ do no more 
than echo the truism that babies brought up in a loving environment are less 
likely to develop problems than babies brought up in abusive environments. 
Sinason reiterates an easily accessed understanding of human development, 
ironically skating over the subjective complexity she has been describing. The 
way is paved again for blaming bad- enough ‘parenting’ (which largely means 
‘mothering’ in Western societies) for causing mental illness in children.

5.6 Staying with Complexity

The jagged fault- line in Sinason’s discourse illustrates the narrowed take on 
infancy which a dyadic focus imposes, the focus which this book challenges. 
Offered rich and engaging descriptions of each baby as experiencing and 
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acting into a world which opens up to and challenges her through a multi-
tude of different faces, feelings, and connections, we are joltingly confronted 
with the conclusion that this same baby’s world is best understood through 
a theory which prioritizes just one face, that of the baby’s mother109— a face 
which, thanks to two million years of evolution, will naturally mirror the 
baby’s needs and feelings.

More generally, when we refuse dyadic spectacles, a host of new doors open, 
inviting us to consider afresh: how individuals become individuals when all of 
us start out amidst social complexity and subjective multiplicity;110 the ways 
we imagine and judge our own childhoods; how we can best arrange for the 
care and education of our very young; how we explain pathological develop-
ment; and how most effectively to assess and promote infant mental health.

Some answers are already available. To take just one example, Ruth Feldman 
and Miri Keren have undertaken to address the concern that, ‘the application 
of the person- in- context perspective in infant mental health has been mainly 
limited to mother– child relations, and few clinicians have gone beyond the 
dyad’.111

Accordingly, Feldman and Keren have developed practices for the assess-
ment of infant mental health which not only consider the behaviour of both 
parent– infant dyads in various different settings (home, laboratory, play-
ground, paediatric clinic). They also observe and analyse the infant’s indi-
vidual disposition, the parents’ mental representations of their child, their 
family’s structure and group dynamics, the impacts on the family of its 
enfolding community, along with the larger envelope of cultural values, child-
rearing philosophies, and norms of proper social conduct— all of which are 
held to contribute to the ‘context’ against which unusual behaviour is properly 
measured.

As for our own practice, more doors open. Matt’s childcare and education 
services are implementing a group- based approach to dealing with troubling 
and disruptive behaviour in their infant rooms (0– 2 year olds). Under Matt’s 
direction, staff and very young children are engaged as ‘spectators’ in theat-
rical games adapted from the work of Augusto Boal.112 Using Boal’s iterative 
process of ‘forum theatre’, for example, children are encouraged to rework epi-
sodes from their rooms in ways which are likely to have better outcomes for 
all. Readers interested in the future progress of Matt’s ongoing action research 
are encouraged to follow up on the website which supports and extends the 
work described in this book. This can be found at babiesingroups.com.

When taken up by psychotherapists, psychologists, and allied professionals, 
Matt’s theatre- based work with babies and toddlers, like Feldman and Keren’s 
pioneering of a genuinely context- based assessment of infants’ difficulties, 
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works towards a transformation of the limiting assumptions in dyadic ther-
apeutic work. Such work encourages us to open our eyes to the complexity of 
interdependency within which every infant creates their life. But we must also 
ask how mental health and psychological functioning will need to be thought 
about, as we increasingly acknowledge that group life is the warp and weft of 
everyday life for both babies and their carers— as it is for us all.
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6
Concluding Remarks

Figure 6.1 Belonging from the start: The herd happily welcomes a newborn baby.

Our discussion of babies as able group participants celebrates the creativity 
and the power of groups of humans of any age. Interdependency and multi-
plicity are the rule for humans, as for many other species— all of which have 
evolved through their participation in what Darwin called the infinitely com-
plex ‘web of relations’ which makes up the natural world (Figure 6.1).1 Each 
human organ combines a relative autonomy of function and bodily struc-
ture with simultaneous participation in manifold interwoven multi- organ 
systems— neural, digestive, locomotory, muscular, excretory, and circulatory. 
Similarly, every infant’s awareness and interactions gain meaning through si-
multaneous engagement with a multi- layered presence of people and things, 
sensations, feelings, and actions— both of self and of others. Beyond this is 
an individual’s ‘polyadic’ enmeshment within overlapping social groups and 
structures, endowing each of us with ‘multi- subjectivity’, which makes us the 
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mercurial creatures we are. A journey which set out with the aim of incorpo-
rating babies’ group capacities into contemporary visions of infancy ultimately 
brings us to consider the ways we create ourselves through our management 
of complexity and multiplicity.

The current persuasiveness of the one- to- one ‘attachment’ perspective 
derives from the intergenerational transmission of childcare practices in 
societies shaped by specifiable cultural, political, and economic exigencies. 
Accordingly, given the socio- cultural specificity of attachment theory’s own 
origins— its close ties to the conditions of its emergence in post- (Second 
World)War Britain (Chapter 1.2)— it may evoke a kind of ‘narrative truth’ in 
therapists and clients who have themselves emerged from the kinds of socio- 
cultural conditions which attachment theorists take to be humanly universal.2 
Yet, as if to block any curiosity about such conditions, attachment advocates 
claim a grounding for their views in biology and a deep evolutionary past. As a 
result, their work cannot easily accommodate alternative cultural forms or the 
theoretical, clinical, and educational work which draws on the wonders, joys, 
and needs of infants to be in groups.

By way of context, we are reminded that in the last years of the Second 
World War, a political fight boiled over the provision of care versus edu-
cation for very young children in post- war Britain. Prior to the adoption 
of the 1944 Education Act by the British government, the Nursery Schools 
Association issued a report which reflected the experience of many nursery 
and infant teachers— extolling the value of group- based education for the 
very young:

No home can provide all the child needs after the period of dependent infancy, if he 
[or she] is to grow adequately in mind and character as well as in physique. For this 
period the nursery school should be the natural extension of the home and in its 
home- like informality provide an all- round education . . . Many children who begin 
school at the age of five suffer considerable check in their physical and mental 
development— while they go through the painful process of learning, often too late, 
how to adjust themselves to the social life of a group of children.3

1944 also saw the publication of Forty- Four Juvenile Thieves, where John 
Bowlby— bypassing consideration of any possible role played by poverty, peer 
relations, inequality, or social alienation— argued that the lack of a secure re-
lationship with their mother in infancy was the principal cause of delinquency 
among young criminals.4 Forty- Four Juvenile Thieves served as an overture to 
Bowlby’s launch of attachment theory in the 1950s.
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This historical juxtaposition shows that the tension between group- based 
visions of our very young and the idealization of the infant– mother dyad 
explored in this book has a deep cultural past. Yet, as Dale Hay and her col-
leagues show in their extensive review of research, no contemporary theory 
of infancy provides a way to account for the fact that young children can de-
velop a social life in groups.5 This theoretical incapacity leads many psycholo-
gists to deny the existence of evidence for group interaction in the first year of 
life. Thus, as late as 2005, and despite growing evidence to the contrary, Celia 
Brownell and her colleagues could assert that: ‘On the whole, infants and 
young toddlers do not appear particularly interested in social exchange with 
age mates, in contrast to their interest in collaborating socially with adults or 
even older siblings’ (Figure 6.2).6

Whilst academics and policy advocates may fight, there is a common- sense 
obviousness to the need for babies and toddlers— and home- alone mothers— 
to spend time with friends. In post- war Australia, the government’s provision 
of baby clinics was primarily aimed at helping individual infants deemed to be 
‘at risk’. But demand in Australia for playgroups, which began to be set up in the 
1970s, grew rapidly in response to grassroots demand from mothers wanting 
their children to learn through quality play with others, and wanting adult so-
cial support for themselves.7 Nowadays childcare and child education centres 

Figure 6.2 Baby with sibling.
Laura Alzueta/ Shutterstock.
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are becoming commonplace in the West, providing an education and social 
basis for our young, as well as support for employed parents. In these settings 
group play is a normal part of the infants’ everyday lives, making these centres 
a boon for our very young. Without such group experience, infants may have 
to rely on and develop their sense of themselves, and of others, during long 
days at home with just one carer, stereotypically their biological mother.

Babies’ need for group experience is the same need that was underlined by 
the British Nursery Schools Association in 1943: preparation for a later life 
that will largely be lived in groups. Where our research goes beyond what 
teachers of infants assumed during the Second World War is in our evidence 
that babies can operate and thrive in groups during their first year of life.

The evidence and discussion which fills this book removes the need for Hay 
and her colleagues’ theoretical puzzle about explaining how a child becomes 
able to act in a group, because— as we show— this ability grounds develop-
ment from the start of life. If we look back at debates in the decades before the 
fight over infancy that followed the Second World War, we find many well- 
known theorists, clinicians, and philosophers arguing that the very idea of an 
‘individual psyche’ is back- to- front— precisely because children start out in-
tegrally enmeshed in their several societal contexts— and only later begin to 
separate themselves out, more or less successfully, as ‘an individual’ who is 
distinct from these contexts (Figure 6.3). To take Sigmund Freud as an ex-
ample, we find him writing in the early 1920s:

Each individual is a component part of numerous groups, he is bound by ties of 
identification in many directions, and he has built up his ego ideal upon the most 
various models. Each individual therefore has a share in numerous group minds— 
those of his race, of his class, of his creed, of his nationality, etc.8
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Figure 6.3a Trivia night in a pub.
Wikimedia/ CC-  by- 2.0.

Figure 6.3b Rugby union.
IOIO IMAGES/ Shutterstock.

Figure 6.3c Men 
praying in mosque.
demidoff/ Shutterstock.

Figure 6.3 The internet is replete with instances of the young in group formations,  
and of team sports.*
‘The strength of the team is each individual member. The strength of each member  
is the team,’ quoth basketball player and coach, Phil Jackson.**
* For example, Figure 6.3b
** Phil Jackson, https:// www.goodre ads.com › author › 2853.Phil_ Jackson
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Figure 6.3e Group of soldiers.
Getmilitaryphotos/ Shutterstock.

Figure 6.3f Dancing boy with group 
of adults— screen capture from 
YouTube film.

Figure 6.3d Synchronized 
swimming team.
Pete Saloutos/ Shutterstock.



APPENDIX

Intersubjectivity and Attachment:  
Alternatives

Attachment theory is built on a purported explanation of how crawling babies and toddlers 
supposedly behave when under various levels of stress or insecurity: when they feel stressed, 
they seek proximity with Mam as a ‘safe haven’; when they feel unstressed, they use Mam as a 
‘secure base’ to explore. The theory of innate intersubjectivity was proposed to explain some-
thing complementary to attachment theory: what happens when baby and mother are already 
in proximity to each other, and feeling chatty.

This Appendix presents a review of the evidential basis for these two approaches to infancy, 
both of which claim an innate template of one- to- one ‘dyadic’ sociability is the biological 
foundation- stone for child development.

1. Innate Intersubjectivity

The idea that babies possess an inborn faculty for intersubjectivity, that is, a capacity to read 
minds, has gained widespread and increasing traction with psychologists and health pro-
viders since the 1970s, inspiring a distinctive account of infant development and child psy-
chopathology.1 The chief source of evidence scientists adduce for this capacity remains the 
micro- analysis of brief face- to- face infant– mother interactions or ‘conversations’, usually 
filmed in university laboratories, starting when babies are around two months old.

Whilst there are variations in the ways discussions of infant intersubjectivity are expressed, 
all assume early intersubjectivity, however rudimentary, equates to a true reading of 
others: ‘the infant is born with awareness specifically receptive to subjective states in other 
persons’.2 Accordingly, these discussions mix up demonstrating an infant’s capacity to find a 
personal significance in a m/ other’s conversational behaviour with finding the personal signifi-
cance of her behaviour, as if there were no alternative to a direct and veridical form of self- other 
understanding.3

Yet, from the outset of child psychology’s current engagement with the idea of intersubjec-
tivity,4 the go- to texts of Jürgen Habermas were stressing that intersubjectivity is impure or 
‘systematically distorted’ unless it takes place in an ‘ideal’ speech situation: where all partici-
pants have symmetrical powers of expression, censure, and self- representation.5 This ideal is 
far from being met in infant– mother conversations, which are highly asymmetrical.6 Which 
raises the relevance of a lesser- known theory of infant intersubjectivity, one that holds early 
infant– adult interaction to be structured by a narcissistic dynamic, where the mother— and par-
ticularly the mother’s face— is ‘not yet separated off from the infant by the infant’, as Donald 
Winnicott put it.7

1.1 Evaluating evidence relating to infant intersubjectivity

1.1.1  Prespeech behaviour
In the 1970s, Colwyn Trevarthen’s demonstration of the recently discovered complexity of 
two- month- olds’ contribution to filmed face- to- face ‘conversations’ with their mothers was it-
self held up as proof of innate intersubjectivity. The rhetorical argument went: why else would 
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babies show turn- taking bouts of ‘listening’ and ‘pre- speech’ (lip and tongue movements com-
bined with speech- like breath- control and gesturing) in face- to- face ‘conversations’ unless 
humans had an inborn capacity for sharing states of minds with their caregivers? This argu-
ment was typically directed against psychologists who believed: either that babies lacked the 
power cognitively to represent other people as people before the end of their first year of life (see 
Chapter 3.3.1);8 or that babies were born without complex inborn capacities and had to learn 
them from, or otherwise be ‘scaffolded’ into them, by adults (see Chapter 1.11). As mentioned, 
this rhetorical argument tacitly assumes intersubjectivity is inherently transparent and true or 
‘veridical’— typically, without investigating what mothers’ states of mind actually are during re-
cording sessions. And for good reason. Because a serious examination of a mother’s complex 
mentality during early infant– adult ‘conversations’ would swiftly rule out any possibility of 
symmetrical infant– mother understanding (see Section 1.1.3).

1.1.2  People versus things
Those who have advocated ‘innate intersubjectivity’ on the grounds of observations like those 
just discussed have typically also claimed that babies categorically distinguish ‘unliving physical 
objects as different from living intelligent objects like their mothers and behave quite differently 
to these two kinds of thing’.9 This was not a claim backed up by any numerical data, being ad-
vanced largely on the grounds that it just makes sense that, if babies are born knowing about 
people— that they have intentions, motives, feelings, and so on— then when they face a person 
they must be treating that person quite differently from a thing.

When this claim is experimentally tested, however, it proves false— albeit in a way which sug-
gests infants’ interpersonal behaviour is governed in part by their own moods of imagination. 
Thus, one study filmed ten- week- olds’ behaviour in two contrasting conditions: with mothers 
who had been asked ‘to chat with and entertain’ their babies; and with a small red wooden ball 
which moved slowly back and forth across the baby’s field of vision at a reachable distance.10 
Results showed no categorical distinction in the behaviours recorded with person versus ball, 
though the incidence of three behaviours did differ significantly between the two conditions. 
(There was more ‘mouth opening’— indicative of prespeech— and ‘eyebrow lowering’, or frown-
ing, in the ‘person- directed’ condition, and more ‘turning away’ in the ‘object- directed’.) All 
behaviours were seen in both conditions— including ‘reaching’ (which was included as hypo-
thetically ‘object- directed’ condition). Further statistical analysis showed that one mode or 
mood of ‘person- directed’ infant actions occurred as a single ensemble across both conditions, 
with people and with things (this comprised eyebrow- raising [greeting/ interest], tongue pro-
trusion, and mouth opening [ both hypothetically indicative of prespeech].11 Which suggests 
that babies can sometimes treat people as things, and sometimes treat things as people just like 
adults.

These results undermine the claim that early infant– adult ‘conversations’ are generated by 
the infant’s innate knowledge of other people: of their motives, their mental states, and their 
intentions. In short, we cannot ‘look at any segment of the infant’s body and detect whether he 
[sic] is watching an object or interacting with his mother’.12

1.1.3  Mirroring infants’ conversational behaviour
It is now widely acknowledged that mothers and other adults, when filmed in face- to- face ‘con-
versations’ with young babies, do something that was dubbed ‘mirroring’ in the 1970s— or, 
more recently, ‘affective mirroring’.13 This is most evident in what mothers say whilst being 
filmed. The vast majority of mothers’ speech reflects what their babies are doing as they do 
it: ‘You a bit hot, eh?’; ‘You’re not looking very happy’; ‘You’re looking very pensive, aren’t you?’; 
‘You’ve got your hand in the air’. This means changes in infant behaviour are directly matched 
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by changes in the verbal content of ‘motherese’: particularly the baby’s growing interest in inan-
imate objects over the second three months of life.

Not only does verbal content and structure— pronouns, present tense, and references— 
reflect or represent the baby’s behaviour but the paralinguistic features of a mother’s babytalk 
also typically echo her infant’s sound- making in loudness, pitch, intonation, and phrasing. 
Infants’ facial expressions are ‘mirrored’ too, right down to subtle movements of lips and eye-
brows.14 Which confirms what Donald Winnicott observed: ‘when the mother is looking at 
the baby . . . what she looks like is related to what she sees there’. The mother’s face is ‘a mirror’. So 
when a baby looks at a mother’s face, ‘what the baby sees is himself or herself ’.15 This is a highly 
skewed form of ‘communication’.

1.1.4  Perturbation experiments
The idea that very young babies like to treat their mothers as mirrors when they ‘converse’ with 
them is supported by what are called ‘perturbation experiments’. There are several examples. 
One is to be found in the work of Lynne Murray, who in the 1970s, invented a recording proce-
dure in which two- month- olds and their mothers interact through closed- circuit TV. In sepa-
rate rooms, each participant views a monitor showing the other. This allows two experimental 
conditions to be compared: ‘live’ and ‘replay’. Murray’s studies show that, when babies see their 
mothers ‘live’, they show ‘normal, happy communication’, ‘smiling, cooing, tonguing, and ges-
turing’. But the delayed ‘replay’ condition (which perforce came second in order) ‘causes the 
infant to show distress, puzzlement, and autistic behaviour’.16

Such results are typically held to have proven ‘that interactions between mothers and their 
infants of two to three months of age are governed by mutual awareness of complex and expres-
sive communications’, and, therefore, that ‘the infant possesses an innate capacity for intersub-
jective behaviour’.17 But there is another explanation, which we call ‘primary narcissism’ (see 
Section 1.3): that the baby who looks away from his or her mother— whose face and voice are 
not reflecting what the baby is doing from moment to moment— is escaping feelings of impo-
tency aroused by the mother’s ‘failure’ to play second fiddle to the baby’s lead.

1.2 Mind- reading?

The four sources of evidence just described have inspired explanations couched in terms of 
babies’ inherent or innate comprehension of others. We are told that, if babies can be filmed 
responding in a comprehensible way to their mothers’ talking at them, then it follows that the 
babies must be able to ‘share and participate’ in the ‘motivations and purposes’, ‘feelings and 
thoughts’ of their conversational partners.18 Or, in other words, if babies can be said to con-
verse with their Mums, there is simply no alternative to the conclusion that they manifest true 
intersubjectivity.

All of which bypasses the possibility of human misunderstanding. Advocates of the view that 
babies’ have a direct or transparent understanding of others never mention the opacities and 
distortions in infant– adult, or indeed in adult– adult conversations.19 Instead, they will seek to 
find formulations about how best to conceive infant– adult talk so as to prove babies capable of 
recognizing ‘personal meaning’. For example, Vasu Reddy charmingly pictures babies as en-
gaging adults in the kind of idealized one- to- one relating which the theologian- philosopher 
Martin Buber dubbed I- Thou, where ‘in each Thou we address the eternal Thou’, where ‘infinity 
and universality are made actual’, so that two people ‘meet one another in their authentic exist-
ence, without any qualification or objectification of one another’.20

From Buber, Reddy concludes that, whenever we talk to another person directly, we neces-
sarily assume he or she both ‘can respond and understand’ us, and ‘deserves recognition as 
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a person’.21 Hence, to the extent that babies engage adults in one- to- one conversations at all, 
they too must recognize adults as persons who can respond to and understand them. This eye- 
poppingly presumes that babies and adults— in fact, all of us— just do habitually relate to each 
other in the sacred I- Thou fashion which Buber himself found to be extremely rare in today’s 
world in which most of the inhabitants ‘want to be deceived’.22 Thus, according to Reddy, 
Buber’s philosophy ensures that we only have to find evidence showing that, in face- to- face 
settings, very young babies do ‘engage in conversation’ with their Mum or Dad in order to con-
clude that babies directly recognize ‘the psychological qualities’ of ‘persons’. In short, as in the 
title of her book, How Infants Know Minds, even two- month- old infants will have been proven 
to ‘know [other] minds’.

In Reddy’s philosophical language, babies’ one- to- one engagement with adults amounts to a 
cognitive achievement, as the underlined words in the previous paragraph show: infant– adult 
conversations show babies are capable of ‘understanding’ and ‘knowing [other] minds’, or ‘rec-
ognizing’ ‘the psychological qualities’ of another person. Yet, in contrast with this cognitive 
definition, Reddy’s empirical claim that babies do converse with adults employs twelve non- 
cognitive criteria for conversation which she calls ‘structural features of dialogue’. She persuades 
us that two- month- old babies manifest four of these twelve features when en face with an at-
tentive adult, namely: speech- like lip and tongue movements; non- random bodily movements 
and facial expressions; turn- taking; and finally, ‘they express emotions which are reciprocally 
[i.e. comprehensibly] related to the emotions [actually emotional expressions] of others’. It is 
these new grounds, when viewed through the lens of her second non- cognitive definition, which 
allow her to conclude babies are capable of conversation, and that, therefore, by reference to her 
first definition, babies have been shown directly to understand, and recognize the psychological 
qualities of others.

This is like defining a car as a motorized vehicle that can take one from place to place, and 
then noting that all cars have four wheels and a windscreen. According to Reddy’s logic, it 
would make sense to say that anyone who possesses four wheels and a windscreen has a car in 
which they can travel from place to place.

1.3 Primary narcissism

If we reconsider the observational evidence in Section 1.1, it squares better with an account of 
intersubjectivity which does not assume that all intersubjectivity is veridical. In this alterna-
tive view, young bubs are not interested in the m/ other’s real personal qualities, feelings, and 
thoughts as such. Their attraction to interacting with people like their mothers results from 
them enjoying a sense of empowerment and control from seeing their actions reflected back ‘at 
twice their natural size’ by the m/ other.23 Thus the reason that mothers, and all sensitive elders, 
typically engage in ‘mirroring’ when talking to babies is because mirroring proves the best 
way to adapt to the infant’s communicative behaviour, behaviour which is governed by what 
is known as ‘narcissism’.24 Likewise, when babies turn away from their mothers in Murray’s 
‘perturbation experiments’, they do not do so out of empathy for their ‘replayed’ mother— who, 
after all, looks just as happy as she did when she was interacting with them ‘live’. They turn 
away and get upset because they no longer feel empowered by what their mothers are (now 
non- contingently) doing. Likewise, babies do not categorically distinguish people from things 
because the ways they deal with the world do not slavishly reflect ‘reality’: how they treat both 
people and things depends, at least partly, on how they are feeling about the world from mo-
ment to moment.

Amongst the advantages of this alternative interpretation to conversational behaviour in 
young babies is that it attributes a complex subjective creativity to babies: their social behaviour 
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is, in good part, a consequence of their own feelings and imaginings, not the fruit of a single- 
minded attempt to read— or of a functional ‘adaptation’ to— a supposedly unambiguous ‘real 
world’. This more complex understanding of infants has another advantage: potentially explain-
ing infant negativity as something intrinsic to a baby’s attitude to others. Thus, several observers 
have noted that, by three and four months of age, babies increasingly look away from their 
mothers in en face exchanges.25 Whilst this avoidant behaviour seldom draws comment from 
proponents of mind- reading, when it does, it is either explained as manifesting the baby’s 
growing enjoyment in ‘novelty and exploration’26 or as the infant’s response to his or her mother 
‘being too insistent’, or ‘unsympathetically projecting “mistaken” interpretations of the infant’s 
feelings’.27 Neither of these interpretations finds support in the observations they ostensibly 
summarize:

When four- month- olds avert their gaze from their mothers, they do not proceed to look for 
more interesting objects in their environment. Nor are they responding to any observed change 
in their mothers’ behaviour: there is no evidence that the mothers of babies who look away 
from them have been acting unsympathetically or intrusively. When bubs look away from their 
Mams in recording sessions, they typically stare fixedly at some object or surface while watch-
ing and waiting (through peripheral vision, ‘out of the corners of their eyes’) for their Mam to 
look away from them. They then often swiftly look back at her averted face. Then, as soon as her 
head starts turning back to look at them, they immediately look away from her again, thereby 
continuing to avoid her gaze (these are called ‘fractional glances’).28 As such, infant negativity 
appears to be interpersonally motivated, not due to a simple expansion of interests. The rise of 
fractional glances in three-and four- month- olds suggests that babies who ostentatiously look 
away from their mothers (‘at nothing’) in this manner have found a new sense of empowerment 
through the exertion of control over the mother’s looking- behaviour.

So, it is incorrect to explain four- month- olds’ negativity as the mother’s ‘fault’— for being ‘in-
sensitive’ or ‘intrusive’. Gratuitous mother- blaming of this kind is an inevitable consequence of 
the ‘direct understanding’ vision of infancy, which imagines both infants and mothers naturally 
possess a homogenous and univocal subjectivity, harmoniously, transparent to each other.29

1.3.1  Primary processes
Like cognition- first approaches, including the attachment perspective, the theory of innate in-
tersubjectivity does not attribute an intrinsic capacity for creative imagination or fantasy to 
young babies. Reality is treated as something determinate and unambiguous that we— meaning, 
in this case, babies— just have to adapt to and learn about.

Such assumptions stand in stark contrast to an earlier theory of infant intersubjectivity, 
which was rooted in Sigmund Freud’s theory of primary process. It is here that we find a vision 
of infants as beings replete with creative imagination and fantasy life. Freud’s theory sets out 
from the viewpoint captured by the poet T.S. Eliot’s line: ‘humankind cannot bear very much 
reality’.30 Due to babies’ powerful need for self- preservation combined with their actual phys-
ical impotence, their lack of autonomy, and their vulnerability to the whims of others, any true 
awareness of the extent of their powerlessness would be cataclysmic. So, the first and most fun-
damental psychical move in humans is to deny one’s actual condition via a ‘primary’ process 
of what Freud called ‘hallucinatory wish- fulfilment’. Freud likens the infant’s psyche to an egg 
which secretes a hard protective shell around a hidden yolk of ‘inner’ activities. Thus, infants 
displace any experience of their real vulnerability by virtue of a process which makes them 
feel complete, satisfied, and powerful. With time, children begin to build up reality- based ‘sec-
ondary processes’— though these never entirely supplant our primitive, pleasure- governed, 
wish- fulfilling, primary process.

Primary processes should thus be seen partly as an escape, with the sense of their imagery 
being fantasy. Yet, in order for the infant to survive and thrive, the process also connects to 
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reality by structuring representations of the ongoing satisfaction of vital needs. The baby starts 
sucking at the mother’s proffered breast and soon feels her warm milk flooding inwards. Once 
the baby’s stomach is full, the milk will have satisfied his or her physiological need. But any sat-
isfaction the baby immediately feels upon sucking cannot be directly related to physiological 
satisfaction, because, until the feed is finished, the baby’s physiological need remains unmet. 
Hence baby’s experience of satisfaction at ‘getting fed’ is related to a reality which it simultane-
ously distorts. Jacques Lacan (1949) found an image of this mismatch between reality and imag-
inary satisfaction in infants’ jubilant control over their own image in a mirror. The mirror offers 
a complete, bounded, and integrated image of the self which is both real and unreal— in that it 
faithfully reflects what the baby looks like yet shows no sign of the baby’s felt fears, confusions, 
needs, demands, and vulnerabilities. It was Lacan’s metaphor of the mirror which was taken up 
by Winnicott into the annals of psychotherapy and, from there, into laboratory- based infant 
research.

Winnicott extended Lacan’s notion of the mirror dynamic in infancy to what he called the 
‘holding’ function of maternal behaviour. ‘Holding’ captures a crucial aspect of the individu-
al’s relationship with others. In infancy, it is comprised of the m/ other giving back to the baby 
what the baby feels and needs but can, when left to his or her own devices, only hallucinate. The 
mother’s role is to complete in reality what the baby can only wish for. It is in this way that, when 
it comes to face- to- face interaction, the mother undertakes to make of herself and her face ‘a 
mirror’. So when a baby looks at a mother’s face, the baby will see what she or he is doing being 
reflected back and elaborated ‘live’ by the mother. In this, the mother’s ‘holding’ or ‘mirroring’ 
role serves to reassure the baby that it is safe to accept a limited amount of reality, even while 
ignoring many aspects of his or her immediate need.

This approach, which highlights the active imagination and creativity of the narcissistic 
infant, provides quite a different story of development from that of a psyche directly imbibing 
or adapting to an unambiguous reality which is presumed to be perceived accurately and 
without difficulty. Such presumption finds advocates of babies’ capacity for direct under-
standing of other people also assuming a capacity for direct understanding in themselves. 
Thus, such scientists feel no need to examine different interpretations of the interactions 
they observe; nor to question the grounds of their own participation in what has for centu-
ries been called the hermeneutic ‘circle’ of interpretation.31 Nor do they acknowledge a need 
to consider what psychoanalysts call the contribution of the counter- transference to their 
reading of others.32

There is always likely to be some self- serving element in general observations about babies.33 
Thus, the best- known scientific visions of infancy have all been elaborated by theorists who use 
infancy as a canvas upon which to draw— or as a kind of proving- ground for— the key features 
of their own vision of humanity. Freud pictured infancy as a time dominated by sexual passions, 
instancing the faces flushed with pleasure of babies sucking at their mothers’ breasts and the 
erections of baby boys. The ‘genetic epistemologist’ Jean Piaget imagined a baby whose primary 
goal was to build a science- like conceptual representation of the physical world: for example, 
by constructing a realistic ‘object concept’ (e.g. so that it can recognize that things continue to 
exist even when out of sight). No talk of breasts or erections for Piaget! The grammarian Noam 
Chomsky argued babies were born endowed with a ‘language acquisition device’ that was (like 
Chomsky) sensitive to the fundamental rules of grammar. And proponents of the view that 
infants need a ‘theory of mind’ before they can understand others, model babies on the ideal of 
the hypothetico- deductive scientist they themselves aspire to be.34

Such a history shows that it is imperative for psychologists to recognize how their visions of 
infancy may be partial: a form of situated knowledge, coloured by their own participation in the 
groups to which they belong.35 Interpretation always starts out as a more or less plausible at-
tempt to incorporate an act or event into a specific culture of understanding.
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1.4 Intersubjectivity in groups

Meanwhile, more recent formulations of intersubjectivity theory have been converging with 
our findings about babies in groups. Stephen Malloch and Colwyn Trevarthen have pounced 
with gusto on the idea that baby humans have an inborn ‘communicative musicality’ which 
allows them to join with or enrol others both in shared rhythmic forms of pulse and varia-
tions of quality (i.e. in the pitch, contour, and volume) of sound- making. Such forms of shared 
agency are by no means limited to two- person interactions (cf. Chapter 4). Music and dance as 
easily engage ‘many with many’36 as one with one— as anyone knows who has enjoyed a corrob-
oree, ceilidh, or concert.

2. The attachment perspective

Bowlby’s attachment theory holds that all human babies are born with the raw materials to con-
struct an ‘attachment behavioural system’ over their first three years of life.37 By a child’s third 
birthday, this attachment system will have gained a stable form. This form will either be se-
cure or insecure, depending on how the child’s mother looked after the child during infancy.38 
Henceforth, the social and emotional life of the child— and the adult she or he becomes— will 
be strongly influenced by the form of his or her primary attachment system.

These claims about babies remain what the current Handbook of Attachment calls the undis-
puted ‘core’39 of today’s attachment theory. none of them has a credible grounding in evidence, 
as we now show.

2.1 The infant’s ‘attachment behavioural system’ does not exist.

In the 1950s and 1960s, Bowlby argued that babies are born with an instinct to attach them-
selves to their mothers, resulting in behaviour parallel to the lamb in the poem ‘Mary had a 
little lamb’. However, the term ‘instinct’ underwent significant critique in the study of animal 
behaviour (ethology) during the 1960s and 1970s, because instincts were too often attributed 
to animals, and humans, without any distinctive observable criteria. It would be better, argued 
ethologists, if rigid sequences of the highly stereotyped behaviours they called ‘fixed action pat-
terns’ (or FAPs) were no longer called instincts. Instead, repeated sequences of FAPs— like the 
16 FAPs which constitute the stereotyped nest- building behaviour of digger wasps, or the 20 
FAPs which comprise parental incubation of herring- gull eggs— should be understood as the 
output of hierarchically-organized ‘behavioural systems’.40 So Bowlby changed his language, 
and claimed that, when he wrote of attachment formation as ‘instinctive’, what he meant was 
that all human babies were born biologically programmed to develop a thermostat- like ‘attach-
ment behavioural system’ over the first three years of life— a system which had proximity- to- 
mother as its ‘set- goal’ (just as the eggs of the herring gull are the ‘set- goal’ of their parents’ 
twenty incubational FAPs). But this claim has no basis in evidence:

2.1.1  Infant social behaviour does not comprise ‘fixed action patterns’ and is not 
solely dyadic

Bowlby said babies begin the process of attachment formation with a limited range of inborn 
proximity- promoting behaviours or signals: babbling, clinging, crying, following (with their 
eyes), grasping, looking, orienting, reaching, rooting, smiling, and sucking. These are emitted41 
towards others indiscriminately from birth until 12 weeks of age. From 3 to 7 months, babies 
continue to ‘emit’ these so- called attachment behaviours to all- comers but, increasingly, in a 
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more marked fashion towards their mother-figure than towards anyone else. Bowlby called 
these attachment behaviours fixed action patterns (FAPs), as they are ‘highly stereotyped and, 
once initiated, follow their typical course to its completion almost irrespective of what is hap-
pening in the environment’.42

In fact, the attachment behaviours Bowlby lists have little in common with FAPs. From birth 
onwards, actions like rooting, sucking, reaching, and grasping are all goal- directed, in that they 
can be altered to gain advantages, and hence are flexible, in form, function, and duration— 
antithetically to FAPs.43 Unaccountably, Bowlby even called smiling and crying FAPs, despite 
only citing articles containing evidence to the contrary (cf. Chapter 5.3.5)! As any parent knows 
from a baby’s first days on, smiles take many subtly variable forms, varying in length, occa-
sion, and intensity.44 And crying is a continuous system for coding distress, cries varying grad-
ually from being quiet and discontinuous to loud and continuous.45 Gaze is also complex from 
birth— integrating both focal and peripheral vision (see Chapter 2)— and highly variable in 
target and duration. Babbling is highly variable too, not fixed, and it is not a neonatal behaviour, 
first occurring around four months of age.46

Conversely, there are other obviously variable behaviours which promote proximity to care-
givers in the first three months of life. These Bowlby ignores. Both touch and interactional 
synchrony are important for maintaining infant– adult proximity.47 Defecation also advanta-
geously promotes caregiver- infant proximity48— especially where, as in the African regions 
where our ancestors are thought to have evolved, smell- drawn disease vectors are likely to had 
an impact on infants’ survival.

Leaving aside the flexibility and underestimated numbers of the ‘proximity- promoting or 
maintaining’ behaviours which Bowlby dubbed ‘attachment behaviours’— any unblinkered vi-
sion of infancy must also consider the meaning and function of the full range of social skills 
and social capacities manifest in young babies (see Chapter 2.3 for a sketch- map). Most notable 
here— given the adherence of attachment theory to a dyadic vision of infant ‘attachments’ and 
‘relationships’49— are the demonstrations reviewed in this book that infants act in supra- dyadic 
ways, before attachments have even begun to form. The fact that infants’ evolved interactive 
repertoire does not fit Bowlby’s dyadic formula queries the entire conception of an evolved ‘at-
tachment behavioural system’ which has one ‘mother figure’ as set goal.50 And it entirely refutes 
the idea that all human social behaviour— including with peers— is generated by a ‘top priority’ 
‘dyadic programme’, namely that of ‘attachment’.51

2.1.2 ‘Attachment behaviours’ do not occur in stable sequences

When Mary Ainsworth and her colleagues designed the method of assessing infant– 
mother attachments known as the ‘strange situation procedure’ (or SSP), they assumed the 
infant’s attachment behaviours would vary in a tightly inter- correlated way under different 
circumstances— as do the FAPs making up the reproductive behaviour systems of digger wasps, 
herring gulls, and stickleback fish. Whilst they ignored the fact that the ‘attachment behaviours’ 
Bowlby called FAPs are neither stereotyped nor insensitive to context (see Section 2.1.1), they 
could not escape finding attachment behaviours do not tightly inter- correlate: both their oc-
currence and sequencing show little stability over time.52 In fact, all attachment behaviours, 
and attachment- relevant behaviours (e.g. resisting the mother), change form during in-
fancy, in ways that alter their significance vis- à- vis contexts and caregivers. Conversely, new 
behaviours— like language use and locomotion— become pertinent to proximity promotion as 
a child matures. It is partly for this reason that coding of the SSP has moved from counting 
discrete behaviours to making stylistic assessments about different styles, organizations, or pat-
terns of behaviour (cf. Chapter 5.2.4).53
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2.1.3  Stranger fear and separation anxiety cannot function as milestones 
of development

Two behavioural phenomena were held by Bowlby to mark an infant’s passage from Phase II 
(3– 7 months) to Phase III (8– 30 months) of attachment formation: fear of strangers and sep-
aration anxiety. He believed that, around eight months of age, all securely attached babies will 
show fear of strangers, though secure infants will be more sociable to strangers than insecure 
infants. But stranger fear and separation anxiety are not reliably observed in babies. So they 
cannot serve as universal markers of socio- emotional development.

The fear of strangers phenomenon appears to be a consequence of how strangers behave 
towards a baby. If strangers behave in the passive, stilted manner dictated by the SSP, babies may 
treat them more cautiously than if a stranger actively approaches and engages with the infant in 
a friendly way.54 Hence, contrary to Bowlby’s theory, it appears that Phase 3 infants do not typi-
cally show a fear of strangers— positive responses predominating when a stranger behaves in an 
ordinary friendly way.55 Indeed, after a few minutes of interaction with a friendly stranger, one- 
year- olds have been found to direct behaviour towards the stranger which, had it been shown 
to the mother, would have been termed attachment behaviour.56 And 10- month- olds follow 
strangers as often as their mothers in a novel environment.57

Like fear of strangers, Bowlby saw separation anxiety— expressed by following, clinging, and 
crying when a mother leaves her baby— as an indispensable sign of a child’s entry into Phase 3 
of attachment formation. For this reason, a ‘separation’ from the baby’s mother was included 
by Ainsworth and colleagues as the fourth episode in the SSP. But, despite being attachment 
enthusiasts, their results refuted Bowlby’s claim. At the start of Episode 4, only one in five babies 
cried when their mother departed (leaving them alone in an unfamiliar room with an unfa-
miliar person), and just one in ten followed their mother to the door as she left. Around 30% 
showed no change in behaviour when Episodes 3 (baby with mother and stranger) and 4 were 
compared. More infants played with the stranger in Episode 4 than in Episode 3, when both 
mother and stranger were present. For this reason, separation anxiety cannot be used as a diag-
nostic of attachment.58

Note that Bowlby’s principal evidence for ‘separation anxiety’ came from: research on caged 
baby rhesus monkeys brought up alone; observations of the effects of parent- deprivation on 
infants in hospital or other forms of institutional care, alone for several weeks or longer; and 
foster children undergoing a change of mother figure. Such extreme experiences confound sep-
aration with a host of other socio- emotional and environmental circumstances.

2.1.4  ‘Attachment behaviours’ do not have a distinctive evolutionary provenance
Bowlby claimed that attachment behaviours, like wasp and gull FAPs, all have well- defined acti-
vating and terminating conditions which serve to promote proximity to a baby’s mother-figure. 
He said this was because they had evolved to have the function of protecting the baby against 
danger. However, each one of the behaviours Bowlby calls ‘attachment behaviours’ has a func-
tion other than promoting proximity to caregivers: the baby’s need for milk makes sucking es-
sential; rooting serves as a feeding cue;59 babbling is an important step in the development of 
language;60 looking informs infants about their entire environment and helps direct any inten-
tional action; reaching is directed at anything a baby wants to grasp, not just mothers;61 and 
‘following’ (by looking and later by locomotion) also has several functions (e.g. exploration).62 
Bowlby did (mistakenly) propose that some attachment behaviours (namely, sucking) had two 
separate functions (one being nutrition, as in ‘nutritive sucking’, and a second non- nutritive 
‘soothing’ function, as in ‘non- nutritive sucking’— which was supposedly related to attach-
ment).63 But this is seldom the most parsimonious proposal: one explanation for the evolution 
of a behaviour is better than two.
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Not surprisingly, therefore, it has been shown that ‘proximity- seeking’ behaviours have 
no single specialized ‘attachment’ function of ‘protection- by- mother’. They have multiple 
functions— reflecting their multiple non- attachment roles.64 Furthermore, because each pur-
ported attachment behaviour has a primary function which is not proximity- promotion, 
their activating and terminating conditions are not primarily governed by proximity, contrary 
to Bowlby. For example, Bowlby wrote that, up to four months, a baby’s smile ‘appears to be 
a fixed action pattern elicited mainly by sight of his mother’s face (full face, not profile), to be 
intensified by social interaction, and to be terminated when he is picked up’.65 Evidence shows 
that babies often smile without external stimulation, for example when asleep, and when al-
ready held by parents, for example, when feeding.66 They also smile when they experience con-
trol, whether in social or non- social situations, as when neonates successfully solve a problem 
(detecting an arbitrary rule linking the sounds of a bell or a buzzer with the provision of milk 
on one side of their head or the other), or when three- month- olds are given control over the 
movements of a mobile hanging above their crib.67

2.1.5  The evolutionary rationale for an ‘attachment behavioural system’ 
is redundant

Bowlby argued that the ‘attachment behavioural system’ of modern infants first evolved to pro-
tect infants against danger: when a Stone Age baby was endangered two million years ago, its 
best chance at survival was to stay close to its mother— hence the evolution and inheritance of 
a set of ‘attachment behaviours’ which serve to maintain babies’ proximity to their mothers in 
times of stress. Yet the behavioural system responsible for an infant’s survival cannot be or have 
been the attachment system, because, according to Bowlby, this has not fully formed until after 
a child turns two: it was only from 30 months of age onwards that Bowlby dated the onset of a 
stable ‘goal- corrected partnership’ between toddler and mother- figure. None of the so- called 
attachment behaviours ‘emitted’ during the first nine months is goal- corrected, according to 
Bowlby. Hence, even by his own lights, what must have ensured the baby’s survival in prehis-
toric times was what Bowlby calls ‘the caregiving system’, as it does in ours, not ‘the attachment 
behavioural system’ (see ‘signals’ in Section 2.3.1 below). Which makes redundant Bowlby’s en-
tire evolutionary rationale for the existence of an ‘attachment behavioural system’.

2.1.6  The evidence from primates said to support infant attachment does not
Bowlby said care of the young in baboons, chimps, gorillas, and rhesus macaques gives us the 
best model for how our ancestors cared for babies two million years ago. He particularly drew 
on Harry Harlow’s experiments on the effects of deprivation in rhesus monkeys. For Bowlby, 
Harlow’s key result was that caged infants who had been deprived of mothering during their 
own infancy grew up to be pathological. But Bowlby sidelined some key Harlow findings, 
stressing only the disastrous effects of the infant’s being deprived of an attachment to a mother-  
figure.68 Harlow’s deprivation experiments did not just deprive baby monkeys of their mothers, 
however, they also denied caged baby monkeys of contact with peers. This led Harlow to test the 
part played by peers in monkey upbringing. And, contrary to Bowlby’s claims, he found that, 
‘in the monkey, at least, it would appear that under favourable circumstances, real mothers can 
be bypassed but early peer experiences cannot’.69 This suggests that group relations are more im-
portant for a baby monkey’s well- being than having a relationship with its mother— a finding 
which, if extrapolated to humans à la Bowlby, would suggest groupness is the most essential 
form of sociability for human babies.70

As discussed in Chapter 1 (Section 1.5), Sarah Blaffer Hrdy argues that humans are, and stem 
from, cooperative breeders.71 We are more like marmosets and tamarins (Callitrichidae)— who 
care for infants collectively— than rhesus macaques or great apes, who do not. She backs her 
claim by demonstrating several parallels between Callitrichids and humans: willingness of 
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mothers to let others hold their newborns; multiple caregivers for each infant; calculating atti-
tudes to infanticide; a willingness to feed other mothers’ babies; helpfulness to others; swift rate 
of reproduction; and a capacity for speedy colonization of new territory. None of these features 
is found in the four primate species Bowlby takes as models for early humans.

Like most scientists, Bowlby presumed our prehistoric proto- human ancestors lived in small 
stable social groups comprising individuals of both sexes and all ages. Such groups would have 
served two functions, said Bowlby: protection from predators; and facilitating food- getting 
by cooperative hunting. However, Bowlby also claimed (without backup evidence) that, when 
members of such groups are threatened, the mature males, whether monkeys or humans, 
(would) combine to drive off the predator whilst the mothers retire with their babies. From 
this made- up scenario, he extrapolated the adaptiveness of a unique bond between mother and 
child. Unfortunately for attachment theory, however, Bowlby’s made- up scenario is refuted by 
observational evidence from Shirley Strum and her colleagues showing that scared infants tend 
to go with any group member prepared to pick them up, not exclusively their mother, in group- 
living primates like olive baboons.72

2.2 Measures of infant attachment have weak to non- existent 
predictive power

The fundamental assumption of attachment theory’s explanations of human behaviour is that 
what happens early in one’s life has a strong and long- lasting influence over one’s well- being, or, 
in short, that early is deep. Research refutes this assumption, twice over. Measures of attachment 
security in infants prove unstable in the short term. And they do not predict adult functioning 
strongly, or (often) at all.

The most widely used means of diagnosing the security or insecurity of infant attachments 
is the SSP.73 This 20- minute procedure is designed to reflect how a crawling or toddling in-
fant, when under different levels of stress, interacts with their mother- figure in stress- related 
situations during everyday life. So the question arises: do SSP ratings reflect the current state 
of child– parent interaction— something which may vary from day to day or month to month? 
Or do SSP ratings reflect the stable underlying structure of the infant’s attachment to his or her 
mother figure? Attachment researchers claim a Yes answer to the second question. But research 
continues to refute their claim: stability of infant– mother behaviour in the SSP reflects the sta-
bility of external circumstances, not the existence of an ‘internal working model’ or ‘attachment 
behavioural system’ inside the baby— as we now show.

2.2.1  Over- time reliability of the Strange Situation Procedure depends on non- 
infant factors

Studies relevant to the over- time reliability of the SSP test the same infant- adult pair twice in the 
SSP, a few weeks or months apart. Such studies find that temporal reliability in SSP classifica-
tions of infant- adult attachment is most strongly linked to continuity in each pair’s ‘background 
variables’: their socio- economic status; the degree of marital harmony at home; whether living 
arrangements change; continuity of childcare provision; and whether or not caregivers have re-
liable social support. Conversely, short- term variations in attachment classifications in the SSP 
correlate with short- term variations in background variables.74

This means the proportions of the variance in studies of social behaviour (infant or parental) 
explained by the different types of ‘attachment security’ the SSP constructs are seldom if ever 
‘strong’ in attachment research, especially where studies sample children other than volunteer 
middle- class children from intact families.75 Equally, because almost all attachment studies 
are correlational, even a powerful correlation between two indicators, of say infant security 
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and maternal sensitivity, may be the result of a third unstudied variable (e.g. social support 
for the dyad) which has produced related effects in both indicators, implying that: when over- 
time correlational results are hailed as proving the ‘effects’ of infantile attachments, the results 
are serving as proxies for the over- time effects of unstudied background variables. Thus the 
exclusion of any background characteristic may have inflated even the moderate effect-sizes 
attachment research claims. For example, while some analyses of attachment stability factor in 
some forms of environmental ‘risk status’, they often do not include social support— a powerful 
co- correlate of caregiving behaviour, even in high- risk families.76 Furthermore, when we in-
spect the few studies held up as having shown (from the effects of therapeutic interventions) a 
non- correlational directly- causal influence of maternal care on infant attachment security, we 
find none of these studies has controlled for placebo effects.77

In short, just as Michael Lamb and his colleagues showed in the mid- 1980s, diagnoses of at-
tachment in/ security constructed using the SSP do not primarily reflect an ‘internal’ structure 
in the child. They primarily reflect what is going on in the social environment external to the 
child and his or her caregiver(s).78

2.2.2  Classifications of infant attachments do not predict adult behaviour
Unsurprisingly, given the results just reviewed, none of the major longitudinal studies which 
have examined the long- term correlates of early infant– adult attachments have found any large 
direct effect of primary attachments on grown- up functioning— especially if they have con-
trolled for background variables like social support for mothers. The so- called Minnesota study 
found that, if socio- contextual variables were controlled, attachment security in infancy was 
a very weak predictor of adult functioning (accounting for 5% of the variance in global so-
cial competence at age nineteen). Neither of two German longitudinal studies found a signifi-
cant relationship of security of attachment in the SSP at either twelve or eighteen months with 
any measure of attachment or relationship beyond the age of ten. An Israeli longitudinal study 
on attachment representations showed that continuity in representation was significantly tied 
to stability, and discontinuity from instability, in the caregiver’s environment. Taken together, 
findings from such studies show that, when attachment measures are combined with measures 
of an infant– mother dyad’s social background, a far stronger association with later outcomes 
results— explaining 50% versus 5% of the variance in the Minnesota study— than do attach-
ment measures alone.79

All of which suggests that, contrary to Bowlby’s theory, the primary cause of different devel-
opmental outcomes is not an infant’s primary attachment per se, but the manner in which the 
infant– mother dyad’s social context supports their two lives. Hence the failure of attachment 
security to correlate directly with grown- up competence has been repeatedly found in recent 
years, especially in studies which include and assess infant– mother couples from diverse so-
cial environments.80 Conversely, studies which recruit homogenous low- risk dyads from in-
tact middle- class families, and/ or which do not include measures of dyads’ social environment, 
do sometimes report infants’ attachment classifications associate significantly with later out-
comes.81 Contrary to their authors’ claims, however, such studies cannot tell us if the signifi-
cant associations they report are attributable to infants’ attachment security, or whether both 
earlier and later measures symptomatically reflect continuities in ‘background’ differences in 
children’s everyday lives.82

In this context, the most notable use of Bowlby’s idea that primary attachments create a tem-
plate or formative precursor for all later relationships has been to explain correlations between 
(early) infant– mother attachments and (later) behaviour with peers. On average, studies which 
report such associations first measure ‘attachment security’ around two years of age (in infants 
from stable families), then measure inter- peer interaction two years later.83 Significant correla-
tions between the two measures may then be held to show a causal link from attachment to peer 
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competence. But to assume correlations show causes is an elementary logical error. Moreover, 
this kind of study rarely reports social background variables like social support. Finally, the 
design of these studies tacitly assumes babies are incapable of peer- peer interaction before they 
are well past their third birthday. Hence they never consider measuring attachment security and 
peer competence at the same age in infancy.84

Until we know how competent infants are with peers from early in life, the relative contribu-
tion of infant- adult relationships to later peer competence will remain unknown. And, as this 
book shows, babies are capable of supra- dyadic peer interaction before babies have even begun 
to form what Bowlby called ‘attachments’. This raises the possibility that both peer and infant– 
adult interaction are the product of the same (supra- dyadic) relational capacity.85 Alternatively, 
it is possible that good early experience with peers may shape the later formation of so- called 
attachment relationships— as in Harlow’s monkeys.

2.3 Attachment theory is a theory of caregiving, not of infant 
social behaviour

All the evidence reviewed in this Appendix proves ‘attachment theory’ to be a misnomer. 
Attachment theory does not explain infants’ social and emotional development in terms of data 
generated by an infant’s internal ‘attachment system’. The data it theorizes are primarily gen-
erated by the growing child’s external caregiving environment. Insofar as attachment theory 
applies to babies, it is a theory of caregiving, not a theory of the infant’s ‘attachment system’ or 
‘internal working model’. In fact, Bowlby’s evolutionary rationale for all human babies possess-
ing an ‘attachment behavioural system’ refutes itself— because, according to Bowlby, that system 
has not formed until the child is approaching his or her third birthday. Even the SSP, whilst 
supposedly focused on infant behaviour, is, as Marga Vicedo observes, today primarily used as 
a tacit way of identifying better and worse kinds of maternal care.86

To underline this conclusion, consider three further points:

2.3.1  The infant’s smiles and cries are signs not ‘signals’
Bowlby refers to attachment behaviours as ‘signals’. Yet, as with sucking, reaching, and root-
ing, few of them are ‘sent’ as signals, given their non- attachment functions (see Section 2.1.3). 
Smiles and cries seem to function more as flexible symptoms of the baby’s varying state or 
mood than as other- directed displays.87 Of course, this does not stop such behaviours being 
interpreted by others as signs relevant to an infant’s current caregiving needs.

Thus, when infant behaviours like smiles and cries do trigger effective care from others, this 
is because a potential caregiver reads a behaviour as having a certain kind of meaning. Smiles 
and cries only promote proximity to a caregiver if they serve to prompt caregiving behaviour. 
A willingness to care for babies in adults and older children, plus a drive to interpret others’ 
expressions,88 is thus both necessary and sufficient to account for the development of early 
infant- adult relationships. It is therefore superfluous to hypothesize an additional ‘behavioural 
system’— that is, an innate ‘attachment behavioural system’— in babies, to account for the for-
mation of the kinds of behaviour attachment theorists theorize.

2.3.2  Caregiving behaviour varies historically and cross- culturally
Anyone who inspects the copious cross- cultural evidence on child- rearing available today must 
acknowledge that human caregiving behaviour rarely corresponds to the pattern attachment 
theorists hold to be natural or normal. This evidence proves to be nonsense the idea that all 
human caregiving has a biological template which evolved two million years ago and is best 
manifested by intact middle- class families from the UK and USA in the 1950s.89
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2.3.3  Equating dyadic maternal care to the baby’s effective environment 
is misogynistic

Despite evidence showing the dependence of child outcomes on the social environment sur-
rounding those who care for the child, Bowlby largely treated ‘the mother’ as the entirety of 
an infant’s environment, thus rhetorically desert- islanding both mother and child from their 
social circumstances.90 Unsurprisingly then, Bowlby’s confidence that ‘the very great influence 
that a child’s mother has on his development’ would not lead to blame but be understood as 
a consequence of ‘the amount of emotional support, or lack of it, she herself is receiving’ has 
proven void.91 The idea that mothers (or other ‘dyadic’ caregivers) are to blame for children’s 
difficulties proves endemic to attachment- based explanations, and to attachment- inspired 
policy.92 Witness the swarm of new infant– mother attachment ‘types’ devised by attachment- 
inspired clinicians— without any backing from observational research on children— to explain 
various forms of adult psychopathology. As we have seen, one such is Brett Kahr’s empirically 
unsupported account of schizophrenia as mainly produced by young children’s ‘infanticidal 
attachments’ to mothers (or fathers) who ‘transmit death- related messages to their children, 
sometimes consciously, but often unconsciously’ (Chapter 5.2.2).93

2.4 Is attachment theory scientific?

Mary Ainsworth and her colleagues described attachment theory as something which could 
not be refuted. They called it a ‘perspective’— a term which seemingly classes it with the views of 
flat- earthers and scientologists— not a hypothetico- deductive theory.94 If it is really irrefutable, 
this, for many people, including John Bowlby, would make it unscientific. Bowlby undoubtedly 
believed attachment theory was scientific.95 So: who is right?

Ainsworth is right.96 To subscribe to attachment theory today is to be unscientific or, more 
precisely, pseudo- scientific, insofar as the theory is claimed to be ‘scientific’ despite all the crit-
icisms documented here. Anyone who wishes to check the extent to which attachment theory 
is pseudo- scientific today should turn to the introductory chapter in the current Handbook of 
Attachment, where we read: ‘Bowlby and Ainsworth’s original ideas have held up well . . . nothing 
that has emerged from the thousands of studies produced over the past 40 years has led to a se-
rious challenge to the core theory’.97 Apparently, the attachment paradigm remains impervious 
to all the evidence this Appendix reviews.98 It is hence justly now called a perspective— on a par 
with the denial of climate- change. Nor is it a neutral perspective. It is culturally biased, mother- 
blaming, misogynistic, and, as such deeply unethical.99

2.5 Babies do best in groups

Fortunately, given the scientific demise of attachment theory, there is another show in town 
which can be refuted. A great deal of the evidence accumulated by ethnographers shows that 
babies do best when they are brought up— not by just one desert- islanded mother— but by 
a group of people. Babies do better in groups when in quality centre- based childcare— as we 
argued from the evidence discussed in Chapter 4. And research has repeatedly shown that, even 
when living in ‘high- risk’ conditions, babies do better in extended families than in isolated ‘nu-
clear’ families.100 The importance of groups for healthy child development is also reflected in 
the proven importance of social support for children’s and mothers’ well- being— and by what-
ever therapeutic successes ‘the Circle of Security’ has (see Chapter 5.2.3).

Even attachment research suggests babies do better in groups, or with ‘multiple caregivers’. 
The attempt to shoehorn this finding back into the dyadic fold explains the value- adding of 
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multiple caregivers as being the consequence of ‘multiple attachments’. But the ways in which 
such group care supposedly helps infants, that is, how being integrated into a group of care-
givers impacts a baby’s putative ‘internal working model’, remains so vague as to be unscien-
tific.101 Worse, attachment theory provides no way to theorize genuinely group- based (that is, 
supra- dyadic) behaviour.102 Which means it cannot explain findings that third- party relation-
ships (e.g. marital discord) can have a direct (supra- dyadic) impact on infants’ socio- emotional 
development.103,104

All such findings, which seem anomalous from the attachment perspective, make good sci-
entific sense if we take up Darwin’s hypothesis— that babies grow up most securely if they are 
integrated into a group of caring people— and then set about testing that hypothesis.
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